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The Kodama state is unique in being an exact solution to all the constraints of

quantum gravity that also has a well defined semi-classical interpretation as the

quantum version of a classical spacetime, namely de Sitter or anti-de sitter space.

Despite this, the state fails to pass some of the key tests of a physically realistic

quantum state. In an attempt to resolve this problem, we track down the root of the

problem to a choice for a particular parameter: the Immirzi parameter. The Kodama

state takes this parameter to be complex, whereas modern formulations of canonical

quantum gravity require that the parameter is real. We generalize the Kodama state

to real values of the Immirzi parameter, and find that the generalization opens up a

large Hilbert space of states, one of which can be directly interpreted as particular

vii



slicing of de Sitter space. We then show that these states resolve, or are expected

to resolve many of the problems associated with the original version of the Kodama

state. In order to resolve the interpretation of the multitude of states, we develop a

new model of covariant classical and quantum gravity where the full Lorentz group

is retained as a local symmetry group, and the canonical evolution generated by

the constraints has a close relation to a larger group: the de Sitter group. This

formalism gives strong evidence that the multitude of generalized Kodama states

can be unified into a single quantum state that is quantum de Sitter space.
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Chapter 1

Prologue

1.1 Introduction

Perturbative techniques in quantum field theory and their extension to quantum

gravity are unparalleled in computational efficacy. In addition, because one can

always retreat to the physical picture of particles as small field perturbations prop-

agating on a classical background, perturbation theory maximizes the ease of tran-

sition from quantum to classical mechanics, and many processes can be viewed as

quantum analogues of familiar classical events. However, the transparent physi-

cal picture disappears in systems where the distinction between background and

perturbation to said background is blurred. Such systems include strongly inter-

acting systems, such as QCD, or systems where there is no preferred background

structure, such as general relativity. In contrast, non-perturbative and background

independent approaches to quantum gravity do not distinguish background from

perturbation, and are, therefore, appropriate for modeling the quantum mechanical

ground state of the universe itself, which it is hoped will serve as the vacuum on

which perturbation theory can be based. However, this is often at the expense of

losing the smooth transition from a quantum description to its classical or semi-
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classical counterpart as evidenced, for example, by the notorious problem of finding

the low energy limit of Loop Quantum Gravity. The sticking point is that pure

quantum spacetime may be sufficiently divorced from our classical understanding of

fields on a smooth Riemannian manifold that matching quantum or semi-classical

states with classical analogues may be extremely difficult.

In this respect the Kodama state is unique. Not only is the state an exact

solution to all the constraints of canonical quantum gravity, a rarity in itself, but it

also has a well defined physical interpretation as the quantum analogue of a familiar

classical spacetime, namely de Sitter or anti-de Sitter space depending on the sign of

the cosmological constant[1, 2, 3]. Thus, the state is a candidate for the fulfillment of

one of the distinctive advantages of non-perturbative approaches over perturbative

techniques: the former has the potential to predict the purely quantum mechanical

ground state on which perturbation theory can be based.

In addition, the Kodama state has many beautiful mathematical properties

relating the seemingly disparate fields of abstract knot theory and quantum field

theory on a space of connections[4]. In particular, the exact form of the state is

known in both the connection representation where it is the exponent of the Chern-

Simons action, and in the q-deformed spin network representation where it is a

superposition of all framed spin networks with amplitudes given by the Kauffman

bracket1[6]. This connection played a pivotal role in the development of the loop

approach to quantum gravity. One offshoot of the connection between the state and

knot theory is that the relation with quantum groups allows for a reinterpretation

of the role cosmological constant as the modulator of the deformation parameter of

the quantum deformed group.
1The loop transform is well understood and rigorous at the level of mathematical physics for

Euclidean signature spacetime. For Lorentz signature spacetime, the loop transform is believed to
be the Kauffman bracket, but the proof requires integrating along a real contour in the complex
plane, and it is not as rigorous as in the real case (see e.g. [5]). The de Sitter state that we will
present shares loop transform properties in common with the Euclidean signature Kodama state,
so it is well defined in the loop basis.
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Ultimately, however, observation and experiment are the arbiters of the rel-

evance of a physical theory. Cosmological evidence suggests that we live in an

increasingly vacuum dominated universe, which is asymptotically approaching de

Sitter space in the future as matter fields are diluted by the expansion of the uni-

verse, and possibly in the past as well as evidenced by the success of inflation models.

Thus, the state with positive λ is particularly relevant to modern cosmology. Since

the state has the status of a “wave function of the universe”, it opens up the possibil-

ity of making unique quantum gravitational predictions of a cosmological nature—a

route that appears to be the most promising direction towards quantum gravity

phenomenology[7].

Despite all the promise the state offers, it is plagued with problems. In par-

ticular, it does not or is not known to satisfy some key tests of a physically realistic

quantum state. Most notably, there is good evidence that the wave function can-

not be normalized under any inner product, it is not invariant under the discrete

CPT symmetry, and perturbations to the state may have negative energy sectors.

Most of these problems have been argued to apply to the Kodama state by anal-

ogy with a corresponding Chern-Simons state in Yang-Mills, rather than through

explicit demonstration[8]. Since the Kodama state is subtly, but significantly differ-

ent from the Yang-Mills solution, the analogy is not precise. However, the issue of

normalizability has been investigated[9], and the non-normalizability of linearized

perturbations to the state has been confirmed.

With these problems in mind, in this dissertation we set out to generalize

the state in order to overcome these difficulties. In order to do this, we will exploit

the subtle differences between the Kodama state in quantum gravity and the Chern-

Simons state in Yang-Mills theory. We will first track the problems of the original

Kodama state and the analogous Chern-Simons state down to the complexification

necessary in its construction. In contrast to the Yang-Mills state, we will show that
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this complexification is not necessary in the construction of the Kodama state, but

corresponds to a particular choice for a parameter in the quantum theory called

the Immirzi parameter, β. When this parameter is taken to be β = −i, the origi-

nal Kodama state can be constructed, but modern formulation of Loop Quantum

Gravity take the parameter to be real precisely in order to avoid complications from

complexification. At present, the parameter is believed to have physical ramifica-

tions, in that it modulates the size of quanta of space at the Planck length, and its

value is believed to be fixed by a matching of the semi-classical derivation of black

hole entropy with the full quantum gravitational derivation. Thus, choosing β to be

real is more than simply a way to avoid the problems associated with the Kodama

state—it allows the Kodama state to fit into the framework of modern canonical

quantum gravity.

Once the state, or as we will see states, are constructed we will show that

they solve or are expected to solve many of the problems of the original Kodama

state. In addition, the generalization will introduce some interesting paradoxes. In

particular, we will see that it appears to open up a large Hilbert space of states that

solve the Hamiltonian constraint. The interpretation of this multitude of states is

a delicate matter—the states could be perturbations to de Sitter space, or they

could all be related by a sector of the gauge degrees of freedom that is cut off by

the standard gauge fixing procedure of canonical quantum gravity. In an attempt

to answer this question, we will develop a new model of covariant classical and

quantum gravity where this partial gauge fixing is avoided. Once this is developed,

we will find strong evidence that that the multitude of generalized Kodama states

can be unified into a single state.
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1.2 Outline

The logical structure of the dissertation proceeds as follows. The first six chapters

will be devoted to developing the necessary background material. Our reviews are

intended to be pedagogical rather than exhaustive. In chapter 2 we will present

a general overview of the Einstein-Cartan approach to classical gravity and the

extension that is the usual starting point of Loop Quantum Gravity. We will also

discuss the coupling of fermions to Einstein-Cartan gravity and its extension, and

the ramifications of spin-torsion coupling in the effective field theory. This last part

is outside of the logical structure of the dissertation, but it does serve to illuminate

the role played by the Immirzi parameter in the classical theory. In chapter 3 we

will review classical de Sitter spacetime, and most importantly, the standard slicings

of de Sitter space and the initial data formulation. In chapter 4 we will review the

Macdowell-Mansouri formulation of gravity, which will be useful in understanding

the connection between the Kodama state and local de Sitter gauge symmetry.

In this chapter we will also present a group theoretical reason for the positivity

of the bare cosmological constant. In chapter 5 we will review the Hamiltonian

formulation of the various versions of Einstein-Cartan gravity. Those familiar with

the 3 + 1 formulation of gravity may still wish to read this section since we will use

notation that is likely to be unfamiliar. In chapter 6 we will summarize the basics

of Loop Quantum Gravity at a, more or less, introductory level. Special emphasis

will be placed on the features that are relevant to our discussion of the Kodama

state. In chapter 7 we will review the construction and interpretation of the original

form of the Kodama state and conclude with a discussion of the problems associated

with the state. In chapter 8 we will track down the source of the problems of with

the Kodama state and suggest a resolution. Then we will proceed to construct the

generalized Kodama states and the unique state in the sector that solves all of the

quantum constraints. In chapter 9 we will discuss the physical interpretation of the
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state from an initial data perspective and from a more covariant WKB analysis.

The latter will provide evidence that the full sector of states can be unified into a

single umbrella state. We will discuss how the state solves many of the problems

associated with the original, and how to construct the physical inner product of

the state which will yield an intriguing connection with the Macdowell-Mansouri

formulation of gravity. Finally, in an attempt to resolve the interpretation of the

multitude of states, we will develop a new framework for covariant classical and

quantum gravity in chapter 10. There we will see strong evidence that the full

sector of generalized state is unified in a covariant setting, and the single state is the

umbrella state found in the previous chapter. This will highlight the true nature of

the Kodama state and its relation to de Sitter symmetry.

1.3 Conventions

Throughout this dissertation we will work with a Lorentzian metric with signature

η = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) (unless otherwise indicated) on a four dimensional manifold

M . A generic three-dimensional Cauchy slice of M is denoted by Σ. Indices in the

tangent and cotangent spaces of the base manifold, spacetime indices are represented

by Greek letters {µ, ν, α, β, ...}, and spatial indices are represented by lower case

Roman indices in the beginning of the alphabet {a, b, c, ...}. Upper case Roman

indices {I, J,K,L, ...} represent spacetime indices in an orthonormal frame or in

the adjoint Spin(3, 1) representation space and they range from 0 to 3. Lower case

Roman indices {i, j, k, ...} are three dimensional indices in the adjoint representation

of SU(2), and range from 1 to 3. The metric volume form εIJKL is defined such

that ε0123 = −ε0123 = +1.

We will often have use for a Clifford algebra notation. Here vectors are

valued in the grade-1 elements of the Clifford algebra, V = 1
2γIV

I , where the factor

of 1
2 occurs for convenience so that VIW

I = Tr(VW ). Bivectors and elements
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of the so(3, 1) Lie algebra then take the form 1
4γ[IγJ ]αIJ . The volume element of

the Clifford algebra is ? = −iγ5 = 1
4!εIJKLγ

IγJγKγL. When writing integrals over

forms that are valued in the Clifford algebra or the Lie algebra of a gauge group, the

trace is assumed in the integral and will generally be in the fundamental or adjoint

representation as indicated. We will often use the short hand notation where the

explicit wedge products are dropped.

The cosmological constant is taken to be positive when the scalar curvature

is positive in vacuum, and negative when the scalar curvature is negative. The

numerical coefficients are fixed so that R = 4λ in vacuum.

The Immirzi parameter is defined so that the Ashtekar-Barbero connection

is Aij = Γij−βεijkK
k and the left handed Ashtekar connection results from β = −i.
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Chapter 2

Classical Einstein-Cartan

Gravity

The typical starting point of Loop Quantum Gravity is a modification of the Einstein-

Cartan action. The Einstein-Cartan action differs from the Einstein-Hilbert action

in that it allows for non-zero torsion in the presence of matter (see e.g. [10, 11]).

At the level of the Einstein equations in vacuum the two actions yield the same

equations of motion. Thus, from a classical perspective, the vacuum dynamics of

the gravitational field in Einstein-Cartan theory and Einstein-Hilbert theory are

indistinguishable. In the presence of matter, however, the Einstein-Cartan action

allows for spin-torsion coupling, which is excluded by hand in the Einstein-Hilbert

approach. The torsion in the former is non-propagating, and it generally is negligible

unless spin-currents are extremely large. Current experimental data cannot distin-

guish between the two theories. On the other hand, from a theoretical perspective,

it is extremely natural, and very compelling, to allow for spin-torsion coupling. As

we will see, this provides the first steps towards understanding gravity in the frame-

work of the ordinary gauge theories of the standard model, placing them on similar,

if not the same footing. From a quantum perspective, allowing for torsion versus
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excluding it by hand changes things considerably. Even if we restrict attention to

the vacuum sector, since quantum dynamics depends on contributions from the the

entire space, including off-shell contributions where the equations of motion do not

hold, the Einstein-Cartan and Einstein-Hilbert approaches will likely yield different

quantum theories. This has been verified in three-dimensional gravity, where the

quantization is fairly well understood. In 3 + 1 gravity, torsion likely does play a

fundamental, though poorly understood, role in the standard formulation of Loop

Quantum Gravity. Thus, in choosing to begin with the Einstein-Cartan action, we

are taking a theoretical leap of faith. However, again from theoretical arguments,

this leap is not without ample justification1.

2.1 Preliminaries

The Einstein-Cartan approach begins with a basis that trivializes the metric com-

ponents. At each point of the manifold, choose a basis of one-forms eI such that

the metric components are put in canonical diagonal form:

g = ηIJ e
I ⊗ eJ , (2.1)

where ηIJ is given by

ηIJ = ηIJ =


−1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 . (2.2)

1Some of the justification comes from hindsight—the original Wheeler-Dewitt formulation of
canonical quantum gravity, which begins with the Einstein-Hilbert action, is fraught with problems,
many of which have not been solved since it was introduced some forty years ago. On the other
hand, much more is understood from approaches that apply the basics of the Wheeler-Dewitt
formalism to the Einstein-Cartan formalism.
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Such a basis goes by various names, which we may have occasion to use: orthonor-

mal basis, tetrad, veirbein, or frame field. This choice of basis can always be made,

though the basis will not be a coordinate basis in general. To map between a coor-

dinate basis and the orthonormal frame, it is convenient to view the components of

the frame as a 4×4 matrix so that eI = eIµdx
µ. This matrix must be everywhere in-

vertible if we are to be able to define the inverse metric at each point. We will write

the inverse simply as eµI . This matrix serves as the components of an orthonormal

vector basis, ēI = eµI
∂

∂xµ . Invertibility then simply means eI(ēJ) = δI
J . The equiva-

lence principle underpins the philosophy behind the frame fields. At each point we

can always boost to a frame such that in a small enough neighborhood of the point,

within the finite experimental error of the measuring devices of the observer, the

local physics will local like special relativity in Minkowski space. The frame field

simply defines a different instance of local Minkowski space at each point. From a

computational perspective, all of the information about the metric (aside from the

signature) is now contained in the frame, eI , itself. Thus, eI will now be one of the

dynamical fields that occurs in the action. Since the equivalence principle is almost

certain to break down at very small length scales, choosing the metric or the tetrad

to be dynamical is like choosing an answer to which came first, the chicken or the

egg? As we will see later, there are good theoretical reasons for taking the tetrad to

be the more fundamental object.

There is considerable freedom in choosing the tetrad at each point. Since

only the canonical form of the metric must be preserved, we can rotate or boost any

set of frame fields with a different rotation or boost parameter at each point and

the resulting frame will still be a good frame field. Thus, the local gauge freedom

is (locally) the Lorentz group SO(3, 1). Since we are still free to redefine points

on the manifold, the diffeomorphism invariance of the base manifold is still intact.

Geometrically, we are simply defining a fibre bundle with each fibre being identical
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to flat Minkowski space. The “metric”, ηIJ , lives in the fiber, and the frame field

(together with its inverse) allows one to go back and forth between the fiber and

the base manifold by projecting vectors and forms in the fibre to the tangent space

T ∗M of the base manifold. On this bundle we add a connection ωIJ = ωIJ
µdx

µ

which allows one to parallel transport objects in the fiber at one point to objects in

the fiber at another. The connection is defined to be compatible with the metric,

ηIJ , in the fiber so that

Dωη
IJ = dηIJ + ωI

Kη
KJ + ωJ

Kη
IK

= ωIJ + ωJI

= 0 . (2.3)

The last line tells us that the components of the connection must be anti-symmetric.

Since the Lie algebra of SO(3, 1) is spanned by the anti-symmetric 4×4 matrices, in

a local basis of a trivializing neighborhood of the fiber bundle the connection takes

values in the Lie algebra so(3, 1). To obtain the ordinary Levi-Civita connection

in this basis we have to impose one more condition: compatability with the tetrad.

This is equivalent to the vanishing of the torsion:

DeI = T I = eIα
1
2 T

α
µν dx

µ ∧ dxν = 0 . (2.4)

It can be shown that the connection that satisfies these two conditions, which we

will denote by ΓIJ or ωIJ [e], is the ordinary Levi-Civita connection expressed in the

orthonormal basis. It can be solved explicitly in terms of the tetrad and its inverse

by

ΓIJ
µ = ωIJ

µ[e] = 2eν[I∂[µe
J ]
ν] + eµKe

νIeσJ∂[σe
K
ν] . (2.5)

The connection ωIJ is called the spin connection since it can be used to define the
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covariant derivative of a spinor. To see this, it is useful to work with the Clifford

algebra defined by

γIγJ + γJγI = 2ηIJ . (2.6)

In the standard matrix representation, the matrices γI are 4× 4 complex matrices.

We can define a sixteen dimensional vector space, which we will often have occasion

to use, out of products of the Clifford matrices. The vector space has the convenient

basis

1
4 I (2.7)

1
2γ

I (2.8)

1
2(γ[IγJ ]) (2.9)

1
2γ

I? (2.10)

1
4? (2.11)

where ? = −iγ5 = γ0γ1γ2γ3. As a vector space over the complex numbers, under the

action of matrix multiplication, the above algebra forms a basis for the Lie algebra

gl(4,C). This is simply because any complex 4 × 4 is an element of gl(4,C), and

any complex matrix can be written as a complex linear combination of the above.

The vector space also has a natural inner product. Using the short hand notation

ΓÎ where Î ranges from 1 to 16 for the basis given above, the inner product is

〈A,B〉 = Tr(AB)

= AÎBĴ Tr(Γ
ÎΓĴ)

= AÎBĴ η
ÎĴ (2.12)

It can be shown using the familiar trace properties of the Dirac matrices, that ηÎĴ

is a diagonal 16× 16 matrix with all 1’s and −1’s in the diagonals. The subalgebra
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formed by the bivector elements of the Clifford algebra is isomorphic to so(3, 1).

This then gives the spinor representation of the Lie algebra of the group Spin(3, 1),

which is the double cover of SO(3, 1) and defines the action of the Lorentz group

on spinors. In this representation, the spin connection becomes

ω = ωIJ 1
4γIγJ (2.13)

and its action on a Dirac spinor ψ is simply

Dψ = dψ + ω ψ . (2.14)

2.2 The Einstein-Cartan action

We now construct the Einstein-Cartan action. The ingredients we will use to build

the action are the frame fields, eI , and the spin connection, ωIJ , and possibly non-

dynamical geometric objects like the metric, ηIJ , and the alternating symbol, εIJKL.

Since the Einstein-Hilbert and Einstein-Cartan approaches differ classically only by

their treatment of torsion, we require that the action reduces to the Einstein-Hilbert

action when the torsion is non-zero. Defining the curvature of the spin-connection

RI
J = dωI

J + ωI
K ∧ ωK

J the action we will consider is

SEC =
1
4k

∫
M
εIJKL e

I ∧ eJ ∧RKL − λ
6 εIJKL e

I ∧ eJ ∧ eK ∧ eL . (2.15)

The second term in the action involves the cosmological constant, λ. Defining the

Ricci scalar R(ω) = RIJ(ēI , ēJ), and the determinant e = det(eIµ), in a coordinate

basis, this action takes the form

SEC =
1
2k

∫
M

(R(ω)− 2λ) e d4x . (2.16)
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where we have used the identity e =
√
|det g|. When the torsion is zero, the Ricci-

scalar for ω reduces to the ordinary Ricci scalar for the Levi-Civita connection. Thus,

the action does reduce to the Einstein-Hilbert action when the torsion is constrained

to be zero. It will be useful to write this in an index-free Clifford notation. Defining

e = 1
2γIe

I and R = RIJ
1
4γ

IγJ = dω + ω ∧ ω, the action becomes

SEC =
1
k

∫
M
Tr

(
? e ∧ e ∧R− λ

6 ? e ∧ e ∧ e ∧ e
)
. (2.17)

Often we will use a short hand notation where we drop the explicit Tr(•) and the

explicit wedge products. With these conventions, the action looks like

SEC =
1
k

∫
M
? e eR− λ

6 ? e e e e . (2.18)

We will now look at the equations of motion obtained by a variational prin-

ciple. Since the true dynamical variables are eI and ωIJ , we will consider the equa-

tions of motion obtained by the fixed points of SEC = SEC [e, ω] in the function space

spanned by ω and e. By construction, ωIJ +δωIJ must also be an η-compatible spin

connection. Thus, we will only consider variations which preserve the anti-symmetry

of ωIJ . Setting the variation of SEC with respect to ωIJ equal to zero for arbitrary

δωIJ , we have

εIJKLDω(eK ∧ eL) = 0 . (2.19)

Varying eI and setting the variation of the action to zero, we have

εIJKLe
J ∧RKL − λ

3 εIJKLe
J ∧ eK ∧ eL = 0 . (2.20)

In the index free notation, the same equations of motion are

e ? R− ?R e = −2λ
3
? e e e (2.21)
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and

D(?e e) = 0 . (2.22)

Using the invertibility of the tetrad, the the first equation, (2.19), can be solved to

give

Dωe
I = T I = 0 . (2.23)

Thus, vanishing torsion in vacuum is a dynamical equation of motion in the

Einstein-Cartan theory. Using this, the remaining equation, (2.20), written in a

coordinate basis is equivalent to

Rµν − 1
2gµνR = −λgµν , (2.24)

where Rµν and R are the Ricci tensor and scalar of the Levi-Civita connection. This

is the ordinary vacuum field equation for general relativity. The Ricci scalar and the

Ricci tensor are completely determined by the metric and the cosmological constant

in vacuum. To see this, solve the above to give

Rµν = λgµν

R = 4λ . (2.25)

All the degrees of freedom in vacuum, then, come from the trace free part of the

Riemmann tensor, also called the Weyl tensor, Cµναβ . In tetrad language, the

general solution to (2.20) is given by

RIJ = λ
3 e

I ∧ eJ + CIJ (2.26)

where CIJ = C [IJ ] is defined to be completely trace free: CIJ(ēI , ) = 0. We

will often have use for this expression in future chapters. We note that this is true
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independent of (2.19). When this equation of motion is solved, we have an additional

constraint (employing the Bianchi identity, DRIJ = 0),

DCIJ = 0 . (2.27)

2.3 Spin-Torsion coupling in Einstein-Cartan theory

We will now couple Dirac spinors to Einstein-Cartan theory and show that the

torsion couples to spin-currents. To allow for torsion, first we have to learn how

to write the Dirac Lagrangian in tetrad language. The Dirac Lagrangian in an

arbitrary curved spacetime is given by

SD = κ

∫
M

i
2

(
ψ̄γµ∇µψ −∇µψγ

µψ
)√

−g d4x (2.28)

where ∇µ = ∂µ + Γµ is a spinor representation of the Levi-Civita connection. To

allow for torsion, we replace Γ with an arbitrary spin connection ω and couple the

theory to the Einstein-Cartan action. Making this substitution and expressing the

above in tetrad language, we have[10]

SD = κ

∫
M

i
2

(
ψ̄γIeµIDµψ −Dµψ e

µ
I γ

Iψ
)
e d4x

=
κ

6

∫
M

i
2 εIJKL e

I ∧ eJ ∧ eK ∧
(
ψ̄γIDψ −DψγIψ

)
. (2.29)

In the index-free Clifford notation the above is given by

SD = κ

∫
M

i
2

(
ψ̄ ? e e eDψ +Dψ ? e e eψ

)
(2.30)
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The total action is then S = SEC + SD. Varying this action with respect to ω we

have

δωS =
1
k

∫
M
− ? D(e e) δω + κ

∫
M
− i

2 {ψψ̄, ?e e e} δω (2.31)

where in the above (recall that the trace is assumed) we are viewing ψψ̄ as a complex

16×16 matrix. The Fierz identity allows us to break up this matrix into the standard

Clifford basis given above, and relates the coefficients in the linear combination to

spin-currents. For our case, the Fierz identity is

−4ψψ̄ = (ψ̄ψ)1− (ψ̄ ? ψ) ?+(ψ̄γIψ)γI + (ψ̄γI ? ψ)γI ?−1
2
(ψ̄γ[IγJ ]ψ)γ[IγJ ] . (2.32)

Using this, and the trace properties of the Dirac matrices, only the axial-vector term

in the Fierz decomposition enters into the trace leaving us with

δωS =
1
k

∫
M
− ? D(e e) δω + κ

∫
M
− i

8 ψ̄γI ? ψ {γI , e e e} δω . (2.33)

Using the identity {γI , e e e} = 4 eI e e and setting the variation to zero for an

arbitrary δω, we have

?D(e e) = kκ 1
2 AIe

I e e (2.34)

where AI = ψ̄γ5γ
Iψ is the axial-current. In index notation, this becomes

T I ∧ eJ − eI ∧ T J = kκ 1
4 ε

IJ
KLA ∧ eK ∧ eL . (2.35)

This can be solved to yield a final expression for the torsion:

T I
JK = T I

[JK] = −kκ 1
2AM ε

MI
JK . (2.36)

It is useful to consider the effective field theory that one obtains from plugging
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this result back into the action. The effective field theory yields what one would

expect to see experimentally at low energies. Since the spin-torsion coupling is very

small, it is likely that any experimental observation will be in a very low energy

regime, thereby justifying the use of the effective field theory for phenomenological

models. To obtain this, we first recall that any connection can be split into a metric

compatible connection and a tensorial piece which contains all the information about

the torsion:

ωIJ
µ = ΓIJ

µ + CIJ
µ . (2.37)

Here, Γ is the metric compatible, torsion free Levi-Civita connection and CIJ
µ,

called the contorsion tensor, must satisfy CI
K[µe

K
ν] = T I

µν . We can solve for the

contorsion explictly in terms of the torsion yielding

CIJK =
1
2
(TIJK + TJKI + TKJI) . (2.38)

In our case, the contorsion is

CIJK = −kκ1
4A

M εMIJK . (2.39)

In terms of the contorsion, the relevant piece of the Einstein-Cartan action takes

the form

1
4k

∫
M
εIJKLe

I eJ R(ω)KL =
1
4k

∫
M
εIJKLe

I eJ R(Γ)KL + εIJKLe
I eJ CK

M CML .

(2.40)

Inserting our expression for the contorsion into the last term and solving, the inter-

action term becomes

S
(1)
int =

1
4k

∫
M
εIJKLe

I eJ CK
M CML =

3kκ2

16

∫
M
A ·A ed4x (2.41)
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The remaining interaction comes from part of the Dirac Lagrangian involving the

contorsion tensor given by

S
(2)
int = κ

∫
M
ψ̄ ? e e eCψ − ψ̄C ? e e eψ

= −3kκ2

8

∫
M
A ·A ed4x . (2.42)

Putting everything together we have

Seff =
1
2k

∫
M

(
R(Γ)− 2λ+ i

2 kκ
(
ψ̄γµ∇µψ −∇µψγ

µψ
))
e d4x

−3kκ2

16

∫
M
ψ̄γ5γ

Iψ ψ̄γ5γIψ e d4x . (2.43)

Thus, we see that the low-energy signature of Einstein-Cartan theory is an axial-axial

spin-current interaction in the effective field theory that is a relic of the spin-torsion

interaction.

2.4 The Holst modification of the Einstein-Cartan ac-

tion

The starting point of Loop Quantum Gravity is a modification of the Einstein-

Cartan action, called the Holst action[12]. The reason for this modification will

become more clear in the canonical analysis we will present later on. For now, it

will be sufficient to justify the Holst modification by showing that there are non-

trivial terms that can be added to the gravitational action that do not effect the

equations of motion. Consider the action

SH =
1
k

∫
M
?e eR+ 1

β e eR−
λ
6 ? e e e e

=
1
4k

∫
M
εIJKL e

I ∧ eJ
(
RKL − λ

6 e
K ∧ eL

)
− 2

β eI ∧ eJ ∧R
IJ . (2.44)
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The action is identical to the Einstein-Cartan action with the addition of a parity

violating term. Here, the parameter β, called the Immirzi parameter, is a real or

complex constant. Presently, the meaning and interpretation of this parameter is at

best poorly understood. It is clear that in some sense the parameter is a measure

of a degree of parity violation built into the action. The term can be rewritten as

follows:
1
kβ

∫
M
e eR = − 1

2kβ

∫
M
T T +

1
2kβ

∫
∂M

eDe . (2.45)

The boundary term is the topological Nieh-Yan class. We see from this that the

Immirzi parameter will measure the width of torsional fluctuations in the path

integral[13]. The parameter has a dramatic effect in the quantum theory—in par-

ticular, we will see in the quantum theory that area will be quantized in multiples of

βl2Pl. Thus, at the quantum level, the parameter fine tunes the discretization scale.

At the classical level, perhaps surprisingly, the parameter has no effect whatsoever

(at least in vacuum). To see this we consider the equations of motion of the Holst

action. It will be useful to introduce the operator P? = ? + 1
β . This operator is

invertible whenever β 6= ±i, and the inverse is given by P−1
? = − β2

1+β2

(
?− 1

β

)
. The

equations of motion obtained by varying the Holst action with respect to ω are

P?D(e e) = 0 . (2.46)

Inverting P?, the remaining equation is the familiar equation that can be solved to

yield T = 0. Thus, despite β being a measure of the width of torsional fluctuations

on the full phase space, on-shell the torsion is still zero. The remaining equation of

motion found from varying the action with respect to e is

P?Re− eP?R = ?R e− e ? R+ 1
β DT

= 2λ
3 ? e e e (2.47)
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Since the torsion vanishes on-shell, the above reduces to the equations of motion of

Einstein-Cartan theory. In the special case where β = ±i, the matrix P? becomes a

projection operator, and the Holst action reduces to Ashtekar’s simplification (see

e.g. [14]) of the Einstein-Cartan action given by

SA =
2
k

∫
M
?e eR(L/R) − λ

6 ? e e e e

(2.48)

where R(L/R) = 1
2(1 ∓ γ5)R. Here P(L/R) = 1

2(1 ∓ γ5) is the left/right chiral pro-

jection operator. The curvature R(L/R) is the curvature of ω(L/R) = P(L/R)ω. This

connection defines the parallel transport of left/right-chiral spinors. When reality

constraints are imposed on the tetrad, it can be shown that the equations of motion

from this action are equivalent to those of the Einstein-Cartan action. Again, the

main advantages of this action are its implications in the canonical theory, which

we will see later.

2.4.1 Coupling spinors to the Holst action

Coupling spinors to the Holst action is a delicate matter. In the previous discussion,

we showed that the equations of motion from the Holst action are equivalent to the

Einstein-Cartan action in vacuum. This worked out because the additional Holst-

modified term in the Einstein equations is torsion dependent, and the remaining

equations of motion gave vanishing torsion. This begs the question, does the parity

violating Immirzi term affect the equations of motion when spinors are added to

gravity via the spin-torsion coupling? For a short time it was hoped that the Immirzi

term would produce a different signature in the effective field theory[15]. This

effect was believed to yield vector-axial and vector-vector coupling terms which

were to be dependent on the Immirzi parameter. Although this is partially true, it

was eventually revealed that the effect also depends on some additional structure,
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implicitly built into the action[16]. It turns out that in the presence of torsion

there is considerable freedom in defining the Dirac Lagrangian through non-minimal

coupling terms. These are terms such as

α1

∫
M
ψ̄ e e eDψ −Dψ e e eψ (2.49)

and

α2

∫
M
ψ̄ ? e e eDψ −Dψ ? e e eψ . (2.50)

Both of these terms are total derivatives when the torsion is zero, but they lead to

non-trivial current-current interactions in the effective field theory via spin-torsion

coupling. Although the new current-current interaction terms in the effective field

theory when these terms are coupled to the Holst action are dependent on the

Immirzi parameter, they are also dependent on the non-minimal coupling coefficients

α1 and α2, such that the interactions vanish when these non-minimal couplings are

turned off. Thus, these signature interactions have as much to do with the values

of the non-minimal coupling coefficients as to do with the value of the Immirzi

parameter. A characteristic parity violating vector–axial-vector interaction does

emerge for particular values of the coupling coefficients, but, again only when the

non-minimal coupling terms are turned on.

In light of the above discussion, rather than discuss the details of effective

field theory with the non-minimal coupling terms, we would like to show that one can

choose an appropriate Dirac Lagrangian such that when added to the Holst action

for any value of the Immirzi parameter (real or imaginary), it produces the same

equations of motion and effective field theory as the Einstein-Cartan action[17, 18].

To this end, let us consider the Dirac Lagrangian

SD = κ

∫
M

i
2

(
ψ̄ ? e e eDψ +Dψ ? e e eψ

)
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iα
2

(
ψ̄ e e eDψ −Dψ e e eψ

)
= κ

∫
M

(
i
2

(
ψ̄ γµDµψ −Dµψ γ

µ ψ
)

− iα
2

(
ψ̄ ? γµDµψ +Dµψ ? γ

µ ψ
) )

e d4x . (2.51)

Varying the full action with respect to ω and repeating the same steps in the previous

derivation, we arrive at the equation of motion

P? ? D(e e) = kκ(?− α)1
2 AIe

I e e (2.52)

If we now set α = − 1
β , the operator on the right-hand side reduces to P? = ? + 1

β .

Assuming β 6= ±i, we can invert this operator on both sides to obtain

?D(e e) = kκ 1
2 AIe

I e e , (2.53)

which is the same result that we obtained for pure Einstein-Cartan gravity, (2.34),

without the parity violating Immirzi terms. In the special case when β = ±i, since

the expression is complex, we can solve the real and imaginary parts separately.

The end result for any value of β, real or complex, is precisely the same result we

obtained for the torsion of the ordinary Einstein-Cartan case:

T I
JK = T I

[JK] = −kκ 1
2AM ε

MI
JK . (2.54)

Inserting this back into the action yields the effective theory which now contains all

of the ordinary Einstein-Cartan interactions, but it also contains the parity violating

terms

S
(1)
odd =

1
k

∫
M
e eC C

S
(2)
odd = κ

∫
M
− i

2β

(
ψ̄ e e eCψ + ψC e e eψ

)
. (2.55)
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where C = 1
4γIγJC

[IJ ] is the contorsion tensor. When evaluated using the torsion

given above, both of these terms vanish2. The remaining interactions are identical to

the Einstein-Cartan case. Thus, we have shown that there is a natural generalization

to the Holst action coupled to Dirac spinors that reproduces the equations of motion

and the effective field theory of the Einstein-Cartan action coupled to Dirac spinors,

thereby reinforcing the notion that the Barbero-Immirzi-Holst transformation is a

canonical transformation even in the presence of matter.

2One easy way to see this is the following. The terms must be parity odd, and they must contain
two factors of AI , and four factors of eJ . The only other tensor that enters the calculation is εIJKL,
but this must not be present in the final expression since it must be parity odd. There is no way
to put these ingredients together to get a parity odd expression without contracting two e’s, which
gives zero. This can be confirmed through an explicit calculation.
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Chapter 3

Review of de Sitter Space

In this section we will present a brief review of de Sitter spacetime. Our aim is

primarily to present in a pedagogical way the properties of de Sitter space that we

will use in proceeding chapters (for good reviews see [19, 20]).

Simply put, de Sitter space is the simplest vacuum solution to Einstein’s

equations with a positive cosmological constant. This does not mean, however, that

the spacetime is trivial. In fact, the spacetime has many of the interesting, subtle,

and potentially confusing properties that characterize general relativity. Most no-

tably, any geodesic observer in the spacetime will have particle and event horizons.

This also makes it one of the most interesting spacetimes from a quantum mechanical

perspective—it is simple enough that we can construct quantum mechanical models

based on it, yet it is rich enough, particularly in the horizon structure, to allow one

to analyze generic properties of quantum spacetime. de Sitter space is characterized

by constant, positive curvature. Since general relativity is background independent,

the obvious question is if the curvature is constant, what is it constant with respect

to? The answer is that it is constant with respect to the only field defined on the

manifold, the field that defines the geometry of spacetime itself: the metric. Let

us build the spacetime from the ground up starting from the Ricci scalar. There is
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no ambiguity in parallel transporting a scalar—a scalar is constant if it is constant

with respect to itself. Thus we define the (Levi-Civita) Ricci scalar

R = 4λ (3.1)

where λ is a positive quantity (taking it to be negative would define anti-de Sitter

space) and the factor of four is just a convention. We now need to define the

Ricci tensor. The Ricci tensor must be constructed out of the metric alone and it

must have the appropriate symmetries, namely Rµν = Rνµ. The natural choice is

Rµν ∼ gµν . Since the Ricci scalar must be 4λ, we have

Rµν = λgµν . (3.2)

Now we need to construct the full curvature tensor. Again, the expression must be

built out of the metric alone, it must have the same symmetries as the Riemann

curvature tensor, and its Ricci scalar and tensor must be given by the expression

above. The natural choice is

Rµναβ =
λ

3
(gµαgνβ − gµβgνα). (3.3)

This serves to define the local geometric structure of de Sitter space. All spacetimes

with the above property are unique up to topology. It is easy to see that this satisfies

Einstein’s equations. It can be shown that the curvature of a generic solution to

Einstein’s equations is

Rµναβ =
λ

3
(gµαgνβ − gµβgνα) + Cµναβ (3.4)

where Cµναβ is the Weyl tensor, which is zero in de Sitter space. Most of our

expressions will be in the tetrad formulation, so we should express the above in
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tetrad language. Defining a local orthonormal frame eI , and an so(3, 1) connection

ωIJ with curvature RIJ = dωIJ + ωI
K ∧ ωKJ , de Sitter space is locally defined by

the condition

RIJ = λ
3 e

I ∧ eJ . (3.5)

It is important to recognize that generically, the connection ωIJ and the tetrad eI

may have non-zero torsion. However, from the Bianchi identity, we have

D(eI ∧ eJ) = 3
λ DR

IJ = 0. (3.6)

We recognize this as the Einstein-Cartan equation that can be solved to give T I =

DeI = 0. The remaining Einstein-Cartan equation

εIJKL e
J ∧

(
RKL − λ

3 e
K ∧ eL

)
= 0 (3.7)

is also obviously solved by (3.5). Thus, (3.5) is alone sufficient to solve the Einstein-

Cartan equations and define the local structure of de Sitter space.

Now, let’s analyze the de Sitter space from an initial data formulation.

Choosing a slicing of de Sitter space, the dynamical variables pulled back tot he

Cauchy surface will satisfy a set of equations characteristic of de Sitter space. Since

we will often have need to work in the time gauge where e0a = 0, and Ei
a ≡ eia, it will

be useful to analyze the constant curvature condition in this gauge. To this end,

using the identities 4Rij =3 Rij +Ki∧Kj and Ri
0 =3 DKi, where Ki ≡ ωi

0, and it

is understood that all variables are pulled back to the Cauchy surface, the de Sitter

condition becomes

3Rij +Ki ∧Kj = λ
3 E

i ∧ Ej

3DKi = 0 . (3.8)
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The easiest way to visualize a space of constant curvature is to embed it into

a larger space of one-dimension higher. Picture a two-sphere, which has constant

positive curvature embedded in three dimensions. Indeed, for a Euclidean signature

metric, de Sitter space can be represented by the 4-sphere embedded in a five-

dimensional space with a Euclidean metric. The Euclidean de Sitter metric is then

simply the Euclidean metric in the embedding space pulled back to the sphere.

The radius of the sphere is the radius of curvature of the space, which is directly

related to the cosmological constant. This provides an easy way to determine the

isometry group of Euclidean de Sitter space. The isometry group is the set of global

transformations on the space that leave the metric structure unchanged, and it is

determined by the algebra of the Killing vectors under the Lie bracket. Any five

dimensional rotation about an axis that goes through the origin of the sphere will

not change the embedding of the sphere. Thus, the isometry group is isomorphic to

the five-dimensional rotation group SO(5). Since this is a ten dimensional group,

and the maximum number of Killing vectors of any four dimensional space is ten1,

Euclidean de Sitter space is maximally symmetric. For Lorentzian de Sitter space

we need to embed a space of constant curvature into a five dimensional space with

Lorentzian signature:

ds2 = −dx2
0 + dx2

1 + dx2
2 + dx2

3 + dx2
4 (3.9)

Since the signature is Lorentzian, the space of constant positive curvature is a hy-

perboloid with open ends in the “time” direction. Thus, de Sitter space is the

4-hyperboloid

−x2
0 + x2

1 + x2
2 + x2

3 + x2
4 =

3
λ

(3.10)

The algebra of the set of global transformations that leaves the above invariant is
1In Minkowski space, the Killing vectors consist of three rotations, three boosts, and 4 transla-

tions for a total of ten vector fields. In de Sitter space, the identifications are very similar.
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the set of Lorentzian “rotations”, SO(4, 1). Thus, the algebra of the Killing vectors

under the Lie bracket is isomorphic to SO(4, 1) and we will simply refer to this as

the de Sitter group dS4. To discuss the intrinsic metric, we need to define a set

of coordinates on the hyperboloid. There are three standard coordinate charts of

de Sitter space, each corresponding to different ways of slicing the spacetime into

space and time. These slicings are the analogues of the three different types of

conic sections: we can slice the hyperboloid horizontally, diagonally, or vertically.

The resultant, not necessarily complete, coordinate charts cover manifolds with

topology R × S3, R × R3, and R × H3, respectively. The simplest is the horizontal

slicing. In this slicing, at each instant in time, the three-space is a three-sphere with

constant spatial curvature. The radius of curvature of the space initially contracts

until it reaches a minimum value, r0 =
√

3/λ, at the throat (which we define to be

at t = 0) then it expands again to infinity. Explicitly, if we define the coordinates

on the hyperboloid by inverting the relations

x0 = r0 sinh(t/r0)

x1 = r0 cosh(t/r0) cosχ

x2 = r0 cosh(t/r0) sinχ cos θ

x3 = r0 cosh(t/r0) sinχ sin θ cosφ

x4 = r0 cosh(t/r0) sinχ sin θ sinφ (3.11)

the metric pulled back to the hyperboloid becomes

ds2 = −dt2 + r20 cosh2(t/r0) dΩ2 (3.12)

where dΩ2 is the standard constant curvature metric on S3 given by

dΩ2 = dχ2 + sin2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2) . (3.13)
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The singularities in this metric are all trivial singularities from the polar coordinates,

and this coordinate chart covers the full manifold. We can define an orthonormal

frame in the time-gauge based on the above metric by e00 = 1, ei0 = 0, e0a = 0, and

Ei
a =


et/r0 0 0

0 et/r0 sinχ 0

0 0 et/r0 sinχ sin θ

 . (3.14)

In this basis, the extrinsic curvature, and the three-dimensional Levi-Civita curva-

ture are

Ki = 1
r0

tanh(t/r0)Ei (3.15)

3Rij =
1

r20 cosh2(t/r0)
Ei ∧ Ej . (3.16)

The second line clearly shows that the three curvature is always intrinsically con-

stant, but the constant grows to a maximum value of λ
3 and then shrinks again.

Alternatively, we could define a time variable by slicing the hyperboloid along

45-degree angles. Defining the new coordinates along this slicing by

t = r0 ln
(
x0 + x4

r0

)
x =

r0 x1

x0 + x4

y =
r0 x2

x0 + x4

z =
r0 x3

x0 + x4
. (3.17)

In these coordinates, the metric becomes

ds2 = −dt2 + e2t/r0(dx2 + dy2 + dzz) . (3.18)
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This coordinate chart does not cover the full manifold but only one half of the

hyperboloid. Despite this, in some sense this is the most physical description of de

Sitter space. To see this, consider the Freidman-Robertson-Walker metric for k = 0.

Choose a set of observers that are co-moving with respect to the fields that make

up the constant energy density. Now take the limit as this energy density (other

than the vacuum density) goes to zero. We end up with precisely this form of the

metric. It follows that the lines of constant xi are timelike geodesics. Since the

proper distance between two neighboring observers on this congruence at one time

increases as time passes, the space appears to be inflating.

The fact that the above chart does not cover the whole manifold has a phys-

ical explanation. Although de Sitter space is geodesically complete, there are points

in de Sitter space that cannot be connected by any geodesic, and any geodesic family

of observers will have both particle and event horizons. The portion of the space

not covered by the above chart is the portion of de Sitter space that is outside of

the past light cones of this family of observers, and, therefore, out of causal contact.

Indeed, one can verify from the conformal diagram that the diagonal boundary is,

in fact, I− for this set of observers. As opposed to the horizontal slicing, I− is null,

whereas I+ remains spacelike. This is what one would expect in an inflating uni-

verse. If one were to send out a light signal at the present, points farther than r0 on

the line of incidence will be receding fast enough that the light ray will never catch

up to them. Thus, the point of intersection of the null cone with the spacelike I+

defines the boundary between points an observer can influence, and points he will

never be able to influence. On the other hand, for every two observers, no matter

how far apart, if we trace back far enough in time we will come to a time when these

points were close enough together to be in causal contact. Thus, an observer will

be able to see out to infinity so long as he has a powerful enough telescope to look

arbitrarily far back in time.
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From the form of the three-metric, it is clear that the spatial curvature

is flat. This can be verified in the tetrad language, where the solution becomes

Ki =
√
λ/3Ei, and ωij = 0. From this, it is clear that the spatial curvature is zero.

Employing the standard Cartesian basis, we can set Ei
a = δi

a, so that Ki
a =

√
λ/3 δi

a,

and ωij = Γij [E] = 0, which one can verify solves the full set of equations. The, flat

three-space representation of de Sitter space will be particularly useful to us later

on.
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Chapter 4

The Macdowell-Mansouri

Formulation of Gravity

In many ways, gravity is tantalizingly similar to an ordinary gauge theory. Nowhere

is the connection more obvious than the Macdowell-Mansouri approach to general

relativity[21]. The Einstein-Cartan makes approach makes significant steps towards

describing gravity in terms of an ordinary gauge theory. It has most of the right

ingredients—in particular, the use of locally inertial frames allows one to introduce

the underlying group SO(3, 1) as the gauge freedom in choosing an arbitrary frame

at each point. Then one introduces the spin-connection, which is none-other than

an ordinary connection over a principle g-bundle, just as in ordinary gauge theories.

Relevant fields now live in the fiber, but can be projected down to the tangent

space of the base manifold using frame-field. The equations of motion allow one to

write the connection in terms of the metric and recover ordinary general relativity.

The odd-ball fields in this approach are the frame fields, which have no analogue

in ordinary Yang-Mills type gauge theories. This is where the Macdowell-Mansouri

approach shines—it combines the frame fields and the spin connection into a single

connection based on a new group: the de Sitter group. The Macdowell-Mansouri
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action constructed solely out of the curvature of this connection looks eerily similar

to the Yang-Mills action. However, there are important differences, which we will

discuss. For our purposes, the Macdowell-Mansouri action will provide considerable

insight into the nature of the Kodama state.

4.1 Why the de Sitter group?

The first question we must address before building a theory of gravity based on

the de Sitter group is why the de Sitter group? This question can be partially

answered with the benefit of hindsight—the Macdowell-Mansouri action seems to

work and it gives us new insight into the nature of gravity. However, there are

some fine distinctions that cannot be answered with this hindsight. In particular,

the Macdowell-Mansouri approach does not seem to give us any insight into the

magnitude of the cosmological constant, and it does not even tell us what sign the

cosmological constant should take. Furthermore, one could even raise the objection

that the approach is not even truly based on the de Sitter group since the action

itself is not de Sitter invariant—the action could just as well have been built out

of the SO(3, 1) spin connection and frame-fields without losing anything. In this

section we would like to give an alternative reason for choosing to base our theory

on the de Sitter group as opposed to the Lorentz group or the anti-de Sitter group.

This argument will closely follow [22].

The obvious, and somewhat näıve, answer to the question posed above is that

observational evidence suggests that the cosmological constant is, indeed, non-zero

and positive, albeit very small. That said, there are many effects that all contribute

to the value of the cosmological constant, including the vacuum modes of each and

every dynamical field, renormalization, quantum anomalies, exotic matter, etc...

Thus, the hitherto unknown aggregate of all these effects must yield the observed

value of the constant. Our argument applies to the “bare” cosmological constant
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by which we mean the contribution to the cosmological constant from pure, group

theoretic reasons or other mathematical constructs, prior to the contribution from

other sources. This will become more clear as the argument proceeds. There are

many theoretical reasons, primarily from supersymmetry and string theory as to

why the bare cosmological constant should be negative. We will give a theoretical

argument suggesting the bare cosmological constant should be non-zero and positive.

In contrast to all of the other forces in nature gravity is unique in that

it is universal. That is gravity, as we know it, appears to couple to all known

types of matter and energy, including all standard model particles, extremely weakly

interacting particles such as neutrinos, and dark matter and energy (whatever it

may be). It is generally believed that gravity falls under the category of a gauge

theory (albeit a strange one) based on the Lorentz group or a larger symmetry

group containing a Lorentz subgroup. Since the groups comprising the standard

model all come from a particular fermionic inner product which must be preserved,

it is natural to ask, which inner products are preserved by the gravitational gauge

group? Conversely, we can turn this question around and ask: Given the universal

fermionic inner products of the standard model, what is the universal gauge group

that preserves these inner products? Such a universal gauge group is likely to be the

gauge group underpinning the gravitational interaction. In the simplest extensions of

the standard model to include neutrino mass, the universal fermionic inner products

involved are the Dirac and Majorana inner products (see e.g. [23, 24]). We will show

that the largest gauge group that preserves both these inner products is locally

isomorphic to the four-dimensional de Sitter group. Thus, demanding that the

gravitational interaction is universal and preserves both these inner products not

only implies the existence of a (bare) cosmological constant, but it also implies that

the cosmological constant must be positive. We then go on to show that, by a

simple extension of the Macdowell-Mansouri mechanism, gravity can be formulated
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in a way that is strictly de Sitter invariant. The calculations in this section are

slightly more elegant when the metric signature is (+,−,−,−), and since this is the

standard convention in particle physics, we will work with this signature for this

section only. At the end we will give relevant results in the (−,+,+,+) signature.

4.1.1 The Lie algebra of the Dirac inner product

The ordinary Dirac inner product which enters into the mass term of the Dirac

Lagrangian is given by

〈φ, ψ〉 = φ†γ0ψ (4.1)

where γ0 is the time component of a 4-dimensional complex representation of the

Clifford algebra defined by γIγJ + γJγJ = 2ηIJ where ηIJ = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).

The group that preserves this inner product is the 4–dimensional conformal group

which is locally isomorphic to U(2, 2)×U(1). This can be easily seen by working in

the Dirac representation where γ0 has the form diag(1, 1,−1,−1). Thus, the group

preserving the Dirac inner product in this representation must satisfy g†γ0g = γ0,

which is by definition U(2, 2)× U(1).

It will be useful to work in a Clifford representation to define a basis for Lie

algebras. Since the Dirac matrices are linearly independent, they define a basis for

the complex Lie algebra gl(4,C) [10]. A convenient choice for the basis is:

1

1
2γ

I

1
4γ

[IγJ ]

1
2γ

I?

? (4.2)

where ? = −iγ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3. The condition g†γ0g = γ0 implies a condition on the
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Lie algebra:

γ0λ†γ0 ≡ λ̃ = −λ (4.3)

where tilde denotes the reverse or “rotor” operation defined by λ̃ = λ∗IJ...KLγ
LγK ...γJγI

when λ = λIJ...KLγ
IγJ ...γKγL. The real Lie algebra su(2, 2) ⊕ u(1) is therefore

spanned by the basis

su(2, 2) '
{

1
4
γ[IγJ ] ,

i

2
γI ,

1
2
γI? , i? , i

}
. (4.4)

This algebra has two natural subalgebras: the basis
{

1
4γ

[IγJ ] , 1
2γ

I?
}

spans the four

dimensional anti-de Sitter Lie algebra, AdS4, and the basis
{

1
4γ

[IγJ ] , i
2γ

I
}

spans

the de Sitter Lie algebra, dS4.

4.1.2 The Lie algebra of the Majorana inner product

Clearly the Dirac inner product does not single out a particular sign for the cos-

mological constant. We will now show that the group that preserves both the Dirac

inner product and the Majorana inner product is locally isomorphic to the de Sitter

group, thereby singling out a positive cosmological constant.

The Majorana inner product crops up in the Majorana equation where it

defines a chirality preserving mass term. It is given by

〈φ, ψ〉Maj = φ†γ0Cψ∗ ≡ φ̄ψc (4.5)

where C, the charge conjugation operator, is itself an element of the Clifford algebra

and is defined by C−1γIC = −γI∗. Physically the charge conjugation operation

ψ → ψc = Cψ∗ simply sends a spinor to its conjugate, inverting its U(1) charge

and its chirality while preserving the spinorial transformation properties under the

Lorentz group. The transformations that preserve the inner product must satisfy
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g†γ0Cg∗ = γ0C. As a Lie algebra condition this becomes

C−1λ̃C = −λ∗. (4.6)

We note that if an element A satisfies (4.6), then so does iA. In this sense the

Lie algebra is naturally defined over the complex field. However, for purposes of

comparison, we will assume the basis is a basis over the real numbers. It can be

easily verified that this Lie algebra, which we will denote by maj4, is spanned by:

maj4 '
{

1
4
γ[IγJ ] ,

i

4
γ[IγJ ] ,

i

2
γI ,

1
2
γI

}
. (4.7)

Now, clearly the intersection of su(2, 2)⊕u(1) andmaj4 is spanned by
{

1
4γ

[IγJ ] , i
2γ

I
}
.

Thus, we see that

su(2, 2)⊕ u(1)
⋂
maj4 = ds4. (4.8)

Thus, the largest group that preserves both the Dirac and the Majorana inner prod-

ucts is locally isomorphic to the de Sitter group. This result also has consequences

for Majorana spinors. If the spinor is a Majorana spinor, which satisfies ψ = ψc,

the Majorana inner product reduces to the Dirac inner product. Thus, the largest

group which can preserve the mass term of a Majorana spinor is the de Sitter group.

It should be noted that since the de Sitter group does not preserve chirality,

and the standard model is chirally asymmetric, if an underlying de Sitter symmetry

exists, it must be in a symmetry-broken phase now. Here we appeal to the left-

right symmetric formulations of the standard model [25], whereby CP-symmetry is

spontaneously broken. This may allow for exact de Sitter symmetry in the standard

model prior to the CP-violating phase.

The primary results quoted above are independent of our choice of signature,

though the generators are slightly different. With a (−,+,+,+) signature metric,

the generators of the de Sitter group are {1
4γ

[IγJ ], i
2 ? γ

I}. It is straightforward to
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show that su(2, 2)⊕u(1)
⋂
maj(4) is spanned by this algebra when the signature is

(−,+,+,+).

4.2 The Macdowell-Mansouri action

We will now review the Macdowell-Mansouri formulation of gravity [21]. From the

insights of the previous section, it is natural to begin with the de Sitter group, and

we will do so. However, the reader should be aware that all of the following works

just as well when the underlying gauge group is the anti-de Sitter group. We will

use our (somewhat non-standard) notation where the Clifford algebra is employed

as a basis for various Lie algebras.

The beauty of the Macdowell-Mansouri approach is that it unifies the spin-

connection and the frame fields into a single object that can be interpreted as a

connection taking values in the de Sitter Lie algebra. Geometrically, when we define,

say, an SO(3, 1) connection, we first make a basis transformation so that the tangent

space at each point looks identical to Minkowski space. The connection is simply

a rule for comparing vectors in the local Minkowski frame at one point to vectors

in the local Minkowski frame at another point. The heuristic picture is a manifold

with a different instance of the plane of Minkowski space tacked onto each point

of the manifold. The connection interpolates between different frames by rotating

and boosting vectors in one frame in a pre-proscribed manner as these vectors are

moved around from frame to frame on the manifold. In the presence of a positive

cosmological constant, it is natural that the homogenous space tacked onto the

manifold at each point is deformed from Minkowski space to de Sitter space. This

introduces extra degrees of freedom: as a vector moves from frame to frame, we can

rotate and boost it, but we can also “translate” it by acting on it with the pseudo-

translation generators of the de Sitter group. All this can be defined in a rigorous

manner by employing Cartan’s formulation of connections as shown recently in [26].
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When a local basis for the Lie algebra is defined, the Cartan connection takes

values in the Lie algebra of the de Sitter group. Since this Lie algebra consists of

the generators of the Lorentz group together with a generator that transforms as

a vector under the adjoint action of the Lorentz group, to the spin connection we

must add a vectorial piece. To this end, we define the de Sitter connection

Λ = ω + i
r0
e (4.9)

when the signature is (+,−,−,−), or

Λ = ω + i
r0
? e (4.10)

when the signature is (−,+,+,+), where ω = 1
4γ[IγJ ]ω

IJ is the spin connection,

e = 1
2γIe

I will be interpreted as a frame field, and r0 =
√

3/λ is the de Sitter

radius. Under a de Sitter transformation, g ∈ dS4, the connection transforms in the

usual way:

Λ
g−→ Λ′ = Λ− (DΛg)g−1 = gΛg−1 − (dg)g−1 . (4.11)

Now suppose g is an infinitesimal pseudo-translation generated by the vector field

η = 1
2γIη

I so that g = 1 + iη. Then the the connection transforms as

Λ
1+iη−→ Λ′ = Λ− iDΛη (4.12)

which means that the spin connection and tetrad rotate into each other as follows:

ω
1+iη−→ ω′ = ω − 1

r0
[η, e]

e
1+iη−→ e′ = e− r0Dωη . (4.13)
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Consider the curvature F = dΛ + Λ ∧ Λ. In components it is given by

F = dω + ω ∧ ω − 1
r2
0
e ∧ e+ i

r0
Dωe

= R− 1
r2
0
e ∧ e+ i

r0
T . (4.14)

Under an infinitesimal pseudo-translation, g = 1 + iη, the curvature transforms as

F
1+iη−→ F ′ = F + [iη, F ] (4.15)

or

R− 1
r2
0
e ∧ e 1+iη−→ R− 1

r2
0
e ∧ e− 1

r0
[η, T ]

T
1+iη−→ T + r0 [η,R− 1

r2
0
e ∧ e] . (4.16)

Evidently, a de Sitter pseudo-translation mixes the curvature with the torsion and

vice-versa. Using the equations of motion R− 1
r0
e ∧ e = C, and T = 0, we see that

under this transformation, the Weyl tensor and the torsion transform by

C
1+iη−→ C − 1

r0
[η, T ] = C

T
1+iη−→ T + r0 [η, C] = r0 [η, C] . (4.17)

We see that torsion does not remain zero under a de Sitter pseudo-translation unless

the Weyl tensor is zero (in which case the equations describe de Sitter space, which

must be invariant under the de Sitter group). Therefore, the Einstein equations

cannot be invariant under this type of transformation. Nevertheless, we will proceed

under the knowledge that Einstein’s equations can only be achieved by a breaking

of de Sitter invariance.

The action we wish to construct should be built strictly out of the connection

Λ as the sole dynamical variable, and it should reproduce the equations of motion
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of the Einstein-Cartan action. Motivated by the Yang-Mills Lagrangian, we might

expect that the action should be quadratic in the curvature, and contain a dual.

However, the dual operation itself contains metric information, which should only

enter into the action via the e terms of the connection. There is another sort of

dual one might try—the internal dual on the fiber indices. Fortunately we have

such a dual available to us since the element of the Clifford algebra, ?, is an so(3, 1)-

invariant dual operator on the Clifford algebra. Using this as the duality operator,

the action we will consider is given by

SMM = α

∫
?F ∧ F . (4.18)

Using the identity that the trace of two elements of the Clifford algebra is zero unless

they are of the same grade and expanding the curvature F into its components, we

have

SMM = α

∫
M
?R ∧R− 2

r2
0
? e ∧ e ∧R+ 1

r4
0
? e ∧ e ∧ e ∧ e . (4.19)

If we now choose the coupling constant to be α == − r2
0

2k = − 3
2kλ , the action reduces

to

SMM = − 3
2kλ

∫
M
?R ∧R+

1
k

∫
M
?e ∧ e ∧R− λ

6 ? e ∧ e ∧ e ∧ e . (4.20)

We recognize the second two terms as precisely the Einstein-Cartan action with a

cosmological constant. The first term is topological—using the Bianchi identity, the

variation of it with respect to ω is identically zero so it does not affect the equations

of motion. In fact, it is a familiar topological invariant called the Euler class. Fixing

a global basis for the fiber-bundle, the term can be reduced to a total derivative:

∫
M
?R ∧R =

∫
∂M

?
(
ω ∧ dω + 2

3ω ∧ ω ∧ ω
)
. (4.21)

The above term is not invariant under a large gauge transformation that cannot be
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deformed to the identity[27]. However, it is invariant under small gauge transforma-

tions that do not change the global structure of the basis in the fiber bundle. This

boundary term, and especially the generalization of the term to include the Immirzi

parameter, will play an important role in understanding the Kodama state.

4.2.1 Adding the Immirzi Parameter

We now need to extend the Macdowell-Mansouri action to include the Immirzi

parameter. This has been accomplished in the context of BF theory in [28, 13],

however some of the topological terms in the resultant action, in particular the

Nieh-Yan class, are relics of the BF formulation and do not enter in the minimal

prescription that we will present in the next section[29].

We first recall how we add the Immirzi parameter to the Einstein-Cartan

action to give the Holst action. Beginning with the Einstein Cartan action,

SEC =
1
k

∫
M
?e ∧ e ∧R (4.22)

we simply perturb the curvature by its dual:

R −→ R− 1
β
? R (4.23)

and the action becomes the Holst action

SH =
1
k

∫
M
?e ∧ e ∧R+

1
β
e ∧ e ∧R. (4.24)

We will try using same trick on the Macdowell-Mansouri action. The Macdowell-

Mansouri action is given by:

SMM = − 3
2kλ

∫
M
?F ∧ F. (4.25)
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The trick is to perturb the de Sitter curvature by its “dual”,

F −→ F − θ ? F, (4.26)

and possibly make appropriate adjustments to the coupling constant in order to

regain the Holst action up to topological terms. With the above substitution the

Macdowell-Mansouri action becomes

SMM+β = α

∫
M
?(F − θ ? F ) ∧ (F − θ ? F )

= α

∫
M

(1− θ2) ? F ∧ F − θ(?F ∧ ?F − F ∧ F ). (4.27)

Making the identifications

α(1− θ2) = − 3
2kλ

2θ
1− θ2

=
1
β

(4.28)

the action becomes

SMM+β = Stopo + SH+λ (4.29)

where SH+λ is the Holst action with a positive cosmological constant and

Stopo = − 3
2kλ

∫
M
?R ∧R+

1
β
R ∧R . (4.30)

As before, these additional terms are topological. The first is again the Euler class,

and the second term is the second Chern class. These terms will play an important

role in later sections.
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4.3 A de Sitter invariant action

Despite being constructed out of a de Sitter connection, the Macdowell-Mansouri

action is not invariant under local de Sitter transformations. This was expected

by our previous argument that the Einstein equations are not de Sitter invariant.

Explicitly the non-invariance arises because the “dual”, ? is only invariant under

the Lorentz subgroup and is not invariant under a pseudo-translation. Under this

type of transformation, the action transforms by

SMM
1+iη−→ SMM +

r0
k

∫
M
?[η, T ] ∧

(
R− 1

r2
0
e ∧ e

)
. (4.31)

Thus, although the action is invariant on shell, it fails to be invariant throughout the

whole phase space. It appears, then, that we have gained little more than conceptual

advantage in viewing gravity as a gauge theory of the de Sitter group. We would

now like to show that there are very natural extensions of the gravitational action

that are strictly de Sitter invariant. Although de Sitter invariant modifications

of the Macdowell-Mansouri action have been considered in the past by adding a

dynamical vector field in the SO(4, 1) representation of the de Sitter group [28], the

appearance of the vector field is rather ad hoc without physical justification. Here

we show that the desired result can be obtained with more physical spinor fields.

The action we propose is motivated by the success of quadratic spinor techniques

[30, 31]. We assume that the action consists of a gravitational piece and a matter

piece: S = Sg + Sm where

Sg = −4α
∫
〈DDφ,DDψ〉 (4.32)

where ψ and φ transform in the fundamental representation of the de Sitter group

and D is the de Sitter covariant derivative. The inner product in the action can be

the Dirac inner product, the Majorana inner product or any linear combination of
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the two. Since the de Sitter group preserves these two inner products, the action is

clearly de Sitter invariant. All that we will require of the matter action is de Sitter

symmetry, and that the full set of equations of motion admit a stable ground state

where the matter distribution is homogenous and isotropic. Let’s rewrite the above

action in a form that is more amenable to analysis upon symmetry breaking. For

definiteness we set φ = ψ and take the inner product to be the Dirac inner product:

Sg = 4α
∫
ψ̄F ∧ Fψ (4.33)

= −4α
∫
ψψ̄F ∧ F (4.34)

where in the last line ψψ̄ is recognized as a 4 × 4 complex matrix and the trace in

the integral is assumed.

Now, the Fierz identity allows one to decompose bispinor matrices of the

general form φψ̄ into a Clifford basis:

φψ̄ = αÎΓ
Î (4.35)

where ΓÎ are the elements of the Clifford basis and αÎ are spin-currents. In our

case, the Fierz identity takes the form:

−4ψψ̄ = (ψ̄ψ)1− (ψ̄ ? ψ) ?+(ψ̄γIψ)γI + (ψ̄γI ? ψ)γI ?−1
2
(ψ̄γ[IγJ ]ψ)γ[IγJ ]. (4.36)

Using this identity in our action we find that the action becomes:

Sg = α

∫
−(ψ̄ ? ψ) ? F ∧ F + ψ̄ψF ∧ F + ... (4.37)

where the remaining terms depend on the vector, axial-vector, and bivector currents.

The effective action is obtained by evaluating the spin–currents on the assumed

homogenous and isotropic ground state. The spinor fields are then replaced by their
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expectation values in this state. Isotropy means that the expectation values of any

spin-currents that pick out a preferred direction in space must be zero:

〈ψ̄γIψ〉 = 〈ψ̄γI ? ψ〉 = 〈ψ̄γ[IγJ ]ψ〉 = 0. (4.38)

Homogeneity means that the remaining non-zero expectation values, 〈ψ̄ψ〉 and 〈ψ̄ ?

ψ〉, are constant. Such a vacuum expectation value necessarily breaks de Sitter

invariance since the maximal subgroup of the de Sitter group which preserves ψ̄ ? ψ

is the Lorentz group. With this in mind, the action reduces to:

−α
∫
〈ψ̄ ? ψ〉 ? F ∧ F − 〈ψ̄ψ〉F ∧ F. (4.39)

We now identify the gravitational coupling constants with the homogenous expec-

tation value 〈ψ̄ ? ψ〉 and the theta parameter of the second Chern class with 〈ψ̄ψ〉:

α〈ψ̄ ? ψ〉 =
3

16πGλ
(4.40)

α〈ψ̄ψ〉 = Θ. (4.41)

Thus, the action reduces to the Macdowell-Mansouri action together with a topo-

logical theta-term.

4.4 Concluding remarks

We have given a geometric reason for positivity of the (bare) cosmological constant.

Since the simplest extensions of the standard model to include neutrino mass utilize

both the Dirac and Majorana inner products, it is natural to identify the spacetime

symmetry group with the group that preserves both of these inner products, namely

the de Sitter group. For this reason, we will assume in the rest of the paper that the

bare cosmological constant is positive. However, the reader should be aware that
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the Kodama state can be defined even when the constant is negative. We have also

shown that there are very natural extensions of the Einstein-Cartan action where

gravity is a gauge theory with exact local de Sitter symmetry. Although we will

not use this particular formalism again in this work, the underlying but broken de

Sitter symmetry of Einstein-Cartan and Macdowell-Mansouri gravity will play an

important role in understanding the Kodama state.
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Chapter 5

Hamiltonian General Relativity

The Hamiltonian form of general relativity is the standard formalism in numerical

relativity and canonical quantum gravity. At first glance, the program seems to be

against the spirit of relativity. After all, the lesson learned from special and general

relativity is that space and time should be treated on equal footing. The Hamiltonian

approach begins by breaking that common ground and splitting spacetime into

space plus time. Despite this apparent breaking of general covariance, when the

full Hamiltonian theory is constructed the spacetime can be reconstructed and the

result is identical to ordinary general relativity. The relic of general covariance in

the Hamiltonian formalism lies in our freedom to choose how we would like to evolve

the data. This freedom is manifest in the constraints that generate gauge degrees

of freedom. In numerical relativity the Hamiltonian formalism satisfies our intuitive

notion of events in the “here and now” evolving to the “there and then”. In the

quantum theory it is primarily useful in order to appropriately constrain the phase

space and define a set of fundamental commutators that we can trust to carry over

into the quantum theory. In this section we will review the classical formulation of

Hamiltonian general relativity.
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5.1 The Hamiltonian formulation of General Relativity

Since the starting point for modern canonical quantum gravity is a version of

Einstein-Cartan gravity, we will present the Hamiltonian construction of this theory.

The major concepts closely parallel the ADM formulation of the Einstein-Hilbert

action[32]. However, the precise form of the phase space and the constraints may

unfamiliar to those familiar with the standard ADM formulation. Since the Holst

action

SH =
1
k

∫
M
?e ∧ e ∧R+

1
β
e ∧ e ∧R− λ

6
? e ∧ e ∧ e ∧ e (5.1)

encompasses all of the three gravity formulations we wish to review (Einstein-

Cartan, Ashtekar, and Barbero-Immirzi for β = ∞, β = ±i, and β ∈ R, respec-

tively) we will present the 3 + 1 decomposition of the above action for arbitrary β

and consider the special cases separately.

The approach we will take follows the ADM formulation of 3+1 gravity. The

first step is to slice spacetime into spacelike foliations representing the constant time

slices of a congruence of observers. This corresponds to splitting the manifold up into

M = R× Σ where Σ is the spatial topology and R represents the parameterization

of time in our slicing. Not all spacetimes admit such a decomposition, so this choice

amounts to a restriction on the global topology of the spacetimes. Although there

have been many attempts to avoid this restriction we will not concern ourselves with

this technicality—we are primarily interested in de Sitter space, which does admit

such a 3 + 1 decomposition. The major insight of Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner

is that even with a given choice M = R × Σ, one is still free to choose different

congruences of observers with a different set of clocks[32]. In particular, a given

observer may observe time to run faster here and slower there, as he moves around

through different points on consecutive slicings Σt. This freedom is encoded in the

time evolution vector field t̄, which contains components orthogonal and parallel to
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the 3-manifold:

t̄ = Nn̄+ N̄ . (5.2)

Here, n̄ is the normal to the foliation, the “lapse”, N , is a measure of how much

proper time elapses on a clock in the rest frame of the observer as he moves from Σt

to Σt+dt, and the “shift”, N̄ , measures the spatial coordinate distance the observer

moves from one slice to the next. From this information, and the spatial three-metric

gab on each slice, one can construct the full metric as follows:

ds2 = −(N dt)2 + gab(dxa +Nadt)(dxb +N bdt). (5.3)

We need to translate the above into tetrad language. From the definition of the

tetrad we need

gab = ηIJ e
I
ae

J
b

ga0 = ηIJ e
I
ae

J
0 = Na

g00 = ηIJ e
I
0e

J
0 = −N2 + gabN

aN b . (5.4)

Solving the above for eIµ we have

eIa = (e0a , E
i
a)

eI0 = (N , N i = Ei
aN

a) . (5.5)

We see from the above an interesting paradox—in contrast to the metric approach,

the spatial triad, Ei
a, the lapse Na, and the shift N do not uniquely determine the

tetrad. Instead we need to specify some additional information: the components

e0a. The origin of this paradox comes from the fact that, prior to modding out the

gauge degrees of freedom, the tetrad eIµ contains more information than the metric

gµν . Just counting the degrees of freedom, since the tetrad is not constrained to be
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diagonal it is an arbitrary (invertible but otherwise arbitrary) 4 × 4 matrix, so it

has 16 degrees of freedom. On the other hand, the metric must be symmetric, so it

has (N2 +N)/2 = 10 degrees of freedom. The additional degrees of freedom in the

tetrad comes from the Lorentz freedom in choosing a frame: given any set of frame

fields that diagonalize the metric, we can always perform a local boost or rotation

at that point and the new frame will still diagonalize the metric. This accounts

for the extra degrees of freedom: three boosts and three rotations. In the context

of the ADM variables, the metric degrees of freedom (DOF’s) are DOF (gab) +

DOF (Na) +DOF (N) = 6 + 3 + 1. In the tetrad language, the shift and the lapse

still have 3+1 = 4 degrees of freedom, but the triad has DOF (Ei
a) = 9 whereas the

spatial metric has 6 degrees of freedom. This corresponds to our freedom to rotate

any spatial frame that diagonalizes the three metric. However, we are still left with

our freedom to boost the four-dimensional frame. This information must then be

encoded in the remaining degrees of freedom, e0a. Indeed, one can easily verify that

given a frame where the components e0a are zero at some point, if we now make a

local boost at that point, the new components e′0a will not be zero. In total then we

have

DOF (eIµ) = DOF (Ei
a) +DOF (Na) +DOF (N) +DOF (e0a)

= 9 + 3 + 1 + 3

= 16 . (5.6)

The next step in the ADM decomposition is to rewrite the action in terms of

these new variables. Some of the variables will have no conjugate momenta, and can

therefore be treated as Lagrange multipliers. There is some ambiguity in the way we

perform the Legendre transform. After choosing a timelike vector field, t̄ = η̄ + N̄

(where η = Nn̄), we can either identify the R in M = R×Σ with parameterization

of the integral curves of η̄ or the integral curves of t̄. This corresponds to a splitting
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of the action as

S =
∫

M
L̃ =

∫
R
d̃t

∫
Σ
L̃(t̄) (5.7)

or

S =
∫

M
L̃ =

∫
R
η̃

∫
Σ
L̃(η̄) (5.8)

where η̃(η̄) = 1 and d̃t(t̄) = 1. The physical results will be the same for either case,

but the identification of Lagrange multipliers with physical fields will be different

and the form of the diffeomorphism constraints will be different. When one uses the

t̄ identification, one finds that the diffeomorphism constraint has a piece which is not

independent from the other constraints. Typically this is resolved by subtracting off

this piece, but we will simply avoid the issue altogether by identifying R with the

integral curves of η̄. To this end, we proceed to decompose the action into pieces

orthogonal and perpendicular to η̄. Making the identifications ωIJ(η̄) = −λ, and

ηI = eI(η̄), and using the identity RIJ(η̄) = Lt̄ω
IJ −DωIJ(η̄), we have

SH =
1
4k

∫
R
η̃

∫
Σ
P?IJKL e

I ∧ eJ ∧ Lt̄ω
KL − CD(N̄)− CG(λ)− CH(η) (5.9)

where P IJ
? KL = εIJ

KL− 1
β δ

IJ
KL and we have (tentatively) defined the diffeomorphism,

Gauss, and Hamiltonian constraints

CD =
∫

Σ
P?IJKL LN̄ω

IJ ∧ eK ∧ eL (5.10)

CG =
∫

Σ
−P?IJKLDλ

IJ ∧ eK ∧ eL (5.11)

CH =
∫

Σ
P?IJKL η

IeJ ∧
(
RKL − λ

3 e
K ∧ eL

)
. (5.12)

We recall that P? is an invertible operator for all values of β except β = ∓i where
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it becomes a projection operator into the left(right) tensor subspaces. At first

glance it appears that we have succeeded in constructing a Hamiltonian version

of Einstein-Cartan gravity with dynamical variables ωIJ and their conjugate mo-

menta πIJ = 1
4kP

IJ
? KLe

K ∧ eL. However, this conclusion is a bit premature at this

stage. We can foresee problems with these definitions simply by counting the dy-

namical degrees of freedom of the momenta. An arbitrary field πIJ
ab = π

[IJ ]
[ab] would

have 3×6 = 18 degrees of freedom (recalling the forms are pulled back to the three-

manifold). However, from our definition, πIJ
ab only has the degrees of freedom of eIa,

which total to 3 × 4 = 12. Thus, the momenta must be subject to some primary

constraints, sometimes referred to as the simplicity constraint. When this constraint

is appropriately added to the full set and the constraint algebra is computed, one

finds that the algebra does not close due to the existence of second class constraints

stemming from the commutator of the simplicity constraint with the remaining con-

straints. Alternatively, one could attempt to implement this constraint through the

use of the Dirac bracket, and recompute to the constraint algebra—this is the basis

of the current “covariant canonical” formulation of Hamiltonian general relativity,

which we will have more to say about later[33, 34]. The standard approach, how-

ever, is to avoid these issues altogether by a partial gauge fixing. The partial gauge

fixing, referred to as the time gauge, consists of choosing a direction once and for

all for the projection of η̄ in the fiber, ηI so that η0 = N and ηi = 0. Since we

used η̄ to pull-back our fields to Σ, this means that ηIe
I
a = 0, so that e0a = 0. From

our previous discussion we found that the components e0a were related to the local

boost degrees of freedom of the tetrad. Thus, we are in effect projecting the Lorentz

group down to its rotation subgroup. In other words, we are restricting ourselves

to the group of transformations that preserves the vector η = (N, 0, 0, 0), which is

clearly the rotation subgroup. With this in mind, it is useful to rewrite all our vari-

ables in 3–dimensional notation. Thus, we define the so(3) valued spin connection,
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ωij , and the remaining components of the original spin connection transform like a

tensor under SO(3). Thus, we rewrite the components φ∗Σω
i
0 ≡ Ki, where φ∗Σ is

the pull-back of the map of Σ to M . The new variable Ki is the ordinary extrinsic

curvature when the time component of the torsion, T 0 is zero. We will absorb the

operator P? into the connection itself by defining a new so(3)–valued connection

Aij ≡ ωij − βKij , where Kij = εijkK
k. We are free to do this since one can always

add a tensorial piece to any connection and the new connection will still behave

properly. The tetrad components are reduced to the frame field on the three-space,

Ei
a ≡ eia, also referred to as the spatial triad. With these substitutions, the original

action becomes

SH = − 1
2kβ

∫
R
η̃

∫
Σ
Ei ∧ Ej ∧ Lt̄A

ij − (constraints) . (5.13)

We can see immediately that we have solved one of the major problems with (5.9)—

the issue of the simplicity constraints on the momenta is resolved. To see this,

simply count the degrees of freedom. The new momenta conjugate to Aij are πij
ab =

− 1
2kβ Σij where Σij = Ei ∧ Ej . An arbitrary tensor of the form πij

ab = π[ij]
[ab] has

3×3 = 9 degrees of freedom. Since the momenta is built solely out of the triad, and

the triad Ei
a also has 3× 3 = 9 degrees of freedom, there are no primary constraints

on the momenta.

We are not quite done yet since there are still too many variables and too

few constraints. If we attempt to rewrite the action in terms of the new variables A,

π, λ, and N̄ we find that we are still left with terms involving ωij and ωi
0(η̄), which

cannot be gotten rid of. To eliminate these variables, we first impose two condition

on the torsion:

T 0(η̄) = 0 (3)T i = DωE
i = 0 . (5.14)
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Since these components of the torsion vanish on the equations of motion, we are

not changing the physical content of the theory. The first condition is equivalent to

setting the variable ωi0(η̄) = 0. The second condition on the 3-torsion amounts to

replacing ωij with the Levi-Civita connection Γij , which is constrained to be torsion

freeby definition. Since the Levi-Civita connection can be written as an explicit

function of the triad as in (2.5), which are in turn functions of the momenta, we

have successfully eliminated the extra variables. The action now becomes

SH = − 1
2kβ

∫
R
η̃

∫
Σ

Σij ∧ Lt̄A
ij − CD(N̄)− CG(λ)− CH(N) (5.15)

where the (true) constraints are

CD(N̄) = − 1
2kβ

∫
Σ
LN̄A

ij ∧ Σij (5.16)

CG(λ) = − 1
2kβ

∫
Σ
−DAλ

ij ∧ Σij (5.17)

CH(N) = − 1
2k

∫
Σ
εijkE

i ∧
(
(1 + 1

β2 )Rjk − 1
β2F

jk − λ
3Σjk

)
. (5.18)

In the above, F ij = dAij + Ai
m ∧ Amj , and Rij = Rij

Γ = dΓij + Γi
m ∧ Γmj is

understood to be an explicit function of the momenta. This term complicates the

Hamiltonian constraint severely, however, through the use of nested commutators it

has been shown that the Hamiltonian can be rewritten in a manageable form (see

[35]). This form of the constraints (in slightly different notation) and the connection

Aij = Γij − βKij , called the Ashtekar-Barbero connection, was first constructed by

Barbero in [36].
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5.1.1 The evolution generated by the constraints

With these variables, the symplectic structure defines a Poisson bracket. For any

two integral functionals of Σ and A, the Poisson bracket is given by

{f, g} = − 1
2kβ

∫
Σ

δf

δAij
∧ δg

δΣij
− δg

δAij
∧ δf

δΣij
. (5.19)

The fundamental commutators that results from this are

{
Aij |P , Σkl|Q

}
= −2kβ δij

kl δ̃(P,Q){
Aij |P , A

kl|Q
}

= 0{
Σij |P , Σkl|Q

}
= 0 (5.20)

where δ̃(P,Q) is the delta-ditribution valued three-form defined by
∫
P∈Σ f(P ) δ̃(P,Q) =

f(Q). We note that despite A = Γ−βK being dependent on the momenta via Γ[E],

the components of the connection still commute under the Poisson bracket1.

It can then be shown that the diffeomorphism and Gauss constraints generate

infinitesimal diffeomorphism and SO(3, 1) transformations in the following sense:

given f = f [A,Σ] the Poisson evolution under these constraints is

f → f +
{
f, CD(N̄)

}
= f [A+ LN̄A , Σ + LN̄Σ]

f → f + {f, CG(λ)} = f [A−DAλ , Σ + [λ,Σ]] . (5.21)

The first equation describes the ordinary change of a functional under a small diffeo-

morphism, and the second is the change under an small SU(2) gauge transformation.

The action of the Hamiltonian constraint is considerably more complicated since it

plays the dual role of generating time reparameterizations (which is why the Hamil-
1We stress that the components, viewed as functionals of the dynamical variables, commute

under the Poisson bracket commutator. This does not mean that they commute under the matrix
commutator, where they satisfy the usual commutation relations of the su(2) Lie algebra.
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tonian constraint must vanish), and at the same time describing the non-gauge

dynamical evolution of the fields. Nevertheless, one can show that the vanishing

of the constraints plus the time evolution of the dynamical fields generated by the

constraints under Hamilton’s equations, reproduce the appropriately gauge fixed

Einstein-Cartan equations (when reality constraint are imposed if β ∈ C). The

constraint algebra constructed from the commutators of the constraints themselves

closes in the sense that the commutator of any two constraints weakly vanishes on

the constraint submanifold.

5.1.2 The special cases β = ∞ and β = ∓i

Let us now consider the special cases where β = ∞ and β = ∓i. In the limit that

β → ∞, the Holst action reduces to the Einstein-Cartan action. The phase space

reduces to (Ki, 1
2k ε

i
jkE

j ∧ Ek) and the constraints reduce to

CD(N̄) =
1
2k

∫
Σ
εijkLN̄K

i ∧ Ej ∧ Ek

CG(λ) =
1
2k

∫
Σ
εijkλ

i
mK

m ∧ Ej ∧ Ek

CH(N) =
1
2k

∫
Σ
−εijkEi ∧

(
Rjk +Kj ∧Kk − λ

3Σjk
)
. (5.22)

Thus, the main advantage of the formulation of GR with a real Immirzi parameter

is that the phase space consists of an so(3) connection and its conjugate momen-

tum. We will see that this gives us significant advantage in the quantum the-

ory. The downside to this formalism is that it has been shown that the Ashtekar-

Barbero connection Aij = Γij − βKij , despite being a perfectly well-defined three-

dimensional connection, cannot be obtained as the pull-back of any four-dimensional

connection[37]. Thus, the dynamical variables are fundamentally three-dimensional.

Because of this it can sometimes be very difficult to extract spacetime information

from data on the spatial slices in these variables. In contrast, when β → ∞, since
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Ki has a well-defined geometric interpretation, it is relatively easy to reconstruct

the spacetime from the dynamics of the variables on Σ. At the level of the con-

straints, in terms of complexity there is no advantage of one formalism over the

other. However, as we will see, implementing the Gauss and diffeomorphism con-

straints is much easier when the phase space consists of a connection as a dynamical

position variable.

The third approach, the Ashtekar formalism, follows from setting β = ∓i.

From the Holst action it can be seen that the choice corresponds to projecting the

spin-conenction into its left(right) chiral subspace: ω → 1
2(1∓ γ5)ω. In contrast to

the real case, the three-dimensional connection, AL/R = Γ ± iK, is the pull-back

of the left(right) handed spin connection to Σ [14]. Thus, we retain much of the

geometric relation between spatial variables and spacetime. Since the phase space

does consist of a connection, we retain this advantage of the real formalism. In

addition, the hamiltonian constraint simplifies drastically when β = ∓i, where it

reduces to

CH(N) = − 1
2k

∫
Σ
εijkE

i ∧
(
F jk − λ

3Σjk
)
. (5.23)

This simplification was the original reason for considering Ashtekar variables. In

fact, it is unlikely that the Kodama state would have ever been found without this

dramatic simplification of the constraint. With all these advantages, it is hard to

see why one would not work with these variables. The downside to these variable

comes from the complexification of the phase space. One can show that when the

triad are constrained to be real, general relativity is regained—however, this is an

additional constraint that must be put in by hand. This reality constraint generally

undermines the simplification of the Hamiltonian constraint. As we will see, the

complexification of the phase space is also the issue underpinning the problems

associated with the Kodama state.
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Chapter 6

Overview of Canonical

Quantization

In this section we will introduce some basics of Loop Quantum Gravity. Our in-

troduction will be far from exhaustive—our main purpose is to discuss the major

concepts and results from the Loop approach that are relevant for an understanding

of the Kodama state. Thus, we will focus on the construction of spin network states

as solutions to the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints, and the quantized area

spectrum. For more in depth reviews, see [14, 38, 39, 40, 35].

6.1 The holonomy representation

The distinguishing feature of canonical general relativity in the new variables, whether

they be real as in the Barbero-Immirzi approach or complex as in the Ashtekar for-

malism, is that the phase space consists of a connection as “position” variable and

its conjugate momentum. This allows us to compute the spectrum of the area oper-

ator and construct a basis that allows for a rigorous construction of the kinematical

Hilbert space. By “kinematical”, we are referring to the Hilbert space of states
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that are annihilated by both the Gauss and the diffeomorphism constraints. First,

we will discuss perhaps the hallmark achievement of Loop Quantum Gravity: the

quantization of area and volume.

The fundamental commutation relations, (5.19), that follow from the sym-

plectic structure of the Holst action in the Hamiltonian formalism are (5.20), re-

peated here:

{
Aij |P , Σkl|Q

}
= −2kβ δij

kl δ̃(P,Q){
Aij |P , A

kl|Q
}

= 0{
Σij |P , Σkl|Q

}
= 0 . (6.1)

We will take these to be the fundamental commutators to carry over to the quantum

theory without modification. As quantum operator conditions, the commutators are

[
Aij |P , Σkl|Q

]
= −2kβi δij

kl δ̃(P,Q)[
Aij |P , A

kl|Q
]

= 0[
Σij |P , Σkl|Q

]
= 0 . (6.2)

Because of the presence of the delta function, this operator commutator should be

regularized. Since the canonical position is a one-form and its conjugate momen-

tum is a two-form, we should expect that the natural regularization of the canon-

ical commutation relations follows from somehow integrating the connection along

a one-dimensional extended line and integrating the momentum on a two-surface.

Fortunately, these extended objects can be easily constructed. To regularize the po-

sition variable, we introduce holonomies. A holonomy defined along a parameterized

curve, γ : [0, 1] → Σ, defines the parallel transport of a representation of the gauge

group as we move the object from the beginning to the end of γ. Naturally, the

holonomy is constructed out of the connection. Since the connections we are con-
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sidering are non-abelian, we have to be careful about the ordering of the operators

as the representation is moved along the path. This is achieved by a path ordering

which simply ensures that operators that act closer to the end of the path always

occur in the expression to the left of operators that act closer to the beginning. The

holonomy, denoted

hγ [A] = Pe
R

γ A (6.3)

is itself an element of the group. When it acts on an element of the representation

space we have to choose the appropriate representation of the gauge group. Since

we are concerned with the rotation group, the relevant gauge group is SO(3) or,

more generally, its double cover SU(2) whose representations are characterized by

the spin of the representation. Thus we will denote by h(j)
γ for holonomy along the

path γ in the spin j representation of SU(2).

Conceptually we can think of the curve as constructed out of infinitesimal

pieces, δγ, whose union gives the whole path γ when they are glued end to end. If

the path is parameterized by s, each of these small pieces has a parameter length

ds, and a tangent vector ξ̄ = ∂xµ

∂s
∂

∂xµ . The infinitesimal holonomy along one of these

pieces is an infinitesimal gauge transformation generated by the component of the

connection along the tangent vector to δγ

hδγ [A] = 1 +
∫

δγ
A = 1 + ds iξ̄A . (6.4)

Since A takes values in the Lie algebra of the gauge group, the above is, indeed, an

infinitesimal gauge transformation with generator ds iξ̄A. The holonomy along γ is

(loosely) constructed by composing these transformations back to back along the

full path γ:

hγ [A] =
(
1 + ds iξ̄(x(1))A(x(1))

)
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· · ·
(
1 + ds iξ̄(x(ds))A(x(ds))

) (
1 + ds iξ̄(x(0))A(x(0))

)
. (6.5)

The holonomy is gauge covariant in the following sense. Given a gauge transfor-

mation, g = g(x), that transforms the connection by A → gAg−1 − (dg)g−1, the

holonomy only transforms at its endpoints:

hγ [A] → g(x(1))hγ [A]g−1(x(0)) (6.6)

With this in mind, one can easily construct gauge invariant objects out of the

holonomy. A simple example is a Wilson loop. Suppose the beginning and endpoint

of γ are the same point, x(1) = x(0), so the curve forms a loop. Then the Wilson

loop is defined by

Wγ [A] = Tr(hγ [A]) . (6.7)

From the transformation property of the holonomy given above, this is clearly a

gauge invariant quantity.

6.2 Spin Networks

Spin networks are another way of constructing gauge invariant functionals of A. Spin

networks were invented by Roger Penrose [41] as a visual aid in the combinatorics

of angular momentum. Penrose suggested that the spin networks might provide a

combinatoric approach to quantum geometry, and this vision was first realized by

Rovelli and Smolin decades later in [42]. Suppose we have a network of oriented

curves called edges whose endpoints always lie an a node where two or more edge

meets. Take each curve and assign a group element to it by the holonomy. Now

assign to each edge a representation of the gauge group, called a coloring, by labelling

each edge with a spin, j. At each node the endpoints of two or more holonomies

meet. Since the endpoint of the holonomy transforms like a vector representation
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under the gauge group, the endpoint of an edge with spin j can be viewed as an

element of the vector representation space V(j) if it is entering the node, or V ∗
(j) if it

is exiting. The total vector space of endpoints at the node is a tensor product

Vnode = V(j1) ⊗ Vj(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ V ∗
(jn−1) ⊗ V ∗

(jn) . (6.8)

Now, the dual vector space V ∗
node may contain a set of elements of the gauge group

that are invariant under gauge transformations. The normalized versions of these

special elements are called intertwiners. In the simplest example, suppose we have

a node with only one edge coming in, and one edge going out. The dimension of

the space of intertwiners is zero if the edges have different spins, and exactly one

if the edges have the same spin. The intertwiner is then δA
B, which is clearly gauge

invariant. For a less trivial example, suppose we have three edges, one spin-one going

out and two spin-1
2 edges coming in. The normalized intertwiner is then 1√

3
σi

AB

because of the identity

λC
Aσ

i
CDλ

D
B = λi

jσ
j
AB → σi

AB = λ−1i
jλ

C
Aλ

D
Bσ

j
CD (6.9)

Since the intertwiners are invariant under the gauge group, if we attach an

intertwiner to each node of the graph by contracting its indices onto the indices of

the edges entering and exiting the edge, the full spin network will be a functional

that is invariant under gauge transformations. As an example consider the θ-spin

network consisting of two nodes with three edges connecting them in the shape of

the Greek letter θ. Suppose two of the edges coming out of one node are spin-1
2

edges, and the other edge going into the node is a spin-1 edge. The spin network

functional is then

Ψ =
1
3

(
σi

AB h(1/2)
γ1

C

A
h(1/2)

γ2

D

B
h(1)

γ3

i

j
σj

CD

)
. (6.10)
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In the above, Ψ can either be viewed as an explicit functional of the the connection

A, or of the group elements h(j)
γi corresponding to each edge.

6.3 Quantization of area and volume in quantum geom-

etry

The spin network states are much more than just a convenient way to build func-

tionals of the connection. In fact, they form a basis for the kinematical Hilbert space

and they can naturally be interpreted as quantum geometry. To see this, we have to

look into the spectrum of the area operator. The conjugate momentum to Aij is the

area two-form Ei∧Ej . The natural geometric object to associate with this operator

is a two-dimensional surface. Let σ be a two-dimensional surface embedded in Σ

that has the topology of a square in R2. In other words, σ : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → Σ. Given

a normal vector ni, the area of the surface is given by A(σ) =
∫
σ

1
2εijkn

iEj ∧ Ek.

However, in a background independent context the normal cannot be defined with-

out knowing the metric, which is a dynamical quantum operator in the quantum

theory. We can get around this by temporarily fix the gauge so that we can define

the directional area

Ai =
∫

σ

1
2
εijkE

j ∧ Ek . (6.11)

This object has strange behavior under gauge transformations, which is why we

needed to fix the gauge. However, in the end, we will take the limit that the

coordinate area (but not necessarily the true geometric area) of the surface goes to

becomes infinitesimally small so that σ is an infinitesimal surface. Then the directed

are Ai transforms like a vector under rotations. In this limit the absolute area of

the small surface is

A(σ) = +
√
|AiAi| . (6.12)
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Now, let us suppose that the area element σ pierces one edge of a spin network

embedded in Σ. For simplicity we will assume that the edge is not tangent to the

surface and that the edge pierces the surface only once, at x0. This splits the curve

into γ = γ1∪δγ∪γ2, where δγ is an infinitesimal segment of the curve that contains

the point if intersection. If the representation of the holonomy of the edge is h(j)
γ ,

the holonomy splits into three pieces correspondingly:

h(j)
γ = h(j)

γ2

(
1 +

∫
δγ
Ai τ

(j)
i

)
h(j)

γ1
(6.13)

where τ (j)
i is a basis for the Lie algebra in the spin j representation. In the connection

representation, the operators we have defined become

h(j)
γ [Â] = h(j)

γ [A] Âi = ikβ

∫
σ
εijk

δ

δAjk
. (6.14)

Thus the action of the directed area element Âi on the holonomy of the edge is

Âi h
(j)
γ [A] = h(j)

γ2

(
Âi h

(j)
δγ

)
h(j)

γ1

= h(j)
γ2

(
ikβ

∫
δγ×σ

δ̃(x, x0) τ
(j)
i

)
h(j)

γ1

= h(j)
γ2

(
±ikβ τ (j)

i

)
h(j)

γ1
(6.15)

where the factor of ± depends on the relative orientation of the directed curve γ

and directed area element defined by the two form Ei∧Ej—it is “+” if they form a

right handed system, and “−” if they form a left-handed system. We note that we

can now take the limit as the coordinate size of σ becomes infinitesimally small. As

long as the surface still pierces the edge at x0 and it is not tangent to the edge at

this point, the result is independent of σ, so we can shrink the coordinate area of σ
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as much as we want and the result will still give (6.15). Now, consider the operator

Â2 = ÂiÂi h(j)
γ

= h(j)
γ2

(
−(kβ)2δijτ

(j)
i τ

(j)
j

)
h(j)

γ1
. (6.16)

The operator δijτ
(j)
i τ

(j)
j is the well known Casimir operator, which in the spin j

representation is:

−δijτ
(j)
i τ

(j)
j = j(j + 1)I . (6.17)

Because of this property, the operator is purely multiplicative

Â2 = (kβ)2j(j + 1) h(j)
γ . (6.18)

Taking the the positive square root (which is unambiguous since the operator is

diagonal) we have

Âh(j)
γ [A] = kβ

√
j(j + 1)h(j)

γ [A] . (6.19)

This is the celebrated result of loop quantum gravity: the edges of a spin network

diagonalize the area operator, and the spectrum is discrete. In terms of the Planck

length, the area spectrum is

A(j) = 8πl2PL β
√
j(j + 1) . (6.20)

We note that the spectrum does depend on the Immirzi parameter. Thus, we have

the peculiar property that whereas in the classical theory the parameter did not

affect the classical equations of motion at all, in the quantum theory the discreteness

at the Planck length is modulated by the parameter. Currently the parameter is

believed to be fixed by demanding that the Loop Quantum Gravity derivation of

black hole entropy matches the Hawking entropy[43]. Though there is no universal
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agreement on the precise value, all calculations have yielded values of the parameter

that are on the order of unity.

In addition to the area operator, the volume operator can be constructed

essentially out of area operators. The rough idea behind the construction of the

operator is the following. Given a box of dimension ∆x = l, ∆y = w, ∆z = h,

the volume can be written V = l × w × h. But, we can also compute the volume

in terms of the areas of the faces: V =
√
Ax ×Ay ×Az. This is the essential idea

behind the construction of the volume operator, which is generally constructed by

an appropriate regularization of the operator

V̂ = +

√
1
3!
|εijkÂiÂjÂk| . (6.21)

One can show that the action of the volume operator is nonzero only when it acts

on a node of a spin-network, and then only when the node has four or more edges

entering or exiting it[44]. Like the area operator, the spin network states diagonalize

the operator, and the spectrum is discrete.

6.4 The kinematical Hilbert space

In addition to diagonalizing the area and volume operators, the spin network state

also provide a complete, orthonormal basis of states spanning the kinematical Hilbert

space, which we will sketch here (for more complete and rigorous reviews, see [40,

38, 35]). By kinematical, we mean the set states in the kernel of the Gauss and

diffeomorphism constraints with an appropriate inner product defining a Hilbert

space. In the position, or connection representation, the kinematical states must be

gauge and diffeomorphism invariant functionals of the connection A. We will adopt

the notation that the Hilbert space of states that satisfy, say, the Gauss constraint is

HG. The kinematical Hilbert space is Hkin = HDG, and the physical Hilbert space
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is Hphys = HDGH .

In the connection representation, the wave function lives in the space of

functionals of a smooth connection, denoted A (not to be confused with the area

operator). Let us restrict ourselves to the subspace of A consisting of functionals

that only depend on the value of the holonomy of the connection along a set of

curves, called a graph, Γ = {γ} embedded in Σ. Any such functional, fΓ, called

a cylindrical function, can be thought of either as a functional of the connection,

fΓ = fΓ (hγ1 [A], hγ2 [A], . . . , hγn [A]), or simply a functional of the group elements

fΓ = fΓ(hγ1hγ2 , . . . , hγn). The inner product of two functionals can therefore be

written either

〈fΓ|gΓ〉 =
∫
dµ0 f

∗(hγ1 [A], . . . , hγn [A])g(hγ1 [A], . . . , hγn [A]) (6.22)

where dµ0 is some measure (that we will make more precise later), or

〈fΓ|gΓ〉 =
∫
dhγ1 . . . dhγn f

∗(hγ1 , . . . , hγn)g(hγ1 , . . . , hγn) (6.23)

where dhγi is the Haar measure on SU(2). The set of all such functionals (defined

on all possible graphs Γ) with the given inner product forms a Hilbert space, H.

The remarkable property of this Hilbert space is the direct connection with the

functionals of the connection, A. In lattice QCD, the inner product on the lattice

is defined analogously to (6.23). However, there we know that the lattice theory

is only truly a discrete approximation to the true continuous theory based on the

connection. In the present case, since we are considering the space of all possible

cylindrical functions on all possible graphs, the space is not an approximation to

the continuum at all, but actually contains exactly the same information. More

precisely, the Hilbert space is identical to the space of square integrable functions
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on a generalization of the space of smooth connections (see [35]):

H = L2(A, dµ0) . (6.24)

The measure on this space, dµ0, called the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure has been

constructed exactly by considering the projective limit of nested graphs, and the A

is a generalization of the space of connections to include distributional connections.

Thus, we have a concrete correspondence between one-dimensional excitations of

the connections on one hand and the space of functionals of smooth connections on

the other.

Returning to the inner product (6.23), we need to construct an orthonor-

mal basis of states. Given a particular graph Γ, define H̃Γ to be the set of square

integrable cylindrical functionals defined on the graph, Γ. Since we can view the

elements of this space as functions of the gauge group, we have H̃Γ = L2[SU(2)n],

where n is the number of edges in the graph. A major result from the study of

integration on group manifolds is the Peter-Weyl theorem, which tells us that the

irreducible representations of the gauge group form an orthonormal basis with re-

spect to the Haar measure. Thus, if we label each edge of the graph with a spin,

j, the two functions in the inner product will be orthogonal unless they have the

same edge labellings. The proper subspace consisting of graphs whose edges are

only labelled with non-zero spins forms an orthonormal basis on H. Clearly, we are

getting closer and closer to spin networks as basis states.

Finally, we wish to impose the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints. The

Gauss constraint simply generates SU(2) gauge transformations, thus, we will search

for the space of gauge invariant functionals in H, denoted by HG. This is where spin

networks enter in their full glory. The spin network functionals are gauge invariant

by construction, and under the given inner product, the spin networks form an

orthonormal basis spanning HG. Two functions are orthogonal if they are defined
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on different graphs, Γ, or if they have different edge and intertwiner labellings.

The diffeomorphism constraint is generally implemented via the inner prod-

uct. A diffeomorphism invariant inner product should give zero unless the two spin

networks lie on graphs that are in the same knot class. Suppose one had a measure

over the space of all diffeomorphisms Dφ. Then one could define a diffeomorphism

invariant inner product by integrating over all possible diffeomorphisms:

〈ΦΓ|ΨΓ′〉HDG
=

∫
Dφ 〈ΦΓ|Uφ|ΨΓ′〉HG

=
∫
Dφ 〈ΦφΓ|ΨΓ′〉HG

(6.25)

One can then think of the diffeomorphism invariant state as the state, |PdiffΦΓ〉,

that satisfies

〈PdiffΦΓ|ΨΓ′〉 = 〈ΦΓ|ΨΓ′〉HDG
(6.26)

Loosely speaking, the dual of this state is the group averaged state

〈PdiffΦΓ| =
∫
Dφ 〈ΦφΓ| . (6.27)

Although a measure over the set of diffeomorphisms in closed form may not be

tractable in practice, the spin network states solve this problem in a novel way—

they reduce the problem to the problem of determining when two knots (or graphs

when we include nodes) are in the same knot class. This problem may be tractable,

though at the present time no algorithm exists that can uniquely determine the

knot class of a given knot imbedded in a three-manifold. We will see in the next

section, that one of the best available knot invariants, the Kauffman bracket, does

distinguish a large class of knots, and is directly related to the Kodama state.

In total, then, the spin network states form an orthonormal basis of states

that span the kinematical Hilbert space HDG. In addition, there is a duality be-
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tween the spin network state and functionals on the space of generalized connec-

tions, A. This duality is displayed elegantly by the Kodama state, and it allows

for a semi-classical interpretation in a quantum theory whose elementary building

blocks are Planck scale discrete geometries. In our discussion above, we have com-

pletely ignored the Hamiltonian constraint, which encodes the non-gauge dynamics

of the gravitational degrees of freedom. Solving this constraint in general is still an

open problem, and has spawned various approaches including the Master Constraint

Program[35] and Spin Foam models. We will see that the Kodama state does solve

a version of the Hamiltonian constraint.
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Chapter 7

The Original Kodama State

We are now in a position to discuss the original form of the Kodama state[1, 2,

3]. The state was originally derived using Ashtekar variables with the Immirzi

parameter, β, equal to −i. We recall from our discussion of the canonical theory

that for this special case, the phase space consists of a complex valued connection

Aij = Γij + iKij , and its conjugate momentum, πij = 1
2kiΣ

ij = 1
2kiE

i ∧ Ej . In

contrast to the real Ashtekar Barbero connection, in this case the connection is the

pull-back to the three-manifold of a spacetime connection: the left–handed spin

connection, which defines the parallel transport of left chiral spinors. The Poisson

bracket of the fundamental dynamical variables is

{
Aij |P , πkl|Q

}
= δij

kl δ̃(P,Q) −→
{
Aij |P , Σkl|Q

}
= 2ki δij

kl δ̃(P,Q) . (7.1)

We take the above to be the fundamental commutator to carry over to the quantum

theory as an operator commutator without modification so that

[
Âij |P , Σ̂kl|Q

]
= −2k δij

kl δ̃(P,Q) . (7.2)
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We note that the factor of i occurs in the classical commutator due to the complexifi-

cation of the phase space, and it cancels with the i from quantization in the quantum

commutator. We choose to work in a representation where Â is multiplicative. With

this choice, the fundamental operators are

Âij = Aij Σ̂kl = 2k
δ

δAkl
. (7.3)

We recall that the Hamiltonian constraint simplifies in these variables to

CH(N) = − 1
2k

∫
Σ
εijkE

i ∧
(
F jk − λ

3Σjk
)
. (7.4)

To obtain the Kodama state, we first have to choose an operator ordering for the

constraints. In this representation, the choice of operator ordering for the Gauss

and diffeomorphism constraints is nearly unambiguous from a geometric perspective.

Assuming the wave function is an integral functional of A, the change in Ψ = Ψ[A]

under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism or SO(3) gauge transformation is simply

Ψ[A] −→ Ψ[A+ δA] = Ψ[A] +
∫

Σ
δAij ∧ δΨ

δAij
(7.5)

where δA = LN̄A for a diffeomorphism, and δA = −DAλ for a local gauge trans-

formation. Thus, the natural choice of ordering for the corresponding constraints

is

ĈD(N̄) =
∫

Σ
LN̄A

ij ∧ δ

δAij

ĈG(λ) =
∫

Σ
−DAλ

ij ∧ δ

δAij
. (7.6)

With this choice, the operator conditions, ĈD(N̄)Ψ[A] = 0 and CG(λ)Ψ[A] = 0,

implies that the functional Ψ[A] must be invariant under (small) diffeomorphisms
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and local gauge transformations.

The geometric picture is not so clear for the Hamiltonian constraint. The

standard choice that allows us to define the Kodama state is

ĈH(N) = − 1
2k

∫
Σ
εijkÊ

i
(
F̂ jk − λ

3 Σ̂jk
)
. (7.7)

We will look for a state that is in the kernel of the operator in parentheses above.

Thus, we need a state that satisfies

F ij Ψ[A] =
2kλ
3

δ

δAij
Ψ[A] . (7.8)

With this in mind, we introduce the Chern-Simons functional:

I[A] =
∫

Σ
Y [A] =

∫
Σ
Ai

j ∧ dAj
i +

2
3
Ai

j ∧Aj
k ∧Ak

i . (7.9)

This integral has some striking properties that we will make use of throughout this

work. Most importantly for now, the functional derivative is

δ

δAij
I[A] = −2F ij I[A] . (7.10)

Using this property, if we define the state

Ψ[A] = N e−
3

4kλ

R
Σ Y [A], (7.11)

where N is a normalization constant, the state clearly satisfies (7.8). In fact, any

state that satisfies property (7.8) will also be a solution to all the constraints. To see

this, we first note that the Hamiltonian constraint is clearly satisfied with our choice

of operator ordering (this is why we chose this ordering). The Gauss constraint is
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satisfied by the Bianchi identity:

ĈG(λ) Ψ[A] = − 3
2kλ

∫
Σ
DAλ

ij ∧ F ij × Ψ[A]

=
3

2kλ

∫
Σ
λij ∧DAF

ij × Ψ[A]

= 0 . (7.12)

Similarly, the diffeomorphism constraint is satisfied since

ĈD(N̄) Ψ[A] = − 3
2kλ

∫
Σ
LN̄Aij ∧ F ij × Ψ[A]

=
3

4kλ

∫
Σ
LN̄Y [A] × Ψ[A] (7.13)

= 0 , (7.14)

where the last line follows from the diffeomorphism invariance of the Chern-Simons

functional. Thus, the state satisfies all the constraints!

7.0.1 The physical interpretation of the Kodama state

We now turn to the physical interpretation of the state. The key property of the

state is that it satisfies

F̂ ij |Ψ〉 = λ
3 Ê

i ∧ Ej |Ψ〉 . (7.15)

It is natural to interpret |Ψ〉 as the quantum state corresponding to the classical

spacetime whose initial data on Σ satisfies

F ij [A] = λ
3E

i ∧ Ej . (7.16)

We recall that in order to regain general relativity we need to impose reality con-

ditions on the triad Ei. Let us assume that this constraint has been succesfully

imposed. Then we can decompose the equation above into its real and imaginary
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parts. From the identity F ij = Rij − iDΓK
ij −Ki

k ∧Kkj , the result is

Rij +Ki ∧Kj = λ
3E

i ∧ Ej (7.17)

DΓK
i = 0 . (7.18)

But, from our previous discussion, we recognize this as the defining condition, (3.8),

in the time gauge on the initial data of de Sitter space! Thus, to recap, we have an

exact quantum state that satisfies all of the constraints of canonical quantum gravity

(in an appropriate operator ordering), that satisfies a set of operator equations whose

classical analogues define de Sitter space. Clearly we have a candidate for a non-

perturbative state representing quantum de Sitter space.

7.0.2 The Problems

Despite these nice features, the state is riddled with problems, which we list here,

many of which were brought up in [8] by analogy with a corresponding Chern-Simons

state in Yang-Mills theory.

• Non-normalizability: Perhaps the most serious objection to the state, from

which many of the other problems may follow, is that the state does not appear

to be normalizable. It is obviously not normalizable under the kinematical in-

ner product, where one simply integrates |Ψ|2 over all values of the complex

Ashtekar connection since the integrand is unbounded. It has been suggested

by analogy with the corresponding Chern-Simons state in Yang-Mills the-

ory, that if an inner-product that normalized the Kodama state existed, then

the spectrum of excitations around the state would necessarily contain non-

normalizable modes. This has been substantiated in [9] where it was shown

that linearized perturbations around the Kodama state are non-normalizable

under a linearized inner product. The state is not known to be normalizable
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under a physical inner product defined by, for example, path integral methods.

• Negative Energies: It has been argued, again by analogy with the Yang-

Mills Chern-Simons state, that the Kodama state necessarily contains nega-

tive energy sectors. The expectation is that if the energy of positive helicity

graviton-like excitations to the state is positive, then the negative energy states

would necessarily have negative energy. It is this cancellation of positive and

negative energy modes that allows the QCD state to have zero energy, and

this could be the mechanism that allows the Kodama state to be in the kernel

of the Hamiltonian constraint.

• CPT Violation: The states are not invariant under CPT. This is particularly

poignant objection in view of the CPT theorem of perturbative quantum field

theory, which connects CPT violation with Lorentz violation. It is not known if

the result carries over to non-perturbative quantum field theory, but it has yet

to be demonstrated that the Kodama state does not predict Lorentz violation.

In the analogy with the QCD Chern-Simons state, the cause of this failure

is that CP interchanges positive and negative helicity states, but the time

reversal operator acts trivial since the QCD state is real. As we will see, the

state is only real because of the complexification necessary in the construction

of the state so that the i from complexification of the phase space cancels with

the i from quantization. A similar result holds for the Kodama state.

• Non-Invariance Under Large Gauge Transformations: Although the

state is invariant under the small gauge transformations generated by the

quantum constraints, it is not invariant under large gauge transformations

where it changes by a factor related to the winding number of the map from

the manifold to the gauge group. However, it has been argued that the non-

invariance of the Kodama state under large gauge transformations give rise
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to the thermal properties of de Sitter spacetime1[45]. Thus, non-invariance

under large gauge transformations could be a problem or a benefit, but it is

deserving of mention.

• Reality Constraints: The Lorentzian Kodama state is a solution to the

quantum constraints in the Ashtekar formalism where the connection is com-

plex. To obtain classical general relativity one must implement reality condi-

tions which ensure that the metric is real. In addition, the interpretation of

the state as quantum de Sitter space relied on the reality conditions to sep-

arate corresponding initial data condition into its real and imaginary parts.

It is an open problem as to how to implement these constraints on a general

state. Generally it is believed that the physical inner product will implement

the reality constraints, but this could change the interpretation of the state

considerably.

Thus, we have seen that the Kodama state bears the promise of a non-

perturbative definition of quantum de Sitter space, but it fails some key tests that

a physical quantum state must pass. The main purpose of this work is to generalize

the state to address these problems. We will show that there is good evidence that

the generalized state we will construct resolves most of these problems.

1Paradoxically, we will argue the opposite: that demanding invariance of the generalized states
we will present under large gauge transformations gives rise to evidence of cosmological horizons,
which in turn should give rise to the thermal nature of de Sitter space.
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Chapter 8

Generalizing the Kodama State:

Construction

We are now in a position to discuss the generalization of the Kodama state in

an attempt to resolve the problems associated with the original state. Much of

this chapter will closely follow [46] with some important changes toward the end

regarding the solutions to the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints and the zero

curvature Kodama state. First we will discuss the root of the problems associated

with the original Kodama state, which will suggest a resolution.

8.1 Tracking down the root of the problem

Many of the problems we listed associated with the Kodama state can be tracked

down to the complexification of the phase space necessary in the construction of

the state. To see this, one can simply appeal to the Euclidean version of the state.

In the Euclidean formalism, the gauge group SO(4) splits into two left and right

pieces as in the complex theory. This corresponds to replacing the spin connection,

ω, with the left(right) handed connection ωL/R = 1
2(1∓ ?)ω, where ? is the internal
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dual on the SO(4) representation space. In contrast to the Lorentzian sector where

the projector, 1
2(1 ∓ i?), is complex, in the Euclidean sector everything is real.

Pulling back the left handed part of the spin connection to the three-manifold in

the Euclidean theory, the canonical variables in the Ashtekar formalism consist of

a real SO(3) connection and its real conjugate momentum. The analogous state in

the Euclidean theory is:

Ψ[A] = N e−i 3
4kλ

R
YCS [A]. (8.1)

Notice, the state is pure phase, because of the reality of the connection and the factor

of i in front of the integral. Comparing the Lorentzian state with the Euclidean state

sometimes gives us insight into which properties of the Lorentzian state stem from

the complexification of the phase space.

The Lorentzian signature state was clearly non-normalizable under the nat-

ural inner product
∫
DA|Ψ[A]|2 since the integrand is unbounded. However, if we

consider the Euclidean state, the integrand is bounded since the state is a pure

phase. The ordinary momentum states of non-relativisic quantum mechanics share

this pure phase property, and we know that they are strictly normalizable on a com-

pact manifold, and they are delta-function normalizable on a non-compact manifold.

Thus, one might expect the Euclidean state to be either delta-function normalizable

or strictly normalizable by some regularization procedure. In fact, it has been shown

that linearized perturbations to the Euclidean state are delta-function normalizable

under a linearized inner product[9]. The details of the calculation make it clear that

the reason for the delta-function normalizability is the pure phase nature of the

Euclidean Kodama state. In addition, the state is CPT invariant due to the factor

of i in the argument which inverts under time reversal canceling the action of parity.

Although it is not known if the state has negative energies, one cannot appeal to the

analogy with the Yang-Mills Chern Simons state where a positive energy sector will

become a negative energy sector under CPT reversal, because the action of CPT is
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now trivial. Since the state is now pure phase, the level of the Chern-Simons theory

is real. Thus, by fine tuning Newton’s constant or the cosmological constant (within

observational error), one can make the level an integer, in which case the state is

invariant under large gauge transformations. Finally, there are no reality conditions

in the Euclidean theory since the connection and its conjugate momentum are real.

8.2 A possible resolution

In the previous section we saw that the Euclidean state appears to be free of most of

the known problems associated with the Lorentzian state. However, the real world

is Lorentzian: can one salvage the Lorentzian Kodama state despite all of these

problems?

The above properties of the Euclidean state suggest that the problems asso-

ciated with the Lorentzian Kodama state are rooted in the complexification of the

phase space. The phase space is complex because of a particular choice for a free

parameter, the Immirzi parameter β, which is chosen to be the unit imaginary, −i,

in the complex Ashtekar formalism. Modern formulations of Loop Quantum Gravity

assume that β is an arbitrary real number[36]. The parameter is currently believed

to be fixed by demanding consistency with the spin network derivation of the entropy

of an isolated horizon, and Hawking’s formula for the entropy of a static, spherically

symmetric black hole[43]. The first few sections of this chapter will be devoted to

generalizing the state to real values of the Immirzi parameter. The discussion will

initially follow along the the lines of [47], and then will diverge, addressing some defi-

ciencies of that initial attempt at generalizing the Kodama state. We will show that

generalizing the state opens up a large Hilbert space of states each parameterized

by a particular configuration of the three-dimensional Riemannian curvature. By

exploiting an analogy between these states and the ordinary momentum eigenstates

of single particle quantum mechanics we will show that under a kinematical inner
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product the states are delta function normalizable and orthogonal unless they are

parameterized by the same 3-curvature modulo SU(2) gauge and diffeomorphism

transformations. Using this property we will show that the states can be used to

construct a natural Levi-Civita curvature operator. When this operator is used in

the Hamiltonian constraint, all of the states are annihilated by the Hamiltonian

constraint. These states then serve as a basis for a Hilbert space h ⊂ HH . We

then show that there is at least one state in h which also satisfies the remaining

constraints, and is therefore in the physical Hilbert space.

8.3 Chiral Asymmetric Extension of the Kodama State

8.3.1 Chirally Asymmetric Gravity

Following along the lines of [47], we begin the construction of the states using a

chirally asymmetric, complex action. This will allow us to make headway in gen-

eralizing the state to arbitrary imaginary values of the Immirzi parameter. Later

we will analytically extend the states to real values of the Immirzi parameter. The

starting point for the construction of the generalized Kodama states is the Holst

action with a cosmological constant, (5.1). At this stage we will take the Immirzi

parameter to be purely imaginary and later analytically extend to real values. The

reason we begin with imaginary β is because in this case the Holst action splits

into two independent left and right handed components. In this sense, imaginary

values of β can not only be interpreted as a measure of parity violation, but more

specifically they measure the degree of chiral asymmetry built into the framework

of gravity. To see this, we introduce the left and right handed chiral projection op-

erators PL/R = 1
2(1∓ i?), and define the chirally asymmetric Einstein-Cartan action
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(writing Σ ≡ e ∧ e):

S =
1
k

∫
M

2(αLPL + αRPR) ? Σ ∧
(
R− λ

6Σ
)

=
2
k

∫
M
αL ? ΣL ∧

(
RL − λ

6ΣL

)
+ αR ? ΣR ∧

(
RR − λ

6ΣR

)
=

1
k

∫
M

(αL + αR) ? Σ ∧
(
R− λ

6Σ
)

+ i(αL − αR)Σ ∧R. (8.2)

The coupling constants αL and αR are assumed to be real. The last line above is

the Holst action if we make the identifications αL + αR = 1 and

β =
−i

αL − αR
. (8.3)

We note that in the limiting case when αR = 0, so that β = −i, we recover the

left handed Einstein-Cartan action whose phase space consists of the complex left-

handed Ashtekar action and its conjugate momentum. The advantage of this formal-

ism is that the action splits into two components that, prior to the implementation

of reality constraints, can be treated independently. The reality constraint requires

that eI and ωIJ are real. This implies the constraints ΣIJ
L = ΣIJ

R and ωIJ
L = ωIJ

R .

We will proceed to construct the quantum constraints and a generalization of the

Kodama state initially assuming all left handed variables are independent of right

handed variables. Later we will impose the above reality constraints.

Proceeding to construct the constraints assuming left and right handed vari-

ables are independent we find that the constraint algebra spits into two independent

copies which differ by handedness and by the relative coupling constants αL and αR.

As usual we demand that the manifold has topology R × Σ where Σ is the spatial

topology. Gauge fixing to the time gauge is not strictly necessary in the com-

plex formalism since the complex variables naturally pull-back to the 3-manifold.

However, we will work in the time gauge in order to make contact with the real
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Ashtekar-Barbero formalism where gauge fixing is necessary. The left and right

handed connections pullback naturally to Σ to form the canonical position variables

Aij
L = ωij + iKij and Aij

R = ωij − iKij . At this level it is not necessary to fix the

three-torsion to zero since the variables ωij only occur in the Lagrangian via Aij
L

and Aij
R. The canonical momenta to ωij

L and ωij
R are the two forms − iαL

2k ΣL
ij and

iαR
2k ΣR

ij . Eventually we will want Σij
L = Σij

R = Ei ∧ Ej where Ei
a ≡ eia is the spatial

triad in the time gauge, but for now we are treating the two as independent. With

this, the canonical commutation relations are

{
Aij

L |P ,Σ
L
kl|Q

}
= − 2k

αL
δ[imδ

j]
n δ(P,Q){

Aij
R|P ,Σ

R
kl|Q

}
=

2k
αR

δ[imδ
j]
n δ(P,Q){

Aij
L |P ,Σ

R
kl|Q

}
=

{
Aij

R|P ,Σ
L
kl|Q

}
= 0 (8.4)

Each of the constraints contain two independent left and right handed com-

ponents:

CH(N) = αL

∫
Σ
N

(
∗ΣL

ij ∧
(
Rij

L −
λ
3Σij

L

))
+ (L→ R) (8.5)

CG(λL, λR) = αL

∫
Σ
DLλ

L
ij ∧ Σij

L − (L→ R) (8.6)

CD(N̄) = αL

∫
Σ
LN̄A

ij
L ∧ ΣL

ij − (L→ R) (8.7)

As usual, we expect that the Hamiltonian constraint, CH , generates time reparam-

eterizations through the lapse, N , the Gauss constraint, CG, generates infinitesimal

SUL(2)×SUR(2) transformations with λL and λR as generators, and the diffeomor-

phism constraint, CD, generates infinitesimal three-dimensional diffeomorphisms

along the vector field N̄ . We now need to promote the constraints to quantum

operators. We will work in the connection representation where the momenta are
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functional derivatives:

ΣL
ij =

2k
αL

δ

δωij
L

ΣR
ij = − 2k

αR

δ

δωij
R

. (8.8)

Since the left and right handed variables are independent the Hilbert space also splits

into two copies: HR ×HL. Thus we will look for solutions of this form. With the

operator ordering given above, the constraints immediately admit the Kodama-like

solution:

Ψ[AL, AR] = N exp
[
− 3

4kλ

(
αL

∫
Σ
YCS [AL]− αR

∫
Σ
YCS [AR]

)]
. (8.9)

where the Y [A] = A∧dA+ 2
3A∧A∧A is the Chern-Simons three-form and the implied

trace is in the adjoint representation of su(2). Here we have used the fundamental

identity
δ

δAij

∫
Σ
Ap

q ∧ dAq
p +

2
3
Ap

q ∧Aq
r ∧Ar

p = −2F ij . (8.10)

We note that in the limit that αL = 1 and αR = 0, we regain the original form of

the Kodama state.

8.3.2 Imposing the Reality Constraints

We now need to impose the reality constraints ΣL = ΣR and AL = AR. Imposing

the constraints on the position variables is easy since these are just multiplicative

operators. We define the real and imaginary parts of AL by1

ω ≡ Re(AL) =
1
2
(AL +AR) (8.11)

K ≡ Im(AL) =
1
2i

(AL −AR). (8.12)

1Having fixed our index conventions in the previous sections, in the remaining sections we will
drop all indices. Unless stated otherwise, we will work in the adjoint representation of SU(2).
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It then follows that AL = Re(AL) + iIm(AL) = ω + iK and AR = AL = ω − iK.

The constraint on the momentum variables is slightly more subtle due to the partial

gauge fixing we have employed. Without gauge fixing we would have Σij
L = ei∧ ej +

iεijke
i ∧ e0, but in the time gauge e0a = 0 so Σij

L = Ei ∧ Ej is real. To implement

this in the quantum theory we define

Σ ≡ Re(ΣL) =
1
2
(ΣL + ΣR) (8.13)

CΣ ≡ Im(ΣL) =
1
2i

(ΣL − ΣR) = 0. (8.14)

We now need to add the constraint CΣ into the full set of constraints. We

encounter a problem when evaluating the full set of commutators—the constraint

algebra no longer closes. In particular, we find that the commutator between the

Hamiltonian constraint and CΣ yields a second class constraint proportional to the

torsion of ω:

{CH , CΣ} ∼ Dω ∗ Σ = T. (8.15)

Typically this second class constraint is solved at the classical level by replacing the

unconstrained SU(2) spin connection ω with the torsion-free Levi-Civita connection,

Γ = Γ[E], where Γ is a solution to the torsion condition dEi = −Γi
k ∧ Ek. In

our context this implies that the left and right spin connections are replace by

AL = Γ+ iK and AR = Γ− iK. With these replacements, the left and right handed

connections will no longer commute: {ωL, ωR} 6= 0. This is our first indication that

something will go wrong with this initial attempt at generalizing the Kodama state

when the full set of constraints is employed. We will see that we can avoid this issue

entirely by a proper reinterpretation of the problem.

However, there is another, potentially more serious problem associated with

the introduction of the constraint CΣ. In particular, the generalized state we have

constructed does not satisfy the quantum constraint CΣΨ = 0. To illustrate the
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problem it is useful to redefine the basis of our phase space such that Σ = 1
2(ΣL+ΣR)

and CΣ are the new canonical momenta up to numerical coefficients. The associated

canonical position variables are

A− 1
β

≡ αLAL + αRAR = Γ + 1
βK (8.16)

Aβ ≡ αLAL − αRAR

αL − αR
= Γ− βK, (8.17)

which can be seen from the canonical commutation relation that follow directly from

8.4,

{A− 1
β
, CΣ} = i2k δ̃

{Aβ ,Σ} = −i2kβ δ̃

{A− 1
β
,Σ} = 0

{Aβ, CΣ} = 0. (8.18)

We recognize Aβ and Σ = E ∧ E as the Ashtekar-Barbero connection and its mo-

mentum that emerge in the real formulation of LQG. The reason for introducing

these variables is that the constraint CΣΨ = 0 takes a particularly simple form. In

the connection representation, CΣ = 2k δ
δA−1/β

. Thus, we must have2

CΣΨ = 2k
δ

δA−1/β
Ψ = 0 −→ Ψ = Ψ[Aβ]. (8.19)

That is, the wavefunction can only be a function of the Ashtekar-Barbero connection

Aβ and is independent of A−1/β .

Now we need to check that the state (8.9) is only a function of Aβ. To do

so, we express the state in terms of the Aβ and A−1/β . We rewrite the state in a

2The limiting case when β → ∓i must be treated separately here because in those cases we have
an initial primary constraint that ΣR/L = 0.
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form that will be convenient for later use:

Ψ[A] = N exp
[
−3i

4kΛβ3

∫
Σ
YCS [A]− (1 + β2)YCS [Γ] + 2β(1 + β2)Tr(K ∧RΓ)

]
.

(8.20)

Here Γ and K are explicit functions of both Aβ and A−1/β , given by

Γ =
Aβ + β2A−1/β

1 + β2
(8.21)

K =
1
β

(Γ−Aβ). (8.22)

We see that the state is explicitly a function of both Aβ and A−1/β . Thus, CΣΨ 6= 0.

8.3.3 Resolution

The problems we have encountered with this initial attempt at generalizing the

Kodama state are twofold. First, we encounter a second-class constraint whose

solution requires that we introduce the torsion-free spin connection Γ = Γ[E]. This

means that the left and right handed variables will no longer commute, or in the

new variables, Aβ and A−1/β will no longer commute. Second, we find that the

reality constraint on the momentum requires that the wave function is a functional

of Aβ only, which is not true for our left-right asymmetric state. We can recast

the problem in a slightly more intuitive way by eliminating A−1/β in favor of the

momentum Σ. That is, we explicitly write A−1/β = 1
β2 ((1 + β2)Γ − Aβ) and treat

Γ[E] as an explicit function of the momentum conjugate to Aβ . Then the problem

can be restated, why is the wavefunction an explicit function of both position and

momentum variables? The problem of defining the commutator of Aβ and A−1/β is

transmuted into the problem of defining the operator Γ[E] which occurs explicitly in

the Hamiltonian through the Levi-Civita curvature, RΓ, or the extrinsic curvature,
1
β (Γ − Aβ), depending on how one writes the constraints. We will see that we can
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address both of these problems by analytically extending the state to real values

of the Immirzi parameter, β. This will allow us to exploit an analogy between the

generalized Kodama state and the non-relativistic momentum eigenstates, which will

suggest a reinterpretation of the explicit momentum dependence of the state and

at the same time suggest a natural definition of the Levi-Civita curvature operator

RΓ. This will be the subject of the rest of the this chapter.

8.4 The Generalized Kodama States

8.4.1 Properties of the real state

We now consider the state (8.20) when the Immirzi parameter β is taken to be

a non-zero, but otherwise arbitrary real number. Modern formulations of Loop

Quantum Gravity begin with arbitrary real values of β in the canonical construction

because the analysis of real SU(2) connections is better understood than that for

complex connections. In addition, it is believed that thermodynamic arguments

will eventually fix the value of the Immirzi parameter unambiguously. For our

purposes, taking β to be real changes the properties of the generalized Kodama

state considerably.

We first address the issue of the explicit momentum dependence of the state.

We appeal to a similar situation in ordinary single particle quantum mechanics. The

generalized Kodama state for real values of β shares many properties in common

with the ordinary momentum eigenstates. First of all, both states are pure phase.

This means that they are bounded, which has implications for the inner product.

Whereas the complex Kodama state is unbounded, which implies that the state

is non-normalizable under a näıve inner product, the real state is pure phase and

therefore may be normalizable in the strict sense if the phase space is compact,

or delta-function normalizable if the phase space is non-compact. Secondly, the
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momentum eigenstates share the property in common with the generalized Kodama

state that they ostensibly depend explicitly on both the momentum and position

variables. Of course, the role of the momentum in the momentum eigenstates is

very different from the role of the position variables. The state Ψp(x) = N eip·x−iEt

is explicitly a function of the position variable only, but it is parameterized by the

momentum p. That is, the momentum eigenstates form a large family of orthogonal

states distinguished by a particular value of p, and together with the ordinary inner

product, they span the Hilbert space. This is the interpretation we will adopt for

the role of the momentum in the generalized Kodama state. In particular, we will

show that at this level, the states form an infinite class of states which span a Hilbert

space h. The definition of his space and its relation of the Hilbert space, h to the

ordinary kinematical and physical Hilbert spaces will become more clear shortly.

To see this explicitly, we rewrite the state (8.20) in a more suggestive form

by absorbing irrelevant factors which depend only on the momentum through Γ[E]

into the normalization constant. The state becomes:

ΨR[A] = P exp
[
iκ

∫
Σ
A ∧R− 1

2(1 + β2)
YCS [A]

]
. (8.23)

Here we see explicitly, A plays the role of the position variable x, the Levi-Civita

curvature R = dΓ + Γ ∧ Γ plays the role of the momentum, κ = 3(1+β2)
2kλβ3 is simply a

scaling factor, we have a dimensionless energy 1
2(1+β2)

, and the Chern-Simons term∫
YCS [A] plays the role of the time variable. We note that it has been independently

suggested that the Chern-Simons invariant is a natural time variable on the canonical

phase space[45]. With this interpretation, the generalized state is not a single state

at all, but a large class of states parameterized by a specific configuration of the

three-dimensional Levi-Civita curvature, R.
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8.4.2 The näıve inner product

We can push the analogy further by considering the inner product between two

states with different curvature configurations 〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉. The analogue of this is the

inner product of two momentum states:

〈p′|p〉 =
∫
dnx Ψ∗

p′ [x, t]Ψp[x, t]

= P[p′, p]
∫
dnx exp[−i(p′ − p) · x]

∼ δn(p′ − p). (8.24)

Following along these lines, we define a näıve inner product:

〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉naive = P[Γ′,Γ]
∫

Σ
DA Ψ∗

R′ [A]ΨR[A]

=
∫
DA exp

[
−iκ

∫
Σ
A ∧ (R′ −R)

]
(8.25)

Formally integrating over the space of connections we have

〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉naive ∼ δ(R′ −R). (8.26)

Thus, under this näıve inner product, two states are orthogonal unless they are

parameterized by the same configuration of the Levi-Civita curvature. The defi-

ciency of this inner product is that it is not gauge invariant. If the two fields R′

and R represent the same curvature written in a different gauge, either SU(2) or

diffeomorphism, they will be orthogonal. Thus, in order to construct a proper inner

product on h we need to modify the inner product to make it gauge invariant.
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8.4.3 Gauge covariance and the kinematical inner product

In order to define a gauge invariant inner product on h we first need to discuss the

gauge properties of the generalized states. The set of states ΨR are not strictly

speaking SU(2) gauge or diffeomorphism invariant. The reason is because of the

presence of the parameter R in the argument which acts like an effective “back-

ground” against which one can measure the effect of a gauge transformation or

diffeomorphism. This is not unfamiliar. We recall from equation (6.25) we encoun-

tered the same difficulty with the spin-network states where the graph serves as a

“background” against which one can measure the effect of a diffeomorphism shifting

the connection, A (see e.g. [40]). In the spin network states, the action of a one-

parameter diffeomorphism φ−N̄ on the connection configuration, A, is equivalent to

shifting the graph in the opposite direction by φN̄ . Similarly, one can show that

the combined effect of an SU(2) gauge transformation and diffeomorphism on the

field configuration which we will denote by φ{g−1,−N̄}A is equivalent to the inverse

transformation on the curvature denoted by φ{g,N̄}R. Thus, under the action of the

Gauss and diffeomorphism constraint, the state transforms as follows:

ΨR → Ûφ(g−1,−N̄)ΨR = Ψφ{g,N̄}R. (8.27)

The strategy with the spin network states is to implement the diffeomor-

phism symmetry via the inner product where the diffeomorphism symmetry is man-

ageable, and this is the strategy we will also adopt. To make the inner product

gauge invariant, we introduce the measure Dφ{g,N̄} over the set of all SU(2) gauge

transformations (which may be accomplished by the Haar measure) and the set

of all diffeomorphisms. Although a measure over the set of all diffeomorphisms is

undefined, the end result may still be manageable due to the specific form of the

integrand. As we have seen, this is true in the inner product on spin network states,
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where the problem of defining a measure over the group of diffeomorphisms is rele-

gated to the problem of determining when two graphs are in the same equivalence

class of knots. A similar result applies here. To see this, we define the kinematical

inner product as follows:

〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉kin =
∫
Dφ{g,N̄}〈ΨR′ |Uφ(g, N̄)|ΨR〉naive . (8.28)

From the gauge covariance of the states ΨR we have:

〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉kin =
∫
Dφ{g,N̄}〈φ̂{g−1,−N̄}ΨR′ |ΨR〉

=
∫
Dφ{g,N̄}〈Ψφ{g,N̄}R′ |ΨR〉

∼
∫
Dφ{g,N̄}δ(φ{g,N̄}R

′ −R)

= δ(R′ −R) (8.29)

where in the last line R′ and R are elements of the equivalence class of curvatures

modulo SU(2)-gauge and diffeomorphism transformations. Thus, the problem of

defining a measure over the set of diffeomorphisms is reduced to the problem of de-

termining when two curvatures are gauge related—a problem that is all too familiar

from classical General Relativity. The states ΨR and ΨR′ are orthogonal unless

there is a diffeomorphism and/or SU(2) gauge transformation relating R and R′.

Thus, we see that, at this level the generalized Kodama states form an infinite

class of states that are delta-function normalizable with respect to a very natural

inner product. We will define the space that they span with the induced inner

product to be the Hilbert space h.
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8.4.4 Levi-Civita curvature operator

Continuing the analogy with the momentum eigenstates we proceed to define a Levi-

Civita curvature operator on h. We recall the momentum operator can be defined

in terms of the momentum eigenstates:

p̂ =
∫
dnp′ p′|p′〉〈p′|. (8.30)

By construction, the states |p〉 are then eigenstates of p̂.

Since the generalized states |ΨR〉 represent a family of orthogonal states

parameterized by the curvature configuration R, it is natural to define a curvature

operator such that the states are curvature eigenstates. Analogous to the momentum

operator, we define the operator in its diagonal form as follows (writing φ = φ{g,N̄}):

∫
Σ
α ∧ R̂Γ =

∫
DφDΓ′

[(∫
Σ
λ ∧ φR′

Γ′

)
|ΨφR′〉〈ΨφR′ |

]
(8.31)

where α is an arbitrary su(2) valued one-form serving as a test function, and DΓ′

is an appropriate measure to integrate over all values of the Levi-Civita 3-curvature

R′
Γ′ . When operating on a state |ΨR〉 it is understood that the intermediate inner

product is the näıve inner product. That is,

∫
Σ
α ∧ R̂ |ΨR〉

=
∫
DφDΓ′

[(∫
Σ
α ∧ φR′

Γ′

)
|ΨφR′〉〈ΨφR′ |ΨR〉naive

]
=

∫
DφDΓ′

[
δ(φR′ −R)

(∫
Σ
α ∧ φR′

Γ′

)
|ΨφR′〉

]
=

∫
Σ
α ∧RΓ |ΨR〉 (8.32)

Thus, with this definition, the states |ΨR〉 are eigenstates of the curvature
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operator R̂Γ: ∫
Σ
α ∧ R̂ |ΨR〉 =

∫
Σ
α ∧R |ΨR〉. (8.33)

8.4.5 The Hamiltonian constraint

We now address the issue of the Hamiltonian constraint. The beauty of the complex

Ashtekar formalism is that the Hamiltonian constraint simplifies to the point where

it is solvable, admitting the Kodama state as a quantum solution to the Hamiltonian

constraint. Our partial parity violating version of the Ashtekar action held the

promise of a simplified Hamiltonian until the reality constraints were imposed, which

introduced second class constraints on the torsion. When solved, the constraint

implies that the left and right handed connections no longer commute because they

both contain a term Γ[E]. The real formulation of the Holst action, is plagued

with the same problem. Although the phase space consists of just the connection A

and its conjugate momentum, the Hamiltonian constraint explicitly contains terms

involving Γ[E]. Depending on how one writes the constraint, they enter via extrinsic

curvature terms, K = 1
β (Γ−A), or through the Levi-Civita curvature, R = dΓ+Γ∧Γ.

The standard representation of the Hamiltonian constraint is3

CH =
∫

Σ
∗Σ ∧

(
F + (1 + β2)( 1

β2DΓK −K ∧K)− λ
3Σ

)
, (8.34)

where F = F [A] is the curvature of A. Because of the complexity of this constraint,

it appears to be very difficult to determine if our generalized Kodama states are in

the kernel of the corresponding quantum operator. However, the constraint can be

rewritten by substituting the extrinsic curvature terms in favor of the Levi-Civita
3The term involving ∗Σ∧DΓK may be unfamiliar since it is usually not included in the constraint.

The term does explicitly occur in the Hamiltonian decomposition, but it can be integrated away
using the fact that Γ is torsion free so DΓ ∗ Σ = 0. We will keep the term explicitly because it
simplifies the algebra in the next step.
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curvature. In this form, discussed previously, the constraint then takes the form

CH =
∫

Σ
∗Σ ∧

(
(1 + 1

β2 )R− 1
β2F − λ

3Σ
)
. (8.35)

This form is particularly convenient for our purposes because we have already sug-

gested a form for the Levi-Civita curvature operator on h. In the standard Kodama

operator ordering where ∗Σ is placed on the far left, the full set of generalized Ko-

dama states are in the kernel of the Hamiltonian by virtue of being in the kernel of

the quantum operator

∫
Σ
α ∧

(
(1 + 1

β2 )R̂− 1
β2 F̂ − λ

3 Σ̂
)

(8.36)

where α is a test function. To see this, in the connection representation Σ is a

differential operator which acts on ΨR[A] by:

−λ
3Σ ΨR[A] = i2kβ λ

3

δΨR[A]
δA

=
(

1
β2F − (1 + 1

β2 )R
)

ΨR[A] . (8.37)

The curvature F cancels since F̂ is multiplicative in the connection representation.

We are left with

(1 + 1
β2 )

∫
Σ
α ∧ (R̂−R) ΨR[A] , (8.38)

which vanishes by (8.33). Thus, for any curvature configuration, R, with the stan-

dard Kodama operator ordering we have

ĈH |ΨR〉 = 0. (8.39)

Thus, we have shown that with the given choice of operator ordering and the curva-

ture operator defined by the generalized Kodama states, h is a subset of the Hilbert
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space spanned by solutions to the Hamiltonian constraint:

h ⊂ HH . (8.40)

8.5 The action of the remaining constraints on the gen-

eralized Kodama states

The remaining constraints still need to be addressed. We will show that h contains

at least one state that solves all of the constraints and is therefore an element of

Hphys = HGDH .

We will work with the smeared form of the Gauss and diffeomorphism con-

straints. In the connection representation the action of the Gauss constraint on a

Kodama state is

∫
Σ
DAλij ∧ (Σ̂ij) ΨR[A] = 3

λ

∫
Σ
DAλij ∧

(
(1 + 1

β2 )R̂ij − 1
β2F

ij
)

ΨR[A] . (8.41)

Integrating by parts and using the Bianchi on the term involving F on the right,

the vanishing of the Gauss constraint on a generalized Kodama state reduces to

∫
Σ
DAλij ∧ R̂ij ΨR[A] = 0 . (8.42)

A similar result holds for the diffeomorphism constraint whose action on a Kodama

state is

∫
Σ
LN̄Aij ∧ Σij ΨR[A] = 3

λ

∫
Σ
LN̄Aij ∧

(
(1 + 1

β2 )R̂ij − 1
β2F

ij
)

ΨR[A] . (8.43)

As in the previous case we can eliminate the term on the right involving F , this
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time by employing the identity

∫
Σ
−2LN̄Aij ∧ F ij =

∫
Σ
LN̄YCS [A], (8.44)

which vanishes since the Chern-Simons action is invariant under small diffeomor-

phisms. In total then action of the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints on a

generalized Kodama state reduces to

CG(λ) ΨR[A] =
∫

Σ
DAλij ∧ R̂ij ΨR[A]

CD(N̄) ΨR[A] =
∫

Σ
LN̄Aij ∧ R̂ij ΨR[A] . (8.45)

These constraints must be solved for the state to be in Hphys. There is at least

one state which satisfies all three constraints. The two constraints above are clearly

solved by the state ΨR=0[A] since R̂ |ΨR=0〉 = 0. Thus, we have

C{GDH} |ΨR=0〉 = 0 −→ |ΨR=0〉 ∈ Hphys . (8.46)

The zero curvature state itself has some remarkable properties. In particular,

the state is pure Chern-Simons in the connection representation:

〈A|ΨR=0〉 = P exp
[
− 3i

4kλβ3

∫
Σ
YCS [A]

]
. (8.47)

Since not every three-topology admits a flat Levi-Civita connection, there are some

limitations on the topology of Σ for this state to exist. The form of the state

in the connection representation makes it clear that the state is invariant under

(small) gauge transformations and diffeomorphism, since the Chern-Simons action is

invariant under these transformations. Indeed, it can easily be checked that the state

is annihilated by the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints. It is well known that

the state is not invariant under large gauge transformations, gauge transformations
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whose global structure cannot continuously be deformed to the identity, unless the

prefactor is4

3
2kλβ3

=
κ

4π
−→ κ =

3
4Gλβ3

(8.48)

for some integer κ, called the level of the Chern-Simons theory. For realistic modern

day values, the factor Gλ ' 10−120 and β is believed to be of order unity. Thus,

κ ' 10120 is enormous, and we have considerable freedom in fine tuning G, λ,

or β within experimental error so that κ is an integer. So this so-called “pre-

quantization” condition on the Chern-Simons theory does not realistically put severe

restrictions on the values of the various physical constants, and we can safely assume

that the level is an integer. With this assumption, the state has the remarkable

property that its functional form is well known in both the connection and the

spin-network representation. In particular, let Γ be a spin network with edges and

intertwiners labeled by representations of SU(2). We loosely define the spin-network

representation of any state to be

Ψ[Γ] = 〈A|Ψ〉 =
∫
DA Ψ[A]hΓ[A] (8.49)

where hΓ[A] is the holonomy representation of the spin network. For the R = 0

Chern-Simons state above, we have

ΨR=0[Γ] =
∫
DA exp

[
− 3i

4kλβ3

∫
Σ
YCS [A]

]
hΓ[A] (8.50)

The need to define the above integral more rigorously requires a framing of the spin

network and a deformation of the gauge group to SUq(2) where the deformation

4We recall that in our definition of the Kodama state, we have used the trace in the adjoint
representation of SU(2). To obtain the level, one generally uses the trace in the fundamental
representation. The difference is a factor of two:

R
TrAdj(A ∧ dA) = 2

R
Trfund(A ∧ dA). Thus,

the relevant prefactor in the Kodama state is 2× 3
4kλβ3 .
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parameter is q = e
2πi
κ+2 and κ is given above. The celebrated result of Witten is that

the functional integral can be computed and the result is the Kauffman bracket

(with parameter q) of the framed spin-network[4]:

ΨR=0[Γ] = 〈Γ|ΨR=0〉 = KΓ(q) . (8.51)

Since the Kauffman bracket[48] is a well known knot invariant that is invariant

under diffeomorphisms (i.e. the Reidemeister moves of regular isotopy), and the

edge labels of the spin network are invariant under gauge transformations, it is

clear from the spin-network representation as well that the state must satisfy the

Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints. The q-deformation of the gauge group and

the framing of the spin-networks has interesting physical ramifications that we will

explore shortly.
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Chapter 9

Generalizing the Kodama State:

Physical Interpretation

We now turn to the physical interpretation of the generalized Kodama state (or

states). From an initial data perspective, we will see that among the generalized

states, the zero curvature state has the natural interpretation as the flat slicing of

quantum de Sitter space. This state has the special property that the loop transform

of the state is well known as the Kauffman bracket of framed and q-deformed spin

networks. This will yield evidence of both quantization at the Planck scale and

the existence of cosmological horizons in a background independent context. We

will also show that the full set of states naturally fall into the category of WKB

state corresponding to de Sitter space. This will yield evidence that the multiplicity

of states may be related by a sector of the Lorentz group that is cut off by our

gauge fixing procedure. The full set of states are invariant under CPT, and they

are expected to be delta-function normalizable.
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9.1 Physical interpretation: canonical analysis

First we will discuss the physical interpretation from the context of initial data on

a time slice in the 3+1 formulation of general relativity. We would like to show

that the classical counterparts of the quantum operator equations satisfied by the

generalized Kodama state are in fact the equations for the initial data of de Sitter

space. The calculation will be complicated somewhat due to the Immirzi terms,

which require careful treatment.

We start by recalling that the generalized Kodama state satisfies the quantum

version of the classical condition

(1 + 1
β2 )Rij − 1

β2F
ij − λ

3Σij = 0 . (9.1)

Since the particular combination of variables occurs explicitly in the Hamiltonian

constraint itself, any solution to the above trivially satisfies this constraint. We still

have the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints to deal with. As in the quantum

case, the Gauss constraint is

∫
Σ
λij DA(Σij) ≈ 0 . (9.2)

Using the above condition this reduces to

∫
Σ
λij DAR

ij ≈ 0 (9.3)

where we have used the Bianchi identity DAF = 0 to simplify. The diffeomorphism

constraint is ∫
Σ
LN̄Aij ∧ Σij ≈ 0 . (9.4)
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Using our condition (9.1), this reduces to

∫
Σ
LN̄Aij ∧Rij ≈ 0 (9.5)

where we have used the identity

∫
Σ
−2LN̄Aij ∧ F ij =

∫
Σ
LN̄YCS [A], (9.6)

which vanishes whenever Σ has no boundary. Thus, we clearly see that these two

remaining constraints, can be solved, for example, by the additional condition Rij =

0, though this is not a unique solution. For example, we can also solve all of the

constraints by the additional condition Rij = F ij . This solution to the constraints

corresponds to the initial data on a different slicing of de Sitter space.

Let us now assume that we have found a set of fields (A0,Σ0) defined on

the whole of the Cauchy surface Σ that solve the Hamiltonian constraint by virtue

of condition (9.1), and also solve the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints. Thus,

(A0,Σ0) form a good set of initial data. We could equivalently characterize the initial

data by the variables (K0, E0) by the definitions Σij = Ei∧Ej andKi = 1
2β ε

i
jk(Γjk−

Ajk). Choosing particular functions N , N̄ , and λij for the Lagrange multipliers in

the constraints, the Hamiltonian evolution generated by the constraints pushes the

data forward in time so that at any time t, (Kt, Et) still solves the constraints. We

can identify the Lagrange multipliers with physical fields as follows (in the time

gauge):

N = e00

Na = Ea
i e

i
0

λij = ωij(Nn̄)

ωi
0(η̄) = 0 . (9.7)
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With these identifications, we can reconstruct the four-dimensional fields ωIJ
µ (t) and

eKν (t). Since the constraints plus the evolution equations reproduce the Holst form

of the Einstein-Cartan equations, the four-dimensional fields will be a solution to the

latter. With this hindsight, we can use our knowledge about the four-dimensional

field solutions to gain insight into the data on any time slice. In particular, we recall

that although the Holst form of the Einstein-Cartan equations contains the Immirzi

parameter explicitly, since it occurs in front of a term that depends explicitly on

the torsion, and the torsion vanishes when the full set of equations is solved, any

solution ωIJ
µ and eKν that solves these equations must be independent of the Immirzi

parameter. Choosing a time slice of the spacetime, we can construct the initial data

(K0, E0) by pulling back the fields to the slice and the Lagrange multipliers (N, N̄, λ)

by the above identifications. Since the four-dimensional data is independent of β, so

will be this initial data. Now, let us suppose we have chosen a solution that satisfies

the initial data equation (9.1), which we now write in terms of K and E:

Rij +Ki ∧Kj + 1
β ε

ij
kDΓK

k − λ
3E

i ∧ Ej = 0 . (9.8)

Now, since the initial data is independent of the Immirzi parameter, we can take

the derivative of the above equation with respect β:

∂

∂β

(
Rij +Ki ∧Kj + 1

β ε
ij

kDΓK
k − λ

3E
i ∧ Ej

)
= 0

−→ DΓK
i = 0 . (9.9)

Putting these two conditions together, we have

Rij +Ki ∧Kj = λ
3E

i ∧ Ej (9.10)

DΓK
k = 0 . (9.11)
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Once again, we recognize the above as precisely the initial data formulation, (3.8),

of de Sitter space! Indeed, one can verify that any set of data that satisfies the above

solves all the constraints, and that the first equations are the de Sitter condition (in

the time gauge) pulled back to the three-manifold:

(4)Rij = (3)Rij +Ki ∧Kj = λ
3E

i ∧ Ej

(4)Ri
0 = DKi = 0 (9.12)

Thus, the classical analogues of the operator equations satisfied by the generalized

Kodama state define the initial data for de Sitter space.

In deriving the above, we have in essence used the fact that the transfor-

mation from the canonical position variable K to the Ashtekar-Barbero connection,

A, is a canonical transformation in the classical vacuum theory—that is, the trans-

formation changes the definition of the canonical variables but does not affect the

equations, which remain independent of β (at least in vacuum). It is well known

that this canonical transformation cannot be implemented without anomalies in the

quantum theory, and that the Planck scale discreteness is fine tuned by the Immirzi

parameter. Thus, we should expect that although the classical analogue of the gen-

eralized Kodama state is β-independent, the quantum theory will almost certainly

have β-dependent properties. This we will verify in upcoming sections.

9.2 Physical interpretation: WKB analysis

In constructing the generalized Kodama states we exploited many of the proper-

ties that the states share in common with the ordinary single particle momentum

eigenstates, properties which we exploited in the construction of the states. In this

section, we will show that the analogy can be extended to the physical interpretation

as well—in common with the momentum eigenstates, the generalized Kodama states
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are WKB states (see e.g. [40]) in addition to being exact quantum states. We will

suggest that, in contrast to the original Kodama state, the set of generalized states

includes not only a WKB analogue of de-Sitter space, but also first order vacuum

perturbations to de Sitter space. Although one might expect that this could explain

the multiplicity of states, but the interpretation of these extra states will remain

somewhat unclear until the next chapter.

Let us first briefly review the WKB construction of the momentum eigen-

states. We recall that in the WKB approximation, the wave function is split into

amplitude and phase, Ψ = ρeiΘ/~. This splits the Schrödinger equation into two

pieces—one piece expresses the conservation of the probability current density, and

the other piece is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for Θ plus a small correction pro-

portional to ~ that is interpreted as a quantum potential. The WKB approximation

consists of solving the Schrödinger equation in successive powers of ~. Since the

quantum potential is proportional to ~, to lowest order in ~, the wave function can

be approximated by Ψ ' eiS0/~ where S0 is a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-

tion. A preferred solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is obtained by evaluating

the action on the fixed points of a variation as a function of the endpoints of the

variation. The momentum eigenstates can be constructed in exactly this way. To

see this, consider the non-relativistic free particle action

S =
∫

1
2
mẋ2 dt =

∫ (
p · ẋ− p2

2m

)
dt. (9.13)

Hamilton’s equations of motion obtained by finding the fixed points of the action

are

ẋ = p/m ṗ = 0 (9.14)

whose general solution is p = p0 = constant, x = x0 + p0/m t. Inserting this into
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the action we obtain

S0 =
∫ t

t=0

(
p0 ·

dx

dt
− p2

0

2m

)
dt

=
∫ x

x=0
p0 · dx−

∫ t

t=0

p2
0

2m
dt

= p0 · x−
p2
0

2m
t (9.15)

The corresponding zeroeth order WKB state is clearly the momentum eigenstate

corresponding to p0:

ΨWKB
p0

(x) = eiS0 = ei(p0·x−E t) (9.16)

From the perspective of the WKB approximation, at this level the state is only

an approximate state, however, inserting it into the Schrödinger equation shows

that it is an exact solution. Thus, in a sense it is an exact quantum state that is

as close to classical as a quantum state can be. Because of this, it inherits many

familiar properties of the classical solution. We note that the simplicity of the above

derivation followed from the fact that the action evaluated on this class of solutions

to Hamilton’s equations was a total derivative, and therefore independent of the

path connecting the endpoints—one only needs to specify the boundary data to

evaluate the integral. We will see that the action for vacuum quantum gravity has

the same property which allows for exact WKB states.

To illustrate the WKB nature of the Kodama states, we begin with the Holst

action

SH =
1
k

∫
?e ∧ e ∧R+

1
β
e ∧ e ∧R− λ

6
? e ∧ e ∧ e ∧ e (9.17)

and recall that the general solution to the equations of motion takes the form

R = λ
3 e ∧ e+ C

T = 0. (9.18)
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We note that for C = 0 the solution to the above is de Sitter space. As in the

non-relativistic case, we expect that to lowest order in ~, the wave function has

the form Ψ = N eiS0/~ where S0 is the action evaluated on a particular solution to

the equations of motion. Thus, we need to evaluate the action by inserting (9.18)

back into the Holst action and choosing a set of boundary data which restricts one

to a particular solution. In the following we will assume that the Weyl tensor is

small, keeping only first order terms in C, so we are dealing with small vacuum

perturbations to de Sitter space such as linearized gravitational waves propagating

through an expanding universe. Setting the torsion to zero in the Holst action

annihilates the term involving the Immirzi parameter since e∧ e∧R ∼ e∧DT . One

can view the Immirzi term as a control on the width of fluctuations of torsion in the

path integral[13]. This term contains valuable information in the quantum theory

so we will keep it by finding an action which is equivalent to the Holst action at

the fixed points. Inserting the equations of motion back into the Holst action and

dropping all C ∧C terms, we find that on shell, the Holst action is equivalent to the

topological action:

S0 '
3

2kλ

∫
?R ∧R+

1
β
R ∧R. (9.19)

The first term is the Euler class and the second term is the second Chern class. Thus,

as in the nonrelativistic case, the action evaluated on the equations of motion is a

total derivative. Since the above topological terms are tailored to detect topological

changes in the evolving manifold, it may be necessary to sum over past topological

histories as well as field configurations in the sum over histories—if the topological

history of the manifold is trivial the above terms are zero. Thus, for definiteness

one might, for example, choose Hartle and Hawking’s “no boundaries” model and

sum over all closed topologies with a future spacelike boundary Σ of a given spatial
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topology. With such a choice, the action becomes

S0 '
3

2kλ

∫
Σ

(
?+

1
β

)
ω ∧ dω +

2
3
ω ∧ ω ∧ ω. (9.20)

To make contact with the canonical theory, we partially fix the gauge to the time

gauge, thereby reducing the gauge group to SU(2). In addition, recalling that the

vanishing of the three-torsion emerged as a second class constraint which was solved

prior to canonical quantization, we set the three torsion to zero on the spacelike

boundary Σ. We proceed to rewrite the action in terms of the Ashtekar-Barbero

connection, A, and a particular spatial triad configuration whose Levi-Civita curva-

ture, R = R[E], we have seen will serve as a parameterization of a class of states.

The result is

S0 '
−3

4kλβ3

∫
Σ
YCS [A]− (1 + β2)YCS [Γ] + 2β(1 + β2)Tr(K ∧RΓ), (9.21)

which is precisely the argument of the generalized Kodama state ΨR for a particu-

lar configuration of R. As before, to get a true state one must, in addition, impose

the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints. This is equivalent to requiring that the

bulk symmetries of the action—local SO(3, 1) and 4 dimensional diffeomorphism

symmetries—are imposed on the boundary action as well. On the boundary, the

diffeomorphism symmetry reduces to Diff3, and the local Lorentz symmetry is re-

duced to the rotation subgroup due to the gauge fixing on the boundary. These

symmetries are implemented on the boundary action, which can now be viewed as

explicitly a functional of A parameterized by a triad configuration yielding R[E].

The constraints that implement these symmetries are precisely the Gauss and dif-

feomorphism constraints.

Thus, we have seen that the WKB states corresponding to first order per-

turbations to de Sitter space are nominally the generalized Kodama states ΨR[A].
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These states are still subject to the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints, but we

have seen that there exists at least one state in this class that satisfies both of these

additional constraints: the flat curvature solution ΨR=0[A]. Since the analysis we

presented is valid not only for the pure de Sitter solution, but also for first order

perturbations therein, it remains a possibility that the different curvature states are

states corresponding to small perturbations to quantum de Sitter space, and this was

the first interpretation the author offered for these additional states[29]. However, it

is also possible that these small perturbations are simply quantum fluctuations that

are absorbed into the ground state, which is identically quantum de Sitter space. If

we adopt this view, the different curvature states may all be different manifestations

of the same state, which are related by a sector of the local Lorentz group that is

cut off by our gauge fixing procedure. Evidence for this comes from the fact that

the functional

Ψ[ω] = exp
[

3i
2kλ

∫
Σ

(
?+

1
β

)
ω ∧ dω +

2
3
ω ∧ ω ∧ ω

]
(9.22)

acts as an umbrella state that contains the whole sector of states, ΨR[A], which

are distinguished only by the information that is held fixed for each state. Since

the above functional is invariant under (small) local Lorentz transformations, it is

plausible that all of these disparate states are unified into a single state when the full

Lorentz group is retained. We will find strong evidence in sections to follow when

we attempt to do canonical quantum gravity without fixing to the time gauge. This

will allow us to retain the full local Lorentz group, and we will find strong evidence

that the umbrella state given above is a unique state corresponding to quantum de

Sitter space alone.
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9.3 The flat space de Sitter state

In the previous section, we saw that the generalized states can be interpreted as

WKB states corresponding to de Sitter space, but that the interpretation of the

multitude of states is somewhat unclear. The states can be understood as quantum

states corresponding to the initial data of de Sitter space or possibly first order

pertubations to de Sitter space. Since the specific form of the initial data depends

on the slicing we choose, to get a more clear physical picture of the semi-classical

correspondence it would be valuable to match a state to the initial data formulation

of de Sitter space. We recall that de Sitter space has multiple standard slicings in

which the spatial topology is one of R3, S3, or H3. We will focus on the R3 slicing

where the metric takes the following form:

ds2 = −dt2 + e2t/r0(dx2 + dy2 + dz2). (9.23)

We recall that these coordinates do not cover the whole of de Sitter spacetime due to

the presence of a cosmological horizon in the expanding universe. It is of particular

interest for our problem that in these coordinates, the 3-curvature is identically zero,
(3)Rij

ab = 0 so the 3-space is flat Euclidean space. Thus, to pick out the de Sitter

state, we restrict the spatial topology to be R3 and turn the flat space condition

into a quantum operator equation

∫
R3

α ∧ R̂ |Ψ〉 = 0 (9.24)

for all values of the test function, α. Thus, with the topology restricted to R3, we

see that we can identify the ΨR=0 state with the flat space slicing of de Sitter space

|ΨdS〉 = |ΨR=0〉

〈A|ΨR=0〉 = P exp
[
− 3i

4kλβ3

∫
R3 YCS [A]

]
. (9.25)
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We have seen that this state is distinguished in being identically gauge and diffeo-

morphism invariant, and it has the remarkable property that its functional form is

known in both the connection and the framed spin-network representations.

9.3.1 Evidence of Planck scale discreteness and cosmological hori-

zons

The spin network representation of the R = 0 state gives us some insight into the

quantum geometry of de Sitter space. In particular, we see evidence of both discret-

ness at the Planck scale, and the existence of a cosmological horizon. We recall that

in Loop Quantum Gravity, the area operator has eigenvalues A = 8πGβ
√
j(j + 1)

where j is the representation of the edge piercing the operator valued 2-surface. A

q-deformed spin network has edges labelled by representations of the q-deformed

group. The deformation parameter is given by q = e
2πi
κ+2 where κ = 3

4Gλβ3 is the

level of the Chern Simons theory in point. If the deformation parameter is a root of

unity the representations terminate at a maximum spin jmax where jmax = κ
2 . At

large values of κ, and therefore jmax, we have A ' 8πGβj. This yields a maximum

value for the area of an indivisible surface:

Amax ' 4π
(
r0
β

)2

. (9.26)

Since the Immirzi parameter is believed to be of order unity, this area on the order

of area of the de Sitter horizon AdS = 4πr20. We interpret this result as evidence

of the existence of a cosmological horizon in the quantum theory. It is of interest

to note that in this simple model, we see a new quantum mechanical feature—the

Immirzi parameter, which has no classical effect in vacuum, is not only significant

at very small length scales in the quantum theory where it determines the scale on
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which Planck scale discreteness occurs,

Asmall ∼ β l2PL , (9.27)

but it also appears to play a significant role at extremely large, cosmological dis-

tances where it modulates the de Sitter radius,

Alarge ∼
(
r0
β

)2

. (9.28)

It should be stressed that a quantum cosmological horizon is not necessarily com-

posed of minimally divisible surfaces, and it is not known if this property holds

in a more robust treatment. However, since very large scale, cosmological effects

of quantum gravity appear to be the most promising routes to quantum gravity

phenomenology[7], this tentative result is enticing.

We also note that the identification of cosmological horizons with the repre-

sentation cut-off of a quantum group potentially solves a major paradox in identi-

fying horizons in a background independent context. The paradox is that the iden-

tification of cosmological horizons (and one might attempt to argue all horizons in

general relativity) is fundamentally observer dependent. In de Sitter space, one can

show that all geodesic observers will see both particle and event horizons—however,

the location of these horizons depends on where the observer is located in the space-

time. This problem is especially poignant in a background independent context

since different observers will not agree on the location of a horizon and there is no

global reference to which one can retreat as common ground. The q-deformation

scenario resolves this since every observer, no matter where the observer is located

will see a cut-off in the area spectrum on the order of the expected cosmological

horizon, and this is a background independent property of the quantum geometry.
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9.4 CPT Invariance

In this section we will discuss the action of the discrete C, P , and T operations on the

generalized Kodama states, showing that the wave functions violate CP and T , while

preserving CPT symmetry. Each of the symmetries will have action both in the fiber

and the base manifold. It will be useful to work in the Clifford algebra representation

to demonstrate the action of the symmetries in the fiber. We recall in the Clifford

algebra, there are two natural inner products. If A and B are arbitrary elements of

the Clifford algebra, we have the standard inner product given by 〈A,B〉 = Tr(AB),

and the metric or ?-inner product given by 〈A,B〉? = Tr(?AB). The generalized

Kodama states utilize both inner products as all of the states are contained in the

umbrella state, which we will make use of in this section:

Ψβ
R[A] = exp

[
3i

2kΛ

∫
Σ
Tr(?Y [ω] + β−1Y [ω])

]
(9.29)

where Y [ω] = ω ∧ dω + 2
3ω ∧ ω ∧ ω (no trace here). In the above it is understood

that to regain a specific state, the three torsion is set to zero on Σ and a frame field

is fixed such that R = R[E]. We will consider each discrete symmetry separately.

9.4.1 Parity reversal

On the base manifold, the action of parity simply inverts volume forms on the three-

space. Since Tr(Y ) and Tr(?Y ) are ordinary three forms, they are inverted by parity.

In addition, parity has action in the fiber which can be deduced from the ordinary

Dirac equation: (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ[~x, t] = 0. Under parity, x = (t, ~x) → x′ = (t,−~x). A

simple calculation shows that ψ′(x′) = Pψ(x), where P = ηiγ0 and η is an arbitrary

phase factor, satisfies the space inverted Dirac equation (iγµ∂′µ−m)ψ′(x′) = 0. The
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Clifford algebra must then transform in the adjoint representation so that

P(γµ) = PγµP−1

(γ0, γi) → (γ0,−γi) (9.30)

as expected. Under this transformation parity preserves the ordinary inner product

on the Clifford algebra,

Tr(PABP−1) = Tr(AB)

P(〈A,B〉) = 〈A,B〉 (9.31)

but inverts the metric inner product,

Tr(?PABP−1) = Tr(P−1 ? PAB) = −〈A,B〉?

P(〈A,B〉?) = −〈A,B〉?. (9.32)

The net effect on the wave functions 9.29 is an inversion of the Immirzi parameter:

Ψβ
R → P(Ψβ

R) = Ψ−β
R . (9.33)

This is consistent with the general maxim with a growing body of evidence[49, 15,

16, 17, 18],

The Immirzi parameter is a measure of parity violation built into the

framework of quantum gravity.

9.4.2 Time reversal

Time reversal in a diffeomorphism invariant theory is somewhat subtle due to the

effective dissapearance of time in the canonical formalism. However, one should
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expect from general arguments that the quantum mechanical time reversal operator

should be anti-unitary. To see this, let us suppose we have an inner product which

annihilates the Hamiltonian constraint (the matrix elements of the scalar constraints

are all zero) but preserves a causal ordering of the “in” and “out” states. Consider

then the inner product of Ψ at t2 and Φ at t1 where t2 > t1 given by

〈Ψ, t2|Φ, t1〉. (9.34)

Since the inner product annihilates the Hamiltonian constraint, which generates

time reparametrization, the above inner product cannot depend on the particular

values t1 and t2, though it does depend on their causal ordering. Therefore, time

reversal is equivalent to interchanging t1 ↔ t2 (ignoring internal degrees of freedom)

so the inner product becomes 〈Φ, t2|Ψ, t1〉. Again using the fact that the inner

product only depends on the causal ordering we conclude:

T (〈Ψ|Φ〉) = 〈Φ|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|Φ〉∗. (9.35)

Using the such an inner product to construct the connection representation, Ψ[A] =

〈A|Ψ〉, we deduce the (partial) action of the time reversal operator is antiunitary:

T (Ψ[A]) = UΨ∗[A] (9.36)

where U is a unitary operator which represents the action of time reversal on any

remaining internal degrees of freedom.

To see the net effect of time reversal, we again appeal to the ordinary Dirac

equation which we write in Hamiltonian form: i∂tψ = Hψ, where H = iγ0γi∂i −

γ0m. The time reversed Dirac equation is then Ti∂tT
−1ψ′ = THT−1ψ′, where

ψ′(~x,−t) = Tψ(~x, t). Time reversal must commute with the Hamiltonian so we
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must have

Tγ0T−1 = γ0 (9.37)

TγiT−1 = −γi (9.38)

and it must reverse the direction of time in the Dirac equation so

TiT−1 = −i (9.39)

as expected from the previous arguments. On the inner products, we then have

〈A,B〉 → 〈A,B〉 (9.40)

〈A,B〉? → −〈A,B〉?. (9.41)

Thus, in total, the net effect on the generalized Kodama states is

Ψβ
R −→ T (Ψβ

R) = Ψ−β
R . (9.42)

Evidently, time reversal undoes the action of parity inversion.

9.4.3 Charge Conjugation

On the surface the action of charge conjugation is simple: gravitons are their own an-

tiparticles so charge conjugation should not effect the wave-function of pure gravity.

However, although one may be able to make this statement precise in a perturbative

context, uncovering the graviton from a non-perturbative framework is a difficult or-

deal, and, regardless, there may be subtle non-perturbative effects which determine

the true action of the charge conjugation operator.

Like the time reversal operator, the charge conjugation operator is also anti-

unitary. Specifically, on a Dirac spinor, the charge conjugation operator take the
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form C(ψ) = Cψ∗ where

C−1γIC = −γI∗ . (9.43)

We expect the the charge conjugation operator to have a similar action on a quantum

gravity wave function. However, since the Kodama states are pure phase, they are

not invariant under complex conjugation, and it can be easily checked that the

remaining action of C on the fiber indices has no effect. Thus, there appears to

be a problem. The resolution comes from the identification of
∫
Σ Y and

∫
Σ ?Y as

topological charges. To justify this we appeal to the gravitational conformal anomaly

which states

d ∗ J5 ∼ R ∧R

∆Q5 ∼ ∆
∫
Σ Y (9.44)

where Jµ
5 = ψ̄γ5γ

µψ is the axial current and Q5 is the axial charge which is inverted

by the charge conjugation operator. Since the above equations are separately P and

T invariant, in order for the them to be CPT invariant, it must be that the right

hand side inverts under charge conjugation. Thus, if we identify it with a topological

charge, the charge conjugation must appropriately modify the topological structure

on the bundle over M bounded by Σ1 ∪ Σ2 to invert
∫
Σ Y . With this identification

the charge operator acts as the identity on the generalized Kodama states:

C(ΨR) = ΨR. (9.45)

9.4.4 Net Effect

In total we have shown that the states are CPT invariant:

C P T

Ψβ
R −→ Ψβ

R −→ Ψ−β
R −→ Ψβ

R
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CPT (Ψβ
R) −→ Ψβ

R . (9.46)

Finally, we note that although it is not known whether the states represent positive

semi-definite energy states, one cannot appeal to the standard argument from the

analagous Chern-Simons state in Yang Mills theory to argue for negative energies.

The standard argument states that if there were a positive energy sector, the CPT

inverted sector, which is also in the kernel of the constraints, must be a negative

energy sector. Since CPT does not invert the generalized Kodama states, this

argument no longer applies.

9.5 Normalizability

In the previous chapter we showed that the generalized Kodama states form a Hilbert

space h that is a subset of the space of solutions to the Hamiltonian constraint HH .

With respect to the natural inner product on the function space, the states are

delta-function normalizable on h. We have seen that there is at least one element,

ΨR=0, in h that also solves the remaining constraints. It follows that this state is

also delta-function normalizable with respect to the inner product on h. Although

this does not imply that the state is normalizable with respect to the physical inner

product (which as of yet has not been constructed), it does give indirect evidence

that the state may pass this test. The proper behavior of the state under CPT

is further indirect evidence that the state may be normalizable since the failure

of this invariance in the analogous Yang-Mills state was due to the exchange of

normalizable, positive-energy modes with non-normalizable, negative-energy modes

under the action of the CPT operator. We can also appeal to the results of [9]

where it was shown that the linearization of the Euclidean state is delta-function

normalizable under a linearized inner product. As discussed there, the result is a
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consequence of the pure phase nature of the Euclidean state. Since our state, ΨR=0,

is identical in its functional form to the Euclidean Kodama state, we fully expect the

same result to carry over to this state. In the next section we outline a path integral

inspired method of computing the physical inner product, analogous to the spin

foam construction. We will see that there is an interesting connection between the

inner product and the Macdowell-Mansouri partition function. Thus, the problem

of determining the normalizability of the generalized Kodama states may reduce to

the problem of computing the Macdowell-Mansouri partition function.

9.6 The physical inner product and the Macdowell-Mansouri

formulation of gravity

In this section we discuss an interesting connection between the true, physical inner

product defined by path integral methods and the Macdowell-Mansouri formulation

of gravity[21]. The kinematical inner product between two states of different 3-

curvature given by, 〈R′|R〉 ∼ δ(R′ −R), is unlikely to be the proper physical inner

product, which is generally defined by a sum over histories as in the Hawking path

integral and spin foam methods. To this end we can formally write the true inner

product as a sum over histories connecting two 3-curvature states on the spacelike

boundaries. That is, we take the boundary of our 4-dimensional manifold, M, to be

two 3-dimensional spacelike hypersurfaces, Σ2 and Σ1, on which the the states ΨR′

and ΨR are respectively defined. The expected physical inner product is then:

〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉phys = 〈ΨR′ |
∫ E2

E1

DωDe eiSEC+β |ΨR〉kin (9.47)

where in the sum over histories we have fixed the spatial triad configurations E2

and E1 whose Levi-Civita curvatures are R′ and R respectively. In computing the

path integral it will be useful to work in the connection representation so that the
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total inner product takes the form

〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉phys =
∫
DA′DA Ψ∗

R′ [A′]ΨR[A]
∫ E2

E1

DωDe eiSH+λ

=
∫ E2

E1

DωDe e−i 3
2kλβ

R
M ?R∧R+ 1

β
R∧R

eiSEC+β (9.48)

where in the last line we have used the relation

e
−i 3

2kλβ

R
M ?R∧R+ 1

β
R∧R

∣∣∣E2

E1

= Ψ∗
R′ [A′]ΨR[A] , (9.49)

and it is understood that on the left hand side we are fixing the triad configurations

E1 and E2 on the two spacelike boundary endcaps of M . We now claim that

the topological terms that enter into the physical inner product are precisely the

topological terms which enter into the Macdowell Mansouri action. We recall that

in our introduction we to the Macdowell-Mansouri action we generalized the action

to include the Immirzi parameter. The result was that the action reduced to the

following

SMM+β = Stopo + SH+Λ (9.50)

where SH+Λ is the Holst action with a positive cosmological constant and

Stopo = − 3
2kλ

∫
M
?R ∧R+

1
β
R ∧R. (9.51)

But this is precisely the negative of the argument of the generalized Kodama states

in four-dimensional form! Furthermore, this is exactly the term which enters into

the true inner product as seen by equation (9.49):

〈ΨR′ |ΨR〉phys =
∫
DA′DA Ψ∗

R′ [A′]ΨR[A]
∫ E2

E1

DωDe eiSH+λ

=
∫ E2

E1

DΛ eiSMM+β . (9.52)
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We conclude that the difference between the Macdowell-Mansouri formula-

tion of gravity and the Einstein-Cartan formulation is that the former already has

the generalized Kodama states built into the theory as ground states. This is simi-

lar to the two formulations of the θ-ambiguity of Yang-Mills theory (see e.g. [14]).

There one finds that different sectors of the phase space are connected via large gauge

transformations. This ambiguity is reflected in the states, which are not invariant

under large gauge transformations but transform by a phase factor: Ψ → einθΨ.

In an attempt to salvage gauge invariance, one might normalize all the states by

multiplying all states by the phase factor e−i θ
8π2

R
YCS so that the θ-ambiguity is

cancelled. However, the ambiguity simply reemerges in the inner product as the

measure transforms to include a factor of the second Chern class ei
θ

8π2

R
F∧F . A

similar phenomenon appears to be happening in the present situation.
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Chapter 10

Canonical Classical and

Quantum Gravity Without

Gauge-Fixing

In the previous two chapters we saw that generalizing the Kodama state to real

values of the Immirzi parameter opened up a large Hilbert space of states. Among

these states there is at least one state that is in the physical Hilbert space, Hphys =

H{DGH}, and it can be identified with the quantum version of the flat space slicing

of de Sitter space. The interpretation of the other states we left deliberately open

ended. It is natural to assume that the multiplicity of states come from perturbations

to de Sitter space. However, the possibility remains that the disparity of these

states is truly a reflection of the gauge fixing process and that they are all different

representations of a single state, which are connected by a portion of the full Lorentz

group that is cut-off by the gauge fixing procedure. We have already seen evidence

of this from the WKB interpretation of the state. There the action was evaluated on

the submanifold spanned by solutions to the Einstein equations, and it was found

that when the Weyl tensor vanishes, the action reduces to a boundary term. The
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exponent of this boundary term gives precisely the full set of generalized Kodama

states, which are obtained by gauge fixing to the time gauge and fixing the metric

information on the boundary to give the Levi-Civita curvature that parametrizes the

class of states. The WKB state prior to gauge fixing plays the role of an umbrella

state that contains all the information of the whole sector of gauge-fixed states. Here

we will obtain qualitative evidence that the same state is an exact solution to all the

quantum constraints in a gauge-free formalism. The evidence is qualitative since

a full demonstration would require solving a set of primary constraints. We will

then suggest a route to dealing with the primary constraints—not by the standard

methods of gauge fixing or introducing Dirac brackets, but instead by avoiding them

altogether. In the process it will becoming increasingly clear that the true reason

for the existence of the Kodama state is an underlying local de Sitter symmetry

which is necessarily broken on the kinematical phase space as a whole, but is still

retained by a large portion of the phase space including de Sitter space itself. This

underlying de Sitter symmetry manifests itself in the constraint algebra, which we

will show is a modification of the de Sitter Lie algebra.

Thus, in this section we will attempt to reconstruct Hamiltonian General

Relativity without partially gauge fixing to the time gauge. In the context of the

Kodama state, the main goal is to provide strong evidence that the state can be

constructed as a state whose underlying gauge group is the full Lorentz group and

not simply the rotation subgroup. In addition, this we will show that this formalism

unifies the infinite class of generalized Kodama states into a single state (in fact,

the umbrella state discussed previously) which is quantum de Sitter space.
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10.1 The Kodama state and local de Sitter symmetry

10.1.1 The Macdowell-Mansouri action and local de Sitter symme-

try

Our first indication that the de Sitter group may be the true group underlying

the gravitational action comes from the Macdowell-Mansouri formulation of gravity.

Recall from previous sections that the Macdowell-Mansouri action begins with the

curvature of a de Sitter connection, Λ = ω + i
r0
e. The curvature is given by

F = dΛ + Λ ∧ Λ = R− 1
r0

2 e ∧ e+ i
r0
T. (10.1)

de Sitter space can then be written in compact notation as F = 0. The Macdowell

Mansouri action,

SMM = − 2
3kλ

∫
M
?F ∧ F, (10.2)

is equivalent to the Einstein-Cartan action up to boundary terms that, as discussed

previously, are directly related to the generalized Kodama states. Thus, it appears

that under the Macdowell-Mansouri construction gravity is an ordinary gauge theory

whose gauge group is the de Sitter group. However, we recall that there are several

important differences. First, the “dual” given by the operator ? is not an external

dual but an internal dual—that is, it is not a dual on the base manifold, but a

dual on the fiber itself. Second, the dual itself breaks full de Sitter invariance

(while retaining Lorentz invariance). To see this, consider the action of a small

de Sitter transformation generated by the local Lorentz generator α = α[IJ ]
1
4γ

IγJ

and the pseudo-translation generator η = 1
2ηIγ

I . Under an infinitesimal de Sitter

transformation, the connection transforms as:

Λ → Λ−DΛ(α+ i
r0
η) (10.3)
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and the curvature transforms as

F → F + [α+ i
r0
η, F ] (10.4)

The action then transforms by SMM → SMM + δSMM where

δSMM = − 2
3kλ

∫
M

[?, α+ i
r0
η]F ∧ F. (10.5)

Since α commutes with ? and the trace of any odd number of gamma-matrices is

zero, we have

δSMM =
2
k

∫
M
? η T ∧ (R− 1

r2
0
e ∧ e) (10.6)

Thus, we see first of all that the Macdowell-Mansouri is not invariant under the

full de Sitter group—it is invariant under local Lorentz transformations, but it is

not invariant the pseudo-translations of the de Sitter group. On the other hand,

the action is invariant whenever the integrand above is zero. In particular, it is

invariant whenever the relatively weak condition of vanishing torsion holds. Thus,

local de Sitter symmetry of the action is retained by a relatively large sector of the

phase space (much larger, in fact, than the on-shell phase space). Thus, we might

expect that the local evolution of gravitational degrees of freedom might reflect this

de Sitter symmetry. This we will confirm.

10.1.2 The näıve canonical constraints reflect de Sitter symmetry

In this section we will construct a model where the underlying de Sitter symmetry

of the theory is explicit in the canonical theory itself. In particular, we will give an

action for vacuum gravity whose canonical phase space consists of the tetrad and

the spin connection as position variables whose conjugate momenta are subject to

certain primary constraints. Prior to implementation of these primary constraints,

the näıve Poisson algebra of the constraints is isomorphic to the de Sitter Lie algebra.
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Instead of the usual Holst modifidication of the Einstein Cartan action, we

will begin with a slightly different modification that is equivalent to the Holst action

up to topological terms. In particular, we begin with the action

S = SEC+λ −
1

2kβ

∫
M
T ∧ T. (10.7)

The additional terms is equal to the Holst modifier 1
kβ

∫
M e∧e∧R up to a topological

term proportional to the Nieh-Yan class
∫
∂M (e∧T ). Thus, ignoring boundary terms,

the equations of motion are identical to those of the Holst action, which in turn are

identical to those of the Einstein-Cartan action. Our reason for this choice of action

is that, as is typical with topological terms, the term does change the definition of

the kinematical phase space. Performing the standard Legendre transform of the

action, we have

S =
∫

R
η̃

1
k

∫
Σ
?e ∧ e ∧ Lt̄ ω − 1

β T ∧ Lt̄ e− (Constraints) (10.8)

Thus, we see that dynamical variables are the spin connection ω whose conjugate

momentum is proportional to the area two-form, Πω = 1
kΣ, and the tetrad whose

conjugate momentum is proportional to the torsion, Πe = − 1
kβT . These variables

are subject to the primary constraints:

Σ = ?e ∧ e (10.9)

T = Dωe . (10.10)

As usual, all dynamical variables are pulled back to the spatial slices. We note

that as opposed to other formalisms, the primary constraints simply tell us that the

momenta are simple functions of the position variables. Thus, it may be easier to

implement the primary constraints in this approach.
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Since we are refraining from gauge fixing to the time gauge, the constraints

of this theory have some peculiar properties. Following the standard ADM decom-

position, we have decomposed time into a component normal to the spatial slice,

and a component parallel to it: t̄ = η̄ + N̄ . It will not be necessary to further

decompose η̄ into a lapse times a unit normal. The diffeomorphism constraint that

follows from the Legendre transformation contains no surprises:

CD(N̄) =
1
k

∫
Σ
LN̄ ω ∧ ?e ∧ e− 1

βLN̄ e ∧De (10.11)

This constraint simply generates diffeomorphisms on the phase space consisting of

ω, e and their conjugate momenta. Since the diffeomorphisms are purely spatial,

this constraint reduces the total Hamiltonian degrees of freedom by three. The

SO(3, 1)-gauge, or Gauss constraint is given by

CG(λ) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−Dλ ∧ ?e ∧ e− 1

β [λ, e] ∧De. (10.12)

In performing the Legendre transformation, we have made the usual identification,

−ω(η̄) ≡ λ, which serves as the generator of the gauge group, and as expected

this constraint simply generates Lorentz transformations. Without gauge fixing,

the boosts and rotations of the Lorentz group are treated on equal footing and the

constraint reduces the total degrees of freedom by six.

Finally we come to the Hamiltonian constraint. The Hamiltonian constraint

has the peculiar property in this formalism that is gains extra degrees of freedom.

In particular, the Hamiltonian constraint is not a scalar constraint at all, rather, it

is vectorial. Explicitly we have

CH(η) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−[η, e] ∧

(
?R− λ

3 ? e ∧ e
)
− 1

βDη ∧De . (10.13)

In defining this constraint from the Legendre transformation we have made the
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identification η ≡ e(η̄). That is, the generator, η, is simply the normal component of

the time vector projected into the fiber. In most standard treatments, η̄ is written

η̄ = Nn̄ where N is the lapse and n̄ is the unit normal. When the normal is

projected into the fibre it becomes the unit four vector nI ≡ eI(n̄). The time

gauge is achieved by once and for all fixing the direction of this vector in the fiber:

nI = (1, 0, 0, 0). All other indices are decomposed accordingly, and the local gauge

freedom is restricted to those transformations that preserve this direction, thereby

reducing the gauge group to spatial rotations. Since we are not working in the time

gauge, the Hamiltonian constraint retains its vectorial character. As we will see,

the generators, η, are directly related to the generators of the pseudo-translations

of the de Sitter group.

Further justification for the vectorial nature of the Hamiltonian constraint

comes from a simple counting argument. It is well known that total Hamiltonian

degree of freedom of vacuum general relativity is equal to two. In the simplest

perturbative framework, these degrees of freedom are associated with the two de-

grees of freedom of a massless spin-two graviton. In a background independent,

non-perturbative context, the physical degrees of freedom are generally much more

difficult to pinpoint. Nevertheless, the Hamiltonian degrees of freedom found by

counting the total degrees of freedom of the phase space minus the constraints is

independent of the formalism used. Typically one counts these degrees of freedom

by counting the total number of degrees of freedom of the position variables and

then subtracting the total degrees of freedom of the constraints. For example, in

the time gauge, the dynamical position variable is the Ashtekar-Barbero connec-

tion, Ai
a which has a total of 3 × 3 = 9 degrees of freedom. Modding out by the

three-dimensional local rotation group and three-dimensional diffeomorphisms, we

have a total of 9 − (3 + 3) = 3 degrees of freedom remaining. The Hamiltonian

constraint is a scalar in the time gauge so we are left with exactly two Hamiltonian
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degrees of freedom. Alternatively we could simply take the total degrees of freedom

of the phase space consisting of Ai
a and its conjugate momenta (E[i∧Ej])[ab] (which

also has nine degrees of freedom), divide by two and subtract the constraints. This

is more suitable for a phase space where it is difficult to distinguish position from

momentum variables, or when the momentum variables are not independent of the

position variables as in our case. For our case, the position variables are the spin

connection ω[IJ ]
a, and the tetrad, eIa, both pulled back to the three manifold and

their conjugate momenta Σ[IJ ]
[ab] and T I

[ab] which add no extra degrees of freedom

due to the primary constraint that they are simply functions of the position vari-

ables. The total degrees of freedom in the phase space are thus, 3× 6 + 3× 4 = 30.

Dividing this by two and subtracting the three diffeomorphism degrees of freedom

and the six local Lorentz transformations, we are left with 30
2 − (3 + 6) = 6. If

the Hamiltonian were now a scalar constraint, there would be a total of five lo-

cal degrees of freedom and the theory could not describe general relativity. But

since the Hamiltonian constraint itself has four degrees of freedom we are left with
30
2 − (3 + 6 + 4) = 2. Thus, although we have not yet demonstrated that this is

general relativity, the theory does have the appropriate number of local degrees of

freedom, and the Hamiltonian must be vectorial so long as there are no second class

constraints that crop up in determining the closure of the constraint algebra.

We now wish to compute the algebra of the constraints under the Poisson

bracket. Prior to the implementation of the primary constraints, the symplectic

structure yields the canonical Poisson bracket:

{A,B} = k

∫
Σ

δA

δω
∧ δB

δΣ
− β

δA

δe
∧ δB

δT
− (A↔ B) (10.14)

Here A and B are assumed to be integral functionals on the three manifold. In

the above treatment, we expressed all the constraints as functions of the position

variables alone. Since the canonical Poisson bracket of any two functionals that are
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purely functionals of the position variables is zero (prior to implementing the primary

constraints), we need to re-express the constraints in terms of position an momentum

variables. Since the momentum and position variables are not truly independent,

there is considerable ambiguity in which variables we call momentum and which

variables we call position variables. Once the primary constraints are implemented

this ambiguity should be completely resolved—when the primary constraints are

implemented properly by, for example by the implementation of a non-canonical

Poisson bracket modified to take these constraints into account, the algebra will be

independent of what we call position and momentum variables. In the following

section we will develop one approach to solving this problem. For the present, since

we are using this example for the purpose of illustration, we will be content with

defining the constraints in such a way that the resulting algebra retains some of the

key features of the true algebra. To this end we define the constraints in the very

natural way:

CD(N̄) =
1
k

∫
Σ
LN̄ ω ∧ Σ− 1

βLN̄ e ∧ T

CG(λ) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−Dλ ∧ Σ− 1

β [λ, e] ∧ T

CH(η) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−[η, e] ∧

(
?R− λ

3Σ
)
− 1

βDη ∧ T . (10.15)

The näıve constraint algebra is then computed by taking the commutators of the

above constraints under the canonical Poisson bracket given above. The calculations

are tedious but straightforward, and we will simply state the result:

{CD(N̄1), CD(N̄2)} = CD([N̄1, N̄2])

{CD(N̄), CG(λ)} = CG(LN̄λ)

{CD(N̄), CH(η)} = CH(LN̄η)

{CG(λ1), CG(λ2)} = CG([λ1, λ2])
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{CG(λ), CH(η)} = CH([λ, η])

{CH(η1), CH(η2)} = −λ
3 CG([η1, η2]). (10.16)

Remarkably, the algebra closes. Let us analyze this algebra in pieces. The first com-

mutator simply tells us that the commutator of two infinitesimal diffeomorphisms

is a just another infinitesimal diffeomorphism generated by the Lie commutator of

the two vectors: [N̄1, N̄2]ν ≡ Nµ
1 ∂µN

ν
2 −Nµ

2 ∂µN
ν
1 . This is a standard result, which

simply indicates that the diffeomorphisms act freely on the phase space and there

are no anomalies in the Poisson algebra which produces these transformations. Sim-

ilarly, the next two commutators simply tell us the the algebra is the semi-direct

product of the diffeomorphism group with another closed algebra. The commutator

of two Gauss constraints is equal to another Gauss constraint generated by the Lie

bracket of the two elements of the so(3, 1) Lie algebra. This simply means that

the full Lorentz group acts freely on the phase space and itself constitutes a closed

subalgebra. The remaning two commutators are new to this approach. In fact, the

last three commutators combined are isomorphic to a familiar Lie algebra: the ten

dimensional de Sitter Lie algebra discussed in section (4.1)! This is the main feature

of this approach that we wanted to illustrate since it will give us valuable insight

into the nature of the Kodama state. In total then we see that this näıve canonical

algebra of constraints forms a representation of the Lie algebra of dS4 o Diff3.

Naturally, this cannot be general relativity since the constraints themselves define

the full evolution of the gravitational field which has local degrees of freedom—thus,

the algebra cannot be isomorphic to a Lie algebra. It appears that the constraints

defined above with the given canonical Poisson bracket pick out a topological sector

of the theory with an exact de Sitter symmetry. We should expect that the unique

(up to topology) solution to the full set of constraints is de Sitter space itself.

Let us now consider the quantum theory defined loosely from the above näıve
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canonical algebra. It may seem premature to define a quantum theory before we

have even implemented the primary constraints which define the full classical theory.

Nevertheless, we will proceed. Our justification is twofold. First, the above theory

appears to retain enough of the full classical theory to give us non-trivial results. In

addition, it isolates just the aspects of the full classical that we want: it picks out

a classical sector with an exact de Sitter symmetry. We will see that this alone will

give us considerable insight into the true nature of the Kodama state. Second, it is

not unprecedented to construct a quantum theory before the full set of constraints

is implemented, and history has shown that there may be significant advantages

in proceeding this way. The BF formulation[50] of spin-foam dynamics is a classic

example. There one begins with a topological theory which can be constrained to

give classical general relativity. One then constructs spin-foam amplitudes from the

topological theory prior to the implementation of the constraints. The constraints

are then implemented in the full quantum theory to yield the local degrees of freedom

of general relativity. Our approach has much of the same flavor as the BF spin foam

models. The unconstrained algebra is topological, and the local degrees of freedom

must emerge from the implementation of the primary constraints.

The task of defining a quantum theory based on the given canonical Poisson

bracket and the constraint algebra is to choose a set of fundamental Poisson brack-

ets that will carry over to operator commutators without modification. Then one

uses this set of fundamental operators to define the constraints in such a way that

operator ordering anomalies are minimized. Here, the natural set of fundamental

commutators carry over to operator commutators is:

{ωIJ |P ,ΣKL|Q} = k δIJ
KL δ(P,Q) →

[
ω̂IJ |P , Σ̂KL|Q

]
= i k δIJ

KL δ(P,Q)

{eI |P , TJ |Q} = −kβ δI
K δ(P,Q) →

[
êI |P , T̂J |Q

]
= −i kβ δI

J δ(P,Q)

{ωIJ |P , TK |Q} = 0 →
[
ω̂IJ |P , T̂K |Q

]
= 0
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{eI |P ,ΣKL|Q} = 0 →
[
êI |P , Σ̂KL|Q

]
= 0

{ωIJ |P , eK |Q} = 0 →
[
ω̂IJ |P , êK |Q

]
= 0 . (10.17)

The most natural definition of operators is the “position” representation,

ω̂ = ω Σ̂ = −ik δ

δω

ê = e T̂ = ikβ
δ

δe
. (10.18)

We choose the angular momentum operator ordering where position variables occur

to the left of momentum variables—this is identical to the ordering given in the

constraints (10.15). Fortunately, this choice works, and the resulting constraint

algebra under the operator commutator is identical to the canonical Poisson algebra

(10.16).

10.1.3 The Kodama state in this formalism

We now set out to find solutions to the constraints in this formalism. As mentioned

previously, the philosophy we will adopt is similar to that of BF spin foam models—

the procedure is to quantize the topological theory first and then later attempt to

impose the constraints which yield the local degrees of freedom of vacuum general

relativity. Although we won’t proceed to the second step in this model, we will

address the issue in another formalism in proceeding sections.

Since the constraint algebra is isomorphic to the de Sitter algebra, it is nat-

ural to guess that the states that annihilate the constraints may be simple de Sitter

invariant functionals of ω and e. This is partially true. However, the constraints

are a peculiar representation of the de Sitter algebra and do not act on functionals

of ω and e in the standard representation ω → − 1
r0

[η, e] and e → −r0Dωη. To see

this, let us analyze the action of the constraints explicitly. The Gauss and diffeo-
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morphism constraints contain no surprises and they simply tell us that the states

must be diffeomorphism invariant and local Lorentz invariant functionals under the

standard action of the groups on ω and e. Now consider the Hamiltonian constraint:

CH(η) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−[η, e] ∧ ?R+

i

r0

∫
Σ
− 1

r0
[η, e] ∧ δ

δω
− r0Dωη ∧

δ

δe
. (10.19)

We see that the second two terms simply generate de Sitter pseudo-translations on

functionals of ω and e in the standard way, however, the first term is peculiar to

this representation. Any functional of de Sitter connection Λ = ω + i
r0
e that is

invariant under the standard action of the de Sitter group will annihilate the second

two terms of the constraint. Thus, we look for functionals of the form:

Ψ[ω, e] = N ψ[ω]χ[Λ] (10.20)

where χ[Λ] is invariant under local de Sitter transformations. The action of the

Hamiltonian constraint then reduces to

ĈH(η) Ψ[ω, e] = N
(

1
k

∫
Σ
−[η, e] ∧

(
?R+ ikλ

3

δ

δω

)
ψ[ω]

)
× χ[Λ]. (10.21)

Thus, the choice ψ[ω] = exp
(
i 3
2kλ

∫
?Y

)
works, and the corresponding state Ψ[ω, e]

solves all of the constraints. There is considerable freedom in defining the functional

χ[Λ]. For example, χ[Λ] could be any cylindrical function defined on the space of

spin networks with edges labeled by representations of the de Sitter group and nodes

labeled with de Sitter intertwiners. Consider the choice:

χ[Λ] = e
i 3
2kλβ

R
Σ Y [Λ]

. (10.22)

Using the identity ∫
Y [Λ] =

∫
Y [ω]− 1

r02
YNY [ω, e] (10.23)
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where
∫
YNY =

∫
e ∧Dωe is the Nieh-Yan invariant we have

Ψ[ω, e] = N exp
[
i

3
2kλ

∫
Σ
?Y [ω] + 1

β Y [ω]
]
× exp

[
−i
2kβ

∫
Σ
YNY [ω, e]

]
. (10.24)

From the preceding arguments, it is clear that this state solves all of the constraints.

We recognize the first term in the above as the umbrella state containing the full

sector of generalized Kodama states. The second term is to be expected since the

action we began with differs from the Holst action by precisely the term − 1
2kβ

∫
∂M e∧

De. It follows that the state can still be interpreted as a WKB state corresponding

to de Sitter space. Let us now consider the primary constraints. The primary

constraint on the torsion is, in fact, already solved by this state, since:

T̂ Ψ[ω, e] = ikβ
δΨ
δe

= DeΨ[ω, e]. (10.25)

Now consider the action of Σ̂ on the state:

Σ̂ Ψ[ω, e] =
(

3
λ

(
?R+ 1

β R
)
− 1

β e ∧ e
)

Ψ[ω, e]. (10.26)

Rearranging this we have

P?R Ψ[ω, e] = λ
3

(
Σ̂ + 1

β e ∧ e
)

Ψ[ω, e]. (10.27)

We recall P? = ? + 1
β is invertible whenever β 6= ±i. Thus, using this property we

see that although the primary constraint Σ̂ = ?ê ∧ e is not automatically satisfied,

whenever it is satisfied, the state satsifies the operator version of de Sitter space:

R̂ Ψ = λ
3 ê ∧ e Ψ (10.28)
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10.2 The non-canonical Poisson evolution

The procedure above for evolving the the gravitational degrees of freedom with

a vector-valued Hamiltonian constraint is incomplete without a proper treatment

of the primary constraints. Indeed, the dynamics that results from it does not

appear to have local degrees of freedom. In this section we present one method

of dealing with primary constraints. However, rather than explicitly imposing the

primary constraints, we will avoid them altogether. To do this we will exploit

the coordinate invariant (by coordinates we here mean coordinates on the infinite

dimensional phase space) formulation of Hamiltonian dynamics. This will allow us

to avoid the Legendre transformation altogether so that we will never have need to

define the “momentum” variables. In many respects, this is extremely natural in

the context of Palatini general relativity since the theory is already first order. One

of the main advantage of the Legendre transform is that it turns a system of second

order differential equations into a coupled set of first order differential equations.

Since Palatini general relativity is already first order, the Legendre transform is

somewhat unnatural, and, indeed, we can define a symplectic structure and a non-

canonical Poisson algebra without it.

The approach presented here is motivated by the need to solve the problems

associated with the model described in the previous section1. Here we outline the

important features and conclusions abstracted from the model:

• It appears to be possible to define the Hamiltonian evolution of the gravita-

tional field without partially gauge fixing to the time gauge. It may be that

there are no second-class constraints and it is not necessary to introduce the

torsion-free spin connection, which severely complicates the canonical theory.
1After several fruitless attempts at imposing the primary constraints explicitly, I concluded that

the easiest way to get around this problem is to avoid defining the momentum variables entirely,
which, after all, do not add any extra degrees of freedom to the phase space defined by ω and e on
the three-manifold.
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• The true dynamical degrees of freedom of the phase space can be coordina-

tized by the spin connection, ω, and the tetrad, e, both pulled-back to the

spacelike hypersurface. The “momentum” variables do not add extra degrees

of freedom to the phase space and should be viewed as unnecessary artifices

of the Legendre transformation.

• The Hamiltonian constraint is vectorial, and in the presence of a cosmological

constant its generator is closely related to the pseudo-translation generator of

the de Sitter group.

• The true degrees of freedom (DOF) are counted as follows:

DOF [e] +DOF [ω]
2

− (DOF [CD] +DOF [CG] +DOF [CH ])

=
4× 3 + 6× 3

2
− (3 + 6 + 4)

= 2

• The true constraint algebra algebra will follow from a bracket that falls into

the general category of a non-canonical Poisson bracket. From the perspective

of the model described above, this follows from the deformation of the given

canonical Poisson bracket to account for the primary constraints. From the

current perspective, the primary constraints do not exist however the bracket

that we will introduce is still non-canonical.

• The true constraint algebra is likely to be a deformation of the de Sitter Lie

algebra. The deformation itself contains the local degrees of freedom of general

relativity. Since the action posesses an exact de Sitter symmetry on a very

large portion of the phase space (anywhere T = 0), the constraint algebra is

likely to reduce to the de Sitter algebra on a large portion of the constraint

manifold.
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• This intimate connection between the constraint algebra and the de Sitter Lie

algebra is the true reason for the existence of the Kodama state.

10.2.1 The coordinate invariant treatment of symplectic dynamics

We begin with a brief overview of the coordinate-independent formulation of sym-

plectic Hamiltonian dynamics (see [51] and references therein). Let us begin with

the simple one-dimensional action defined a real manifold with endcaps, [0, 1]× R:

S =
∫ t2

t1

(
1
2mẋ

2 − V (x)
)
dt . (10.29)

We assume that the variational principle holds on the endcaps as well as in the bulk.

Thus, the variational principle tells us:

δS =
∫ t2

t1

[
d

dt
(mẋ δx)−

(
mẍ+

∂V

∂x

)
δx

]
dt (10.30)

= mẋ δx
∣∣∣t2
t1
−

∫ t2

t1

(
mẍ+

∂V

∂x

)
δx dt . (10.31)

The vanishing of the bulk variation yields the equations of motion, and the vanishing

of the variation on the endcaps yields a conserved current, J(t2)−J(t1) = 0, where

J = mẋ δx (10.32)

is referred to as the symplectic one-form. We can think of the variation δ as the

exterior derivative on the phase space itself. Here we have adopted the notation that

objects in bold will represent forms and vectors in the phase space. The symplectic

form is then obtained by taking the exterior derivative of the symplectic one-form:

Ω = −δJ = δmẋ ∧ δx = δx ∧ δp . (10.33)
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Hamilton’s equations can then be written geometrically in a way that is independent

of the coordinates on the phase space:

Ω(t̄, ) = δH (10.34)

where t̄ = d
dt is the time evolution vector field. In a particular set of coordinates

(x, p), the time evolution vector field is t̄ = ẋ ∂
∂x + ṗ ∂

∂p . Then the above form of

Hamilton’s equations reduces to

ẋ δp− ṗ δx =
p

m
δp+

∂V

∂x
δx . (10.35)

Identifying the δx and δp components separately in the above equation we have the

usual form of Hamilton’s equations:

ẋ =
p

m

ṗ = −∂V
∂x

(10.36)

10.2.2 The coordinate independent approach to Hamiltonian gen-

eral relativity

We now wish to apply the above techniques to Hamiltonian general relativity. In

order to avoid proliferation of symbols, we will drop all explicit traces, indices,

and wedge products on the base manifold. When a wedge product does enter into a

formula, it is understood that this is the wedge product on the (infinite-dimensional)

phase space. As in the previous section, one-forms and vectors in the phase space

will be written in bold font. In this section it will be useful to distinguish the tetrad

on the 4-manifold from the same tetrad pulled back to the spacelike hypersurface.

Thus, we denote the tetrad by ε = 1
2γIε

I , and its pullback φ∗ε ≡ e, where φ is the

embedding of the spacelike hypersurface in the 4-manifold. As usual we are using a
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Clifford algebra representation where ω = 1
4γIγJω

IJ , and ? = −iγ5.

In this section we will return to the Holst action with a cosmological constant

given by

SH =
1
k

∫
M
P? ε εR− λ

6 ? ε ε ε ε (10.37)

with P? = ? + 1
β . Here we take the boundary of the manifold to be two spacelike

hypersurfaces at t1 and t2: ∂M = Σ(t1) ∪ Σ(t2). Variation with respect to the

dynamical variables ε and ω yields, upon integration by parts,

δSH =
1
k

∫
∂M

P?e e δω

+
∫

M
−D(P?ε ε) δω +

(
P?Rε− ε P?R− 2λ

3 ? ε ε ε
)
δε (10.38)

The bulk variation vanishes whenever the equations of motion hold, which we repeat

here:

P?Rε− ε P?R− 2λ
3 ? ε ε ε = 0 (10.39)

D(P?ε ε) = 0 (10.40)

The boundary term gives us the symplectic one-form,

J =
1
k

∫
Σ
P? e e δω, (10.41)

which the variational principle tells us is conserved:

J(t2)− J(t1) = 0. (10.42)

Taking δ to be the exterior derivative on the infinite dimensional function space

with coordinates e and ω, we define the symplectic two-form Ω to be the negative
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of the exterior derivative of J :

Ω = −δJ =
1
k

∫
Σ
P? δω ∧ δ(e e) . (10.43)

To obtain GR from Hamilton’s equations we first need the constraints. These

can be found by performing the Legendre transformation but stopping short of

defining the momentum variables. To this end, we fix a foliation of the manifold

and define a “time” evolution variable. Since we are not gauge fixing to the time

gauge, the foliation need not necessarily be a foliation into spacelike hypersurfaces

so long as each slice allows for a well-defined evolution. In this respect, the “time”

variable need not necessarily be a timelike vector field. Nevertheless, we will refer

to the dynamics along the one-dimensional integral curves as evolution in time. We

split the time evolution vector field into perpendicular and parallel components:

t̄ = η̄ + N̄ . As in the previous section, we define the so(3, 1) generator, λ ≡ −ω(η̄),

and the pseudo-translation generator, η ≡ ε(η̄). The constraints then become

CD(N̄) =
1
k

∫
Σ
LN̄ω P? e e ≈ 0

CG(λ) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−DλP? e e ≈ 0

CH(η) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−[η, e]

(
P?R− λ

3 ? e e
)
≈ 0. (10.44)

Alternatively, we can define the constraints from the equations of motion themselves.

First, we notice that the Gauss and Hamiltonian constraint are none other than the

equations of motion (10.39) and (10.40) pulled back to Σ and appropriately smeared

and integrated over the slice. Likewise, the diffeomorphism constraint can be derived

from the equations of motion. To see this, smear (10.39) by LN̄ε, and (10.40) by
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LN̄ω. Adding these together, and integrating over the whole manifold we have

1
k

∫
M
P?LN̄ (ε ε)R− 2λ

3
? (LN̄ε) ε ε ε+ P? LN̄ωDε ε . (10.45)

This expression reduces to the variation of the action under a diffemorphism:

δSH =
1
k

∫
M
LN̄ L̃

=
1
k

∫
∂M

L̃(N̄)

=
1
k

∫
∂M

[e(N̄), e] (P?R− λ
3 ? e e)− P? e eDω(N̄) + P? e eLN̄ω

≈ 0 . (10.46)

The first two terms in the second to last equation vanish whenever the Gauss and

Hamiltonian constraints vanish. The only independent constraint, therefore, comes

from the third term, and is precisely the constraint CD(N̄). Thus, we see that the

constraints themselves are essentially the equations of motion pulled back to the

Cauchy slice.

We can now give the full set of equations of motion from Hamilton’s equation

(10.34). First we define the “time” evolution vector field, t̄, on the infinite dimen-

sional phase space. Using our intuition that the dynamical variables, ω and e, are a

good set of coordinates on the phase space, in these coordinates the time evolution

vector field can be written

t̄ =
δ

δt
=

∫
Σ
Lt̄ ω

δ

δω
+ Lt̄ e

δ

δe
. (10.47)

Hamilton’s equations are now

Ω(t̄, ) = δCD(N̄) + δCG(λ) + δCH(η) (10.48)
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The left hand side of the above is

Ω(t̄, ) =
∫

Σ
(eP?Lt̄ ω + P?Lt̄ ω e) δe− P? (Lt̄ e e+ eLt̄ e) δω (10.49)

We notice from the above a peculiarity of the gravitational equations of motion: the

time evolution vector field t̄ is not uniquely determined by the symplectic evolution,

rather, only the particular combination of variables given above is determined. Since

the fields e are not invertible maps, the components Lt̄ e and Lt̄ ω are not uniquely

determined from Hamilton’s equations alone. The resolution to this paradox comes

from the constraints themselves—when the full set of constraints are solved, and the

symplectic evolution is computed, only then can one uniquely determine the time

evolution of the dynamical fields ω and e.

To compute the right hand side of Hamilton’s equations (10.48) we need the

to compute the exterior derivative of the constraints:

δCD(N̄) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−P? LN̄ (e e) δω + (eP? LN̄ω + P? LN̄ω) δe

δCG(λ) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−[λ, P? e e] δω − (eP?Dλ+ P?Dλe) δe

δCH(η) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−P?D[η, e] δω

+
(

[η, P?R] +
2λ
3
? (η e e− e η e+ e e η)

)
δe . (10.50)

Putting the two sides of Hamilton’s equations together and identifying components

independently for arbitrary variation, δω and δe, we have

P?(Lt̄e e+ eLt̄e) = P? LN̄ (e e) + [λ, P? e e] + P?D[η, e] (10.51)

eP?Lt̄ ω + P?Lt̄ ω e = (eP? LN̄ω + P? LN̄ω e)− (eP?Dλ+ P?Dλe)

+[η, P?R] + 2λ
3 ? (η e e− e η e+ e e η) . (10.52)
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These complicated looking expressions can, in fact, be deciphered rather easily. The

first equation, (10.51), is precisely the time component of the equation of motion

found from varying the action with respect to ω, (10.40),

iη̄ (D(P? ε ε)) = 0 (10.53)

and the second set, (10.52), is the time component of the equation of motion found

from varying the action with respect to ε, (10.39),

iη̄
(
P?Rε− ε P?R− 2λ

3 ? ε ε ε
)

= 0 . (10.54)

Thus, with the given set of constraints, Hamilton’s equations give us precisely the

time components of the Einstein-Cartan equations. Recalling that, aside from the

diffeomorphism constraint, the constraints themselves are the equations of motion

pulled back to the Cauchy slice, the remaining components of the Einstein Cartan

equations are the vanishing of the constraints themselves.

10.2.3 The constraint algebra

In the previous section, we have given a Hamiltonian formulation of gravity that

gives precisely the Einstein equations of the Einstein-Cartan formulation. We have

not had need to gauge fix, and there are no primary constraints in our formalism.

We now need to compute the Poisson algebra of the constraints in order to check

that the constraint algebra closes. In order to do this, we will exploit the coordinate

invariant definition of the Poisson bracket, which we briefly review below.

Given any integral functional f over the Cauchy slice, one can (partially)

define a canonical vector field X̄f associated with f by

Ω(X̄f , ) = δf . (10.55)
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Hamilton’s equations then simply tell us that the time evolution vector field, t̄, is

the canonical vector field associated with the total Hamiltonian, H = CD+CG+CH :

t̄ = X̄H . (10.56)

Given two functionals f and g and their associated canonical vector fields X̄f and

X̄g, the coordinate invariant definition of Poisson bracket is[52]

{f, g} ≡ Ω(X̄g, X̄f ) . (10.57)

This should allow us to compute the Poisson bracket without resorting to explicit

expressions for the bracket such as (10.14), which generally come from the Legendre

transform resulting in a canonical Poisson bracket. The only problem we will face is

that the components of the vector field X̄f are not uniquely determined by (10.55).

We saw this before in when computing the components of the time evolution vector

field. Writing the vector field in component notation X̄f =
∫
Σ δfω

δ
δω + δfe

δ
δe , the

definition (10.55) becomes

(eP?δfω + P?δfω e) = k
δf

δe
(10.58)

P?(δfe e+ e δfe) = −k δf
δω

(10.59)

and we see that the components δfω and δfe are only determined up to the particular

combination of variables given above. This, in turn, means that the Poisson bracket

is a non-canonical bracket. Nevertheless, the commutator satisfies out intuitive

notion of evolving one function along the canonical vector field of the other. To see

this, consider the commutator of any integral functional f = f(ω, e) with another

functional g = g(ω, e). The components of the canonical vector field associated with
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f are given above in (10.59), and similarly for g. The commutator is

{g, f} = Ω(X̄f , X̄g)

=
1
k

∫
Σ
P?δfω δg(e e)− δgω P?δf (e e)

=
∫

Σ

δf

δe
δge+

δf

δω
δgω

= LX̄g
f . (10.60)

Thus, even though the bracket is non-canonical, it still serves the ordinary purpose

of defining the evolution of one function along the canonical vector field of the

other. Most importantly, since the canonical vector field associated with the total

Hamiltonian is the time evolution vector field, we still have

{H, f} =
∫

Σ

δf

δe
Lt̄e+

δf

δω
Lt̄ω

= it̄ δf

= Lt̄f . (10.61)

The fact that the components of the canonical vector fields are not deter-

mined uniquely presents problems in computing the commutator of two arbitrary

functionals. Nevertheless, we will show that the canonical vector fields associated

with the constraints are sufficiently well defined to compute all of the commutators

of the constraints relatively straightforwardly, with the exception of the commuta-

tor of two Hamiltonian constraints. This commutator will require a bit more work,

but it also can be computed using this method. Aside from the commutator of two

Hamiltonian constraints, the constraint algebra is:

{CD(N̄1), CD(N̄2)} = CD([N̄1, N̄2])

{CD(N̄), CG(λ)} = CG(LN̄λ)
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{CD(N̄), CH(η)} = CH(LN̄η)

{CG(λ1), CG(λ2)} = CG([λ1, λ2])

{CG(λ), CH(η)} = CH([λ, η])

{CH(η1), CH(η2)} = ?? (10.62)

Thus, with respect to all but the last commutator, our näıve canonical Poisson

bracket (10.14) of the previous model gave identical results, (10.16), for the commu-

tators. Let us now consider the commutator of two Hamiltonian constraints. It will

be useful to split the constraint into two separate pieces CH = CH0 + CHλ
where

CH0(η) =
1
k

∫
Σ
−[η, e]P?R (10.63)

CHλ
(η) =

1
k

∫
Σ

λ
3 [η, e] ? e e . (10.64)

The commutator we wish to evaluate now becomes,

{CH(η1), CH(η2)} = {CH0(η1), CH0(η2)}+ {CHλ
(η1), CHλ

(η2)}

+{CH0(η1), CHλ
(η2)}+ {CHλ

(η1), CH0(η2)} .

(10.65)

Since CHλ
does not contain ω, clearly we have

{CHλ
(η1), CHλ

(η2)} = 0 . (10.66)

Computing cross-terms we have

{CH0(η1), CHλ
(η2)} + {CHλ

(η1), CH0(η2)}

=
1
k

∫
Σ

λ
2 ? [η2, e]D[η1, e]−

1
k

∫
Σ

λ
2 ? [η1, e]D[η2, e]

= 0 . (10.67)
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Thus, we see that the commutator reduces to

{CH(η1), CH(η2)} = {CH0(η1), CH0(η2)} . (10.68)

Proceeding, we take the gradient of CH0 which yields, upon identification of com-

ponents:

(eP?δη1ω + P?δη1ω e) = [η1, P?R]

P?(δη1e e+ e δη1e) = P?D[η1, e] . (10.69)

The symplectic form contracted onto the canonical vector fields takes the general

form

Ω(X̄CH0
(η2), X̄CH0

(η1)) =
1
k

∫
P?δη2ω δη1e e− P?δη1ω δη2e e . (10.70)

Inserting the the δω components first we have

1
k

∫
Σ
[η2, P?R] δη1e− [η1, P?R] δη2e . (10.71)

At this point we are stuck. Only the particular combination P?(δe e + e δe) of the

canonical vector field associated with CH0 are determined from the symplectic form,

yet we simply need the components δe to evaluate the above. We could attempt to

re-evaluate the expression by inserting the δe components first and we arrive at

{CH0(η1), CH0(η1)} =
1
k

∫
Σ
P?δη2ωD[η1, e]− P?δη1ωD[η2, e]

=
1
k

∫
Σ
D[η2, η1]P?R+ P?δη2ω [η1, T ]− P?δη1ω [η2, T ]

=
1
k

∫
Σ
P?δη2ω [η1, T ]− P?δη1ω [η2, T ] . (10.72)
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We see we are stuck with the same problem—we need the components of the canon-

ical vector field δηω, but only the combination, eP?δηω + P?δηω e, is given by the

symplectic form. The root of the problem is that the constraint, CH0 , contains only

one factor of e, whereas the symplectic structure is quadratic in e. We were able

to evaluate the other commutators because at least one of the constraints in the

commutator was quadratic or more in e. In the next section we will show that the

commutator can be evaluated by employing the Ricci decomposition of the Riemann

tensor.

10.2.4 Resolving the commutator {CH(η1), CH(η2)}

In the previous section we reached an impasse in evaluating the commutator of two

Hamiltonian constraints. The problem essentially boiled down to the constraint

being linear as opposed to quadratic in the tetrad. Here we will show that the com-

mutator can in fact be evaluated by use of the Ricci decomposition of the Riemann

tensor. This decomposition effectively introduces enough e’s into the calculation

so that the commutator can be evaluated. Recall that the Ricci decomposition of

Riemann tensor splits the tensor into three pieces

RIJ = CIJ + EIJ + SIJ . (10.73)

Here SIJ is the scalar part which contains only information about the Ricci scalar,

R = RIJ(ε̄I , ε̄J). Specifically, it is given by

SIJ = 1
12 ε

I ∧ εJ R . (10.74)

The tensor EIJ is the semi-traceless tensor defined such that EIJ(ε̄I , ) = RI− 1
4 ε

J R

where RJ ≡ RIJ(ε̄J , ) is the Ricci tensor. This implies EIJ(ε̄I , ε̄J) = 0, hence, it is
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semi-traceless. Specifically, it is given by

EIJ = 1
2 (εI ∧RJ − εJ ∧RI)− 1

4 ε
I ∧ εJR . (10.75)

The remaining piece is the Weyl tensor and it is defined to be completely trace free:

CIJ(ε̄I , ) = 0. In total then, we have (we will not have need to distinguish EIJ

from SIJ so we will lump these together)

RIJ = 1
2 (εI ∧RJ − εJ ∧RI)− 1

6 ε
I ∧ εJR+ CIJ . (10.76)

In the index free, Clifford notation, we distinguish the Ricci tensor and scalar as

follows

•
R ≡ RIJ(ε̄I , ε̄J)
◦
R ≡ 1

2γJ R
IJ(ε̄I , ) . (10.77)

With these definitions, the Riemann tensor, which we will express pulled back to

the three-manifold, is given by (dropping the explicit wedge product):

R = 1
2

(
e

◦
R +

◦
R e

)
− 1

6 e e
•
R +C . (10.78)

At first glance it appears that the above expression simply defers the problem—

although the first few terms contain extra factors of e, which we need, we are left

with the bare Weyl tensor. More explicitly, substituting the above expression for R

we have

1
k

∫
Σ

[
η2 , P?

(
1
2

(
e

◦
R +

◦
R e

)
− 1

6 e e
•
R

) ]
δη1e+ [η2, P?C] δη1e− (1 ↔ 2) . (10.79)
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The first couple terms in the above can be evaluated since they are at least quadratic

in e, however, we still appear to be stuck with the terms involving the Weyl tensor.

In fact, this term can be evaluated as well. The result is easier to interpret when

the Immirzi terms are not present, so we will first present the case where β → ∞,

and later generalize to an arbitrary Immirzi parameter. The term in consideration

is,

1
k

∫
Σ
[η2, ?C] δη1e− (1 ↔ 2) =

1
4k

∫
Σ
−εIJKL η

I
2 C

JK δη1e
L − (1 ↔ 2) . (10.80)

Since the Weyl tensor is defined to be trace free, it can be shown that the following

identity holds on the four-manifold:

εIJKL ε
J ∧ CKL = 0 . (10.81)

Contracting this expression onto the normal and pulling back to Σ we have

εIJKL η
I ∧ CKL = εIJKL e

I ∧ CKL(η̄) . (10.82)

But, the left hand side is precisely the term that occurs in (10.80). Thus, in total

we have:

1
k

∫
Σ

[
η2 , P?

(
1
2

(
e

◦
R +

◦
R e

)
− 1

6 e e
•
R

) ]
δη1e + ?C(η̄2) δη1(e e)

− (1 ↔ 2) . (10.83)

Since all terms are now at least quadratic in e, we can evaluate the above using the

identity ?δη(e e) = ?D[η, e]. The final result for the commutator is

{CH(η1), CH(η2)} =
1
k

∫
Σ
?[η1, η2] [T,

◦
R]− 1

6

•
R ?[η1, η2] [T, e]

+2 ? (η1C(η̄2)− η2C(η̄1))T . (10.84)
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We note that even though all of the expressions are pulled back to the three manifold,

the right-hand side does contain first order time derivatives. We justify this by

first recalling that the commutators of the constraints essentially determine the

second order time evolution of the phase space. In evaluating the second order time

evolution, we must first assume that the first order evolution is available to us.

There are several interesting properties that we can derive from the above.

First we note that all terms depend explicitly on the torsion. Since the full set of

equations of motion tell us that torsion must be zero and the constraints are essen-

tially the equations of motion pulled back to Σ, no set of initial data with non-zero

torsion can solve the constraints. Thus, the torsion must vanish on the constraint

submanifold. This in turn implies that the above commutator is weakly vanishing.

Since all of the other commutators are also weakly vanishing, we have a closed first

class algebra! There are no second class constraints. In retrospect this was a fore-

gone conclusion. After all, the canonical variables are simply the pull-back of the

dynamical Lagrangian variables to Σ, and the constraints are themselves simply the

Einstein equations pulled-back to Σ together with the diffeomorphism constraint.

The symplectic evolution of the system simply gives us the remaining components

of Einstein’s equations in the four-manifold. Thus, the question of whether the

constraint algebra closes weakly is equivalent to the question: are Einstein’s equa-

tions self-consistent? The answer is, of course, yes! Phrased another way, suppose

we have a set of initial data ωt0 and et0 on the initial Cauchy surface Σt0 . If the

data set is a good data set, it will solve the constraint equations—in other words it

will solve Einstein’s equations pulled-back to Σt0 . The symplectic evolution simply

enforces the remaining equations of motion, but for our purposes it also serves to

evolve ωt0 and et0 on Σt0 to ωt0+∆t and et0+∆t on the new Cauchy surface Σt0+∆t.

Now the questions is does the new data satisfy Einstein’s equations pulled back to

the new Cauchy slice? If it does then it will satisfy the constraints on Σt0+∆t. If
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it doesn’t then this will be reflected in the non-closure of the constraints, which

would indicate that the evolution generated by the given constraints and symplectic

structure pulls the initial data off the constraint submanifold. This, in turn, would

indicate a need for more constraints. But, since two of the constraints plus the

evolution equation are precisely the full set of Einstein’s equations, and Einstein’s

equations are self-consistent (barring the emergence of singularities where various

physical quantities become singular), this cannot happen so the constraint alge-

bra must close. The diffeomorphism constraint does not change this argument—it

simply says that we are free to choose new coordinates related by an infinitesimal

one-parameter diffeomorphism in evolving from Σt0 to Σt0+∆t.

Another interesting property arises from the constraint algebra. Our intu-

ition from the previous model considered suggested that the true algebra was likely

to be a deformation of the de Sitter algebra that reduces exactly to the de Sitter al-

gebra on a large portion of the phase space including de Sitter space itself. Consider

the above commutator evaluated on the equation of motion solved by R = λ
3 ε ε+C.

This implies that the Ricci scalar and tensor are respectively,
•
R= 4λ and

◦
R= λ e.

Using these substitutions, (but keeping the torsion terms) the commutator becomes

{CH(η1), CH(η2)} ≈ −λ
3 CG([η1, η2])− CG(C(η̄1, η̄2)) . (10.85)

As expected, the algebra is in fact a deformation of the de Sitter algebra, and when

the Weyl tensor is zero, as it is for de Sitter space, the algebra reduces to the de

Sitter algebra exactly. Furthermore, we see the local degrees of freedom of general

relativity emerging out of the algebra itself via the Weyl terms in the commutator.

In the presence of the Immirzi parameter, the same trick works in evaluating

the commutator. The only difference is that the curvature is modified by an Immirzi
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parameter dependent term as follows:

R −→ R = (1− 1
β?)R . (10.86)

Making the obvious substitutions,

•
R −→

•
R= RIJ(ε̄I , ε̄J)

◦
R −→

◦
R= 1

2γJRIJ(ε̄I , ) (10.87)

the Ricci decomposition takes the form

R = 1
2

(
e

◦
R +

◦
R e

)
− 1

6 e e
•
R +C . (10.88)

where C is the completely trace-free part of R. The commutator then becomes

{CH(η1), CH(η2)} =
1
k

∫
Σ
?[η1, η2] [T,

◦
R]− 1

6

•
R ?[η1, η2] [T, e]

+2 ? (η1 C(η̄2)− η2 C(η̄1))T . (10.89)

10.3 The quantum theory in this formalism

In this section we will hint at possible routes to constructing a quantum theory based

on the formalism developed in the previous section. The basic idea is to define a set

of fundamental commutators that will carry over to operator commutators without

modification under the generic substitution { · , · } → −i[ · , · ]. Defining the smeared

operators

ωα =
∫

Σ
αω

Σ(M)
β =

∫
Σ
βM e e (10.90)
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where α and β are appropriate smearing functions, and M is any matrix that com-

mutes with bivector elements of the Clifford algebra, the natural fundamental com-

mutators to choose are

{ωα1 , ωα2} = 0 → [ω̂α1 , ω̂α2 ] = 0 (10.91)

{Σ(P?)
β1

,Σ(P?)
β2

} = 0 → [Σ̂(P?)
β1

, Σ̂(P?)
β2

] = 0 (10.92)

{ωα,Σ
(P?)
β } = −

∫
Σ
αβ → [ω̂α, Σ̂

(P?)
β ] = i

∫
Σ
αβ . (10.93)

The first commutator is particularly significant since it tells us that the Lorentz con-

nection is fully commutative. This is in direct contrast to the standard approach to

covariant canonical gravity[34, 33] where the rotation and boost parts of connection

do not commute. The reason for the non-commutativity in these approaches comes

down to the primary simplicity constraint that induces an additional second-class

constraint. These constraints must be either solved, or implemented via the Dirac

bracket. The constraint effectively ensures the rotational part of the torsion van-

ishes. Thus, solving the constraint replaces the rotational part of the connection

with the Levi-Civita connection: ωij
a → Γij

a[E] where E is the rotational part

of the triad. With this substitution, the components of the connection no longer

commute, and the Hamiltonian constraint is complicated significantly. Since there

are no second class constraints in our approach, this is not necessary. We note,

however, that the dynamical variables, ω and e, will not commute in our approach.

Thus, if one were to introduce a de Sitter connection Λ = ω + i
r0
e, as is common

in Macdowell-Mansouri like approaches, the Lorentz and translation components of

this connection will almost certainly not commute.

For defining the Hamiltonian constraint, we appeal to a trick first introduced

by Chopin Soo in the context of Ashtekar gravity[53]. The trick is to express part

of the Hamiltonian constraint as a commutator of the volume operator and the
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Chern-Simons functional. In our context, consider the functional

CY = − 1
λk

∫
Σ
?P 2

? Y (10.94)

where Y = dω + 2
3ω ω ω. The commutator of the volume piece of the Hamiltonian

constraint with this functional is

{CHλ
(η), CY } = CH0(η) . (10.95)

This suggests that we define the Hamiltonian constraint by

ĈH = −i[ĈHλ
(η), ĈY ] + ĈHλ

(η) . (10.96)

The advantage of this is twofold. First, the operators ĈHλ
and ĈY may be easy to

define in the quantum theory since each are built out of operators that commute.

Second, there is no operator ordering ambiguity in the above expression for the

Hamiltonian constraint.

Finally, we discuss the Kodama state in this context. Consider the function-

als,

Σα =
∫
α e e

I =
∫

Σ
P?Y . (10.97)

The Poisson bracket of these two functionals is

{Σα, I} = −2k
∫

Σ
αR . (10.98)

Assuming that we can define a set of fundamental commutators under which the
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above commutator carries into the quantum theory without modification, we have

[
λ
3 Σ̂α ,

3i
2kλ Î

]
=

∫
Σ
α R̂ . (10.99)

Since the commutator itself commutes with Î, taking the exponent and using the

Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff identity we have

[
λ
3 Σ̂α , e

3i
2kλ

Î
]

=
∫

Σ
α R̂ × e

3i
2kλ

Î . (10.100)

Let us assume that there exists a representation of the fundamental commutators

where ω̂ is multiplicative. We will interpret the operator above as the wave function

itself in this representation: Ψ[ω] = exp
3i

2kλ

R
P?Y [ω], which is the umbrella state

containing the full sector of generalized Kodama states. From the commutator we

then have
λ
3 Σ̂α Ψ[ω] =

∫
Σ
αR Ψ[ω]−Ψ[ω] λ

3 Σ̂α . (10.101)

Since Ψ[ω] is the wave function, the last term on the right vanishes since Σ̂α has

nothing to act on2. In an arbitrary representation, we then have (dropping the

smearing function):

R̂ |Ψ〉 = λ
3 ê e |Ψ〉 . (10.102)

Thus, we see once again that |Ψ〉 can be interpreted as the quantum version of de

Sitter space.

2If this seems strange, recall that the same relation holds for the momentum eigenstates. There
the commutator [x̂, p̂] = i, yields the commutator

ˆ
p̂, eip0·x̂

˜
= p0e

ip0·x̂. When eip0·x is viewed as
a wavefunction in the position representation, we have p̂ eip0·x = p0 eip0·x + eip0·xp̂0. This is the
ordinary momentum eigenstate condition since the term on the far right has nothing to act on, so
it vanishes.
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Chapter 11

Concluding Remarks and Open

Problems

The search for quantum de Sitter space is an important first step in the construction

of a theory of quantum gravity. Not only does the spacetime display many of the

subtleties and complexities of full general relativity, it is also physically relevant since

it appears that we are living in an increasingly lambda dominated universe that is

asymptotically de Sitter in the future and possibly in the past as well. de Sitter space

is simple enough that we should expect exact quantum analogues, based on which

one might hope to make exact quantum gravitational predictions. The Kodama

state is one such state that bears the promise of a physical state corresponding to

de Sitter space. It is an exact solution to all the constraints of quantum gravity. It

has a well-defined semi-classical interpretation as the initial data state of de Sitter

space. And, it fits (reasonably well) within the framework of the modern theory of

quantum gravity. It would be a shame if one could not make physical sense out of

this state.

Nevertheless, any quantum state must pass some simple requirements that

we expect a physical state to possess. In this respect, there is strong evidence that
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original Kodama state fails. However, we have shown in this dissertation that one

can generalize the in order to address the root of this failure. As we have shown,

the generalized states resolve, or are expected to resolve many of these problems.

In addition, the generalization of the Kodama state opens up some intriguing

paradoxes, possibly indicating the limitations of the standard approach to Loop

Quantum Gravity. The canonical construction of the state in the time gauge opened

up a large Hilbert space of states, all of which satisfy the Hamiltonian constraint. We

showed that there is at least one state in this set that also satisfies the remaining

constraints and can be interpreted as the quantum analogue of the initial data

formulation of de Sitter space in a particular slicing. The remaining states may

simply be a relic of the process we used for the construction of this state, or they

may all be related in some fundamental way. To address this problem, we developed

a new approach to covariant classical and quantum gravity where the role of the

de Sitter group in the constraint evolution was emphasized. We found that this

formalism allowed one to return to the question of the existence of a Kodama-like

state in a covariant context where the full Lorentz group is retained, and the relic

of de Sitter symmetry persisted in the background. We found that the quantum

theory likely does contain a de Sitter-like solution, it satisfies the quantum operator

conditions of quantum de Sitter space, and it contains the full set of generalized

Kodama states in the time gauge. In this respect, the covariant framework appears

to be a much richer theory where disparate states are unified through the larger

gauge symmetry. There is much work left to be done in this formalism, but we have

seen good evidence that the framework is structurally sound.

Returning to the R = 0 state in the time gauge, this state provides the

promise of quantum gravity phenomenology in de Sitter space. The state is nat-

urally identified with the quantum analogue of de Sitter space in the co-moving,

inflationary slicing. Since the state is pure phase, perturbations to the state are ex-
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pected to be normalizable. By considering perturbations to the connection around

the flat space de Sitter solution, one may be able to construct a theory of linearized

gravitons in a familiar slicing of de Sitter space. Alternatively, one could attempt

to couple matter to the theory and derive the free-field propagators. One might ex-

pect that the propagator should resemble the ordinary propagators of perturbative

quantum field theory in de Sitter space with quantum mechanical corrections. We

recall that the hallmark achievement of Loop Quantum Gravity is the discretization

of space at the Planck scale. The Kodama state retains this prediction beautifully

since its functional form is known in the spin network representation, which di-

agonalize the area and volume operators. Thus, one should expect corrections to

the free-field propagator due to Planck scale discreteness. This has been predicted

many times in the past where it usually goes by the name of Doubly Special Rela-

tivity or κ-Poincaré algebra. Generally, they describe a set of spacetime symmetries

that preserve both a fundamental velocity (the speed of light) and a fundamental

length scale (the Planck length). There are tantalizing clues that the semi-classical

limit of Loop Quantum gravity on a Minkowski or de Sitter background may yield

symmetries of this type[54], but there is no clear consensus of the exact quantum

prediction from Loop Quantum Gravity. The generalized Kodama state may shine

in this respect. Already there have been significant advances in the linearization of

the Kodama state[9] and the coupling of the state to matter[55]. It remains to be

seen whether this framework can yield a well defined perturbation theory of fields on

a fully non-perturbative quantum gravitational background. Since the large-scale,

cosmological implications of quantum gravity may be the most likely avenue towards

quantum gravity phenomenology, making sense of the Kodama state is an important

first step towards a full theory of quantum gravity. We hope to have made some

progress in this direction.
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